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SD34MSG

Meeting : 18th May 2016
 The MSA Club seminar in Carlisle recently was

well received.

 There was a Rally Futures Meeting in Chesterfield




















recently but hopefully there will be one in our area
later in the year.
The Myerscough Open Day on 12th June is one of
the best opportunities for clubs to get noticed by
the general public. The motorsport site will be better this year with space for 15-20 cars. CDMC will
be running a taster event, PCA and possibly an autotest. Contact Maurice Ellison for details of stands,
etc.
The BleMCC Autosolo and PCA on 3rd July will be
at the DW Stadium in Wigan.
CDMC are co-promoting with Malton MC the Malton Forest Rally on 6th November and will therefore
be in our Stage Rally & Individual Championships
and the Inter-Club League.
The RLO reported that many of the ‘sensitive’ areas for road rallies have been long standing and
may now not be a problem. He asked that crews
doing PR work in the future visit these areas to
confirm the current status so many can be deleted
from the list.
The latest Championship positions were read out
and there are now a total of 79 championship registrations.
There was a good turnout at the ANCC AGM held
on the 11th April. Jonathan Day, MSA Director of
Development and Training will attend the next
meeting on 17th July.
There was a lively ANWCC meeting held on 9th
May. There was some discussion over rule R32.2a
about missing main time controls. There is the option to class the crew as a retirement or impose a
30 minute penalty but whichever is to be selected it
must be stated in the event regulations.
During the WRGB last year there was almost the
cancellation a stage due to lack of marshals and
other events have been suffering cancelled stages
for the same reason. We need to encourage more
marshals but how do we do it ? From 1st January
next year all marshals will have to be accredited
having done the online training modules. This
might put people off marshalling but several of us
have completed the training and it is not daunting
with the majority of answers being common sense.
Marshals/radio operators do not have to wear a
specific ‘yellow flag’ tabard in that role unless it’s in
the event regulations (however a ‘regular’ tabard
must be worn). It was questioned why marshals/
radio operators need to show the yellow flag to numerous safety cars, particularly when it’s raining.
Recording where yellow flags are positioned, e.g.
by the radio controller or stage commander, should
suffice.
All clubs were requested to get their members to
sign up for the petition against the proposed increases in forest charges by Natural Resources
Wales. #rally4wales.

The next meeting will be on 20th July at the
Hartwood Hotel, Chorley.

Chairman's Chat
It is very concerning that stages of multi-venue rallies
are being lost due to a lack of marshals so we all need to
try to encourage more people to get involved. I know
there are now many new safety requirements, for good
reason, and that marshals will need to be MSA accredited from 1st January next year and these may put people
off but they shouldn’t be worried. I, like many others,
have gone through the MSA training modules and the
majority of answers are basic common sense and even if
you get the odd answer wrong you can re-sit the modules
until you achieve 100%. Having passed you will have
gained a better knowledge of the issues facing the sport
and even with all the new requirements you will still be
able to have a great days sport so please come forward
to ensure our stage rallying doesn’t decline.
At last, after his enforced failed attempt at autocross in
Spain, Lewis achieved top step of the podium in the Monaco Grand Prix although it was only achieved with a major cock-up in the Red Bull pit lane and him conveniently
missing a chicane when about to be challenged by the
pole sitter. Great race but I don’t like the Ch4 coverage,
highlights only, 30 minutes of the rambling before any
action and of course too many adverts, one is too many.
Best regards,

Les Fragle,
Chairman/Secretary,
SD(34) Motor Sport Group
We are considering producing a
SD34MSG sticker for
Championship Competitors.
Opinions please

SD34MSG : Member Clubs & Contacts
Accrington MSC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: David Barratt
: davidpbarratt@gmail.com
: 01254-384127
: www.accrington-msc.org

Airedale & Pennine MCC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: John Rhodes

: rhodesj3@sky.com
: 07913 649131
: www.apmcc.co.uk

Blackpool South Shore MC
Contact
Email
Tel
Website

: Adrian Atkinson
: adrian.atkinson@bssmc.com
: 07919 694903
: www.bssmc.com

Bolton-le-Moors MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Darren Span
: Clerk@blmcc.co.uk
: 07403 499265
: www.blmc.co.uk

CSMA (NW)
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.

: Steve Johnson
: steve.johnson@csmaclub.org
: 01254-392663
: 07718 051 882

Clitheroe & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Maurice Ellison
: sd34news@gmail.com
: 01524-735488
: 07788-723721
: www.cdmconline.com

Garstang & Preston MC

Contact
: Margaret Duckworth
Email
: margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
Tel.
: 01772-700823
Website
: www.gpmc.co.uk

High Moor MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Gary Heslop
: gary.heslop@btinternet.com
: 0161-6430151
: 07973-816965
: www.hmmc.co.uk

Hexham & DMC
Contact
Email :
Tel.
Website

: Ed Graham
: edgraham01@sky.com
: 0161-2919065
: www.hexhammotorclub.co.uk

Knowldale CC
Contact
Email
Tel
Website

: Matt or Stephen Broadbent
: m.broadbent@zoho.com
: 07411-236420
: www.knowldale.co.uk

Lightning MSC
Contact
Email
Tel.

: Andy Rhodes
: andy.rhodes@btinternet.com
: 01772-632820

Lancashire A.C.
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

:
:
:
:

Chris Lee
info@lancsautoclub.com
07831-124417

www.lancsautoclub.com

Liverpool MC
Contact
Tel.
Email
Website

: John Harden
: 0161-9697137
: lmc-chairman@liverpoolmotorclub.com
: www.liverpoolmotorclub.com

Manx AS
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Mark Quayle
: pdschris@aol.com
: 07973-830695
: www.manxautosport.org

Matlock MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

Mull CC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Frances Banning
: frannybee66@yahoo.com
:
: www.matlockmotorclub.co.uk
: Chris Woodcock
: pdschris@aol.com
: 07973-830695
: www.mullcarclub.co.uk

Pendle & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Ray Duckworth
: raymond.duckworth@btinternet.com
: 01282-812551
: www.pendledistrictmc.co.uk

Preston MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Louis Baines
: louisbaines@hotmail.co.uk
: 07792 903166
: coming soon

U17MC-NW
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Steve Johnson
: steve.johnson@csmaclub.org
: 07718 051 882
: www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk

Stockport061MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Mark Wilkinson
: mark@stockport061.co.uk
: 07879-657580
: www.stockport061.co.uk

Wallasey MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Tony King
: tony_king@msn.com
: 07989-616546
: www.wallaseymc.com

Warrington & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: George Jennings
: gajennings@sky.com
:
: www.warringtondmc.org

Wigan & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Tony Lynch
: rallycrosser790@aol.com
:
: www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk

2300 Club
Contact
Email
Website

LIMITED

: Neil Molyneux
: 2300@fcs-uk.com
: www.2300club.org

Comprising the following 10 Clubs
Blackpool South Shore Motor Club
www.bssmc.com

Chester Motor Club

www.chestermotorclub.co.uk

Contacts
President
: Alan Shaw
U18 Championship :shawalan.555@btinternet.com
Marshals Compiler : 01282-602195
C.P.O.
Chairman
: Les Fragle
Secretary
les.fragle@gmail.com
League Compiler
01995-672230
Individual Compiler
: Bill Wilmer

Vice Chairman
Radios

Approved MSA Radio
Co-ordinator
Gemini Communications
07973-830705
w.wilmer@btinternet.com

: Steve Butler

Treasurer
Road Rally
Website

steven.butler9@btinternet.com

www.sd34msg.org

Stage Rally Compiler : Chris Woodcock
& Lancashire RLO
pdschris@aol.com
01254-681350

Sprint /Hillclimbe

: Steve Price

None Race/Rally

: Tracy Smith

prstp739@aol.com

tracey.amsc@hotmail.com

Registrations

: Margaret Duckworth

margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
01772-700823

Newsletter

: Maurice Ellison

sd34news@gmail.com
07788-723721
01524-735488

WANTED
YOUR Clubs:-

News, Views, Reviews, Club Profiles, Events,
Birthdays, Anniversaries.
Forthcoming Club Nights

Send to : Maurice Ellison
sd34news@gmail.com 07788-723721

Ecurie Royal Oak Motor Club
www.eromc.co.uk

High Moor Motor Club
www.hmmc.co.uk

Fylde Motor Sport Club
www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk

Stockport 061 Motor Club
www.stockport061.co.uk

Warrington & District Motor Club
www.warringtondmc.org

Wallasey Motor Club
www.wallaseymc.com

Preston Motorsport Club

www.facebook.com/prestonmotorsportclub

Garstang & Preston MC
www.gpmc.co.uk

Website : www.nwstages.co.uk

Mark Wilkinson - secretary@nwstages.co.uk

ADVERTISING
in ‘SPOTLIGHT’
1/4 page (ish - we are very flexible)
advert for a full 12 issues (1 year)
costs just £100

Readership in Excess of 10,000
Sent to all 26

member clubs and then

forwarded to club members + another 7000+ on
the distribution list (26 X 100 + 7000 = 10,000+ readers)
All advertising revenue helps to fund SD34MSG
Contact either Les Fragle, Maurice Ellison
or Steve Johnson for more details

Steve Johnson
07718 051 882

steve.johnson@csmaclub.org
01995-672230
les.fragle@gmail.com

Les Fragle
Maurice Ellison 07788-723721 sd34news@gmail.com

The opinions expressed in this publication are those of
the individual contributors, and not necessarily those of
the editor or the committee of the SD 34 MSG

Lancashire A.C.

Liverpool

Motor Club

Club members meet at The Unicorn Inn,
Cronton on the 2nd Tuesday of each month from
8.00pm.

The Unicorn Inn, 405 Cronton Rd, Widnes,
Cheshire WA8 5QF

www.liverpoolmotorclub.com

Marshals

Highland Tour
Invitation

23rd to 25th of September

You are invited to join us on the 2016 Highland 3 day
Starting on the 23rd September At The Royal Dunkeld
Hotel, Perthshire and running over the week end to finish
at the Dunblane Hydro, Dunblane, on Sunday 25th With
dinner and overnight at the Hydro, we will also run the optional Day 0 Starting near Biggar running up to Dunkeld
for anyone wanting the extra days motoring, the four day
route will cover over 800 miles and take in some of the
best of the highland scenery and serpentine tarmac Scotland has to offer.
Starting with the optional Day 0 on the Thursday 22nd ,
through to Sunday the 25th September 2016 - For details
please contact Mike Raven on

ma.raven@hotmail.co.uk
or look at our web page

www.highlantour.com
for details and supplementary regulations
and application form.

are required for the following
events at Aintree in 2016

3rd September:
LMC Autumn Sprint – Aintree

4th September:
Sporting Bears Charity
“Dream Rides for kids” day Aintree

21st September: (Thursday)
Greenpower Electric Car Races

1st October:
LMC Trackday 2 – Aintree

Plus

11th June and 2nd July
For the Hillclimbs at
Barbon Manor,
Cumbria

Marshals at our Aintree events receive a contribution to their travel expenses, a free buffet
lunch, and a guaranteed 40 minute lunch
break. Why not come along and get closer to
the action at one of our events?
If you would like to help us on any these events – and
you don’t have to be an LMC member – have a look
at the marshalling page of the LMC website for more
info or contact our Rally Marshals’ Coordinator, Geoff
Maine at

mainspeed@hotmail,co.uk
Previous experience isn’t required and we are a
friendly bunch, . . . . . honest!

Entries are now open for
our 2016 Aintree Sprints!
You can enter on-line at

www.liverpoolmotorclub.com/aintree-sprints

WALLASEY MC
The Club Meets at 9-00pm
Every Monday at
Port Sunlight Village Social Club,
Bridge St,
Port Sunlight
CH62 4UP

Wallasey Motor Club
Awards
and Dinner Dance

Friday 8th April saw the 2015 WMC Awards evening and
Dinner Dance. The evening was held at the Village Hotel
in Bromborough and was well received by those who attended. The numbers for the evening were poor – if there
is something that you would like to see at the Dinner
Dance, please pass feedback on to the committee.
This year a slightly different format was undertaken, and
we didn’t invite a guest speaker for the evening, but instead hired a live band who came on stage following the
awards, playing to about midnight.

Awards

st

1 Overall Rally Driver

Paul Evans
1st Overall Rally Navigator

Tony King
1st Overall Circuit Driver

Stuart MacMaster
st

1 Overall Speed Championship (Sprint)

Tim Nunn
1st Overall Nav Run Driver / Navigator

Stephen Turner & Neill Cousins

Committee Meeting Minutes

To keep everyone in the loop about what is going on in
committee meetings. From now on a summary of meetings minutes will be included in the newsletter.
If there is something you wish to bring up, have suggestions, please speak to any of the committee members to have it added to the agenda.
 Possible club nights to be progressed by Steve T:
 DVD night to be held 18/4 Table top – introduction

one week followed by a table top competition.

 Quiz night (Gerry has offered to do this). This will be

in May, exact date to be confirmed.

 Summer barbecue (July time) and / or possible barbe-

cue at a pub venue Pub crawl round Chester Social
event around the Warrington MC Ty Croes rally (3rd
July).

2016 Nav Run Championship
4 th April Round 3 of the
2016 WMC Nav Scatter Championship.
Organised by David Bulter and Ben Spencer. Round 3
saw a slightly later start to the event due to the clock
change. This was the crews first time organizing a round
and it was well organized, and provided a challenging
route!
Starting a little further out than usual, in Wrexham, there
appeared to be 2 routes, only thing was each route
would take less than the allowed time, so the winners
would be who could tack them together and pick up
plots from each route. Some great roads ensued and
the results are as follows:

Round 3
1 Andy Davies Joe Burgess – 123d
2 Phil Bramhill Neil Evans - Vectra
3 Time Ellis Stuart MacMaster – Mini Clubman
4 Mike Spray Chris Roberts – VW Golf
5 Neill Cousins Steve Turner – Civic R
6 Ben Donaldson Tom Langdon – Fiesta ST
7 Rob Burgess Jackson Willett – Impreza

Results following rounds 1 and 2
are as follows….
Round 1,
Organised by Stephen Turner
and Neill Cousins
1 Phil Bramhill Andy Marchbank
2 Gary Marriot Neil Evans
3 Andy Davies Joe Burgess
4 Tim Ellis Stuart MacMaster
5 Dave Butler Ben Spencer
6 Steve Nobel John Wainwright
7 Kev Caddy Shaun Scholfield
8 Mike Sprax Chris Roberts

2115pts
1800pts
1750pts
1710pts
1675pts
1550pts
1250pts
875pts

Round 2,
Organized by Stu MacMaster
and Tim Ellis
1 - Phil Bramhill Andy Marchbank,
2 - Andy Davies Joe Burgess, 123d,
3 - Gary Marriott Neil Evans, V70,
4 - Dave Bulter Ben Spencer, Mk2 Astra,
5 - Neill Cousins Ste Turner, Civic R,
6 - Chris Roberts Mike Spray, 320d,
Steve Noble Graham McDougall, Astra

1940pts
1675pts
1655pts
1640pts
1425pts
730pts
OTL

JC Motor Services SMC Stages,
hosted by Stockport 061 Motorclub
Following the marshal request last month from Stockport
061, WMC mustered a crew to take a trip to Anglesey to
help marshal for their event.
First thing in the morning, it was a cold start, with ice
being scraped off cars, but with a clear sky things
looked promising, even for Anglesey! Due to WMC numbers, we were given the top area to look after – where
all the circuit buildings are and where the old “Radar”
corner was.
The day was glorious, warm sunshine and some great
rallying!

Matlock MC
Meetings

Every 2nd Thursday
from around 8.30pm
at the Black Swan, Ashover
MR 119/350 633

www.matlockmotorclub.co.uk

Hexham & DMC
Meet every Wednesday
at the Dr.Syntax Inn,
Nr. Stocksfield

Hexham & DMC run a very successful 12 Car Rally
series on the 3rd Wednesday of each month

For more details contact
edgraham01@sky.com

Bolton-le-Moors CC

The Club Meets at 9-00pm
every Thursday at
Horwich RMI Club,
Chorley New Rd, Horwich.

‘WHATS ON’
AT BLMCC IN JUNE
Thursday 02nd June
DVD / UTUBE Night
21:00 - 23:00
th

Thursday 09 June
June Committee
21:00 - 23:00
th

Thursday 16 June
Quiz Night

Meet at the The Delph Tavern,
Tontine,
Orrell WN5 8UJ
every second & fourth Monday
of the month

Knowldale Car Club
Knowldale Car Club meet at
Milnrow Cricket Club

21:00 - 23:00
th

Saturday 18 June

MN Circuit Rally Championship
Awards Night at Oulton Park
19:00 - Late
rd

Thursday 23 June
Snetterton Debrief
Oulton Park Planning
21:00 - 23:00
th

Thursday 30 June
Treasure Hunt

We meet every Thursday (except first which is an
Out and About event at another venue) at Rising
Sun, Buxton Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport,
Cheshire, SK7 6AD from about 20.30 onwards.
A warm welcome is assured and you are under no
obligation to join.

20:00 - 23:00

Manx Auto Sport

The Club has taken on the
lease of the Mike Hailwood
Centre at the TT Grandstand
See more at:

www.manxautosport.org/pages/club-meetings.

www.sd34msg.org.uk

2016

Garstang & Preston MC
Meet at 8-30pm
Every Tuesday

Lonsdale Club,
Fulwood Hall Ln,
Fulwood,
Preston PR2 8BD

Auto Solo

Sunday 3rd of July
Preston's College

St Vincents Road, Preston, PR2 8UR

Non Members welcome

Regs available from the

G&PMC Website :
www.gpmc.org.uk

June Events at G&PMC
Tuesday 7th June
Committee Meeting

First week of the month as always is committee
meeting and social night.
You will have the opportunity to Meet & Speak with the
committee, Raise any concerns and catch up on how
our club members are doing while out on events.

Followed by a
pre Memorial Rally Meeting

Saturday 11th June

Memorial Road Rally
 How does Moses make tea? Hebrews it.
 Venison for dinner again? Oh deer!
 A cartoonist was found dead in his home.

Details are sketchy.

 I used to be a banker, but then I lost interest.
 Haunted French pancakes give me the crêpes.
 England has no kidney bank, but it does have a Liver-

Lancashire Automobile Club Ltd

Classic Tour dates 2016
We would like to
invite you to take
part in our road
events
12th June

Manchester to Blackpool
Classic Car Run

9th July

Coast to Coast Classic
Car Run

Start Morecambe - Brotton

23/25th September
Highland 3 Day
A Classic marathon
Around Scotland

Contact Chris Lee
chrislee1275@aol.
Airedale & Pennine MCC
The club meet
on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at

The Rock & Heifer, Rock Lane,
Bradford BD13 3RH from 8.30p

Blackpool South Shore MC

pool.

 I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.
 They told me I had type-A blood, but it was a Typo.
 I changed my iPod's name to Titanic. It's syncing

now.

 Jokes about German sausage are the wurst.
 I know a guy who's addicted to brake fluid, but he

says he can stop any time.
 I stayed up all night to see where the sun went, and
then it dawned on me.
 This girl said she recognized me from the vegetarian
club, but I'd never met herbivore.
 When chemists die, they barium.

The Club meets every Thursday night at
The Clarence public house
Preston New Road, Blackpool

Next BSSMC Rally : 12th June

Keith Frecker Memorial
Weeton Stages

Warrington
& DMC
WDMC meets at 20.00
every Tuesday at

THE ANTROBUS ARMS

Scalextric Championship
Second Round of the WDMC
Scalextric Championship

Held on the 24th of May
The 2nd WDMC Scalextric challenge night
results.
Thanks to you all for a great night

Off road X 2 stages
1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
8th.
9th.
10th.
11th.
12th.

Ste Unsworth.
George Jennings.
Colin Cresswell.
John Boggs.
Matthew Steadman.
Jo Reynolds.
Bob Reynolds
Sandra Withenshaw.
Denise Burns.
Ant Oates.
Colin Burgess.
Ann McCormack.

Min-sec-10/sec

2-20-2
2-23-5
2-31-0
2-35-3
2-37-5
2-40-2
2-49-7
3-01-3
3-07-8
3-08-8
3-09-9
3-12-0

Tarmac X 2 stages
1st
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
8th.
9th.
10th.
11th.
12th.

Jo Reynolds.
Ant Oates.
John Boggs.
Matthew Steadman.
Colin burgess
Bob Reynolds.
Colin Cresswell.
Sandra Withenshaw.
George Jennings.
Ste Unsworth.
Denise Burns.
Ann McCormack.

Min-sec-10/sec

2-00-6
2-04-7
2-05-2
2-06-6
2-08-7
2-11-8
2-19-5
2-21-4
2-28-4
2-38-6
2-42-1
2-46-6

Positions O/A after Round 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

John Boggs.
Colin Cresswell.
Ade Lloyd.
Jo Reynolds.
George Jennings.
Matthew Steadman.
Ste Unsworth.
Sandra Withenshaw.
Ann McCormack.
Denise Burns.
Michael Daly.
Michael Spiers.
Will Heys
Bob Reynolds.
Ant Oates.
Colin Burgess

10
5
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

April Clubnights
Tuesday 24th May Bentham AutoSolo
The Club Meets at 8-30pm

Every Tuesday
at

Waddington Sports & Social Club
Waddington, Nr Clitheroe
BB7 3HW
M/R 103 / 731 437
Website : www.cdmconline.com

What’s On at CDMC

June 2016

Tuesday 7th June
Noggin & Natter

A ‘Catch Up’ night when you can tell us
all what you have been up to during the
past few months

Sunday 12th June
Myerscough College
Open Day & AutoSolo

Tuesday 14th June
Committee Night

Club Members are more than welcome
to attend and see & hear what goes on
behind the scenes and you can also express your opinions.
Why not come along. You might enjoy it.

Tony Harrisons Garage at Bentham was once again the venue for
the annual evening May AutoSolo. 12 Competitors started.
Tony Harrison got off to a bad start running out of petrol on the first
test and on subsequent tests attacking the cones.
The handbrake on Ayrton Harrisons VW Golf wouldn't lock the rear
wheels and a three point turn was needed at the 3 X 1800 R turns so
after the first 4 runs he ‘borrowed’ his girlfriends Celica (it must be
love!).
Phil Clegg won the A/T & Dave Robinson won the PCA

Tuesday 31 May

Family Night Fun

Tuesday 21st June
Tony Lynch &
Simon Horton
RallyCross Stars

Tuesday 28th June

Sam & Seddy get a lesson on how to win the Wales Rally (GB)
from Samuel Shepherd whilst Josh Lewin sets a blistering
pace on the Scalextric

(re-arranged date)

Gordon Birtwistle

ProFlex Suspension

Proflex are one of the world's leading
manufacturers of shock absorbers for
motorsport.
Proflex are renowned for quality and performance in the world of motorsport, and
are the number one choice of some of
the best drivers and teams in the world
across all disciplines of the sport.
Come & learn from the master

That’s how you do it !
Says Simon

2016 SD34MSG Under 18 Championship Registration Form
Name

……………………………………………………………………………………..

Address ………………………………………………………………………………..…………..
……………………………………………………………………………….…………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………....
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

Post Code

…………………..

e-mail …….…………………………………………………..

Tel No Home …………………………………… Mobile …..…………………………………….
SD34 Nominated Club

……………………………………………………..……. (1 only)

Age on 1st January 2016 ……………. DOB …………………………………………………..
Please register me for the SD34MSG Under 18 Championship. I understand that the information contained on this
sheet will be held on computer, but will be for SD34MSG use only. (There is no fee due for this championship.)

Signature ………………………………………………….. Date ………………………
Please return the completed form to the championship compiler.
This can be done by post or complete including signature, scan and then e-mail.

Alan Shaw
31 Appleby Drive, Barrowford, NELSON, Lancashire, BB9 6EX
Tel : 01282602195 email : shawalan.555@btinternet.com

SD34MSG Under 18 Championship Regulations

The SD34MSG “Under 18 Championship” shall allow any member of an SD34MSG club, who is under the age of 18
on the first day in the championship year (this will normally be 1st January in any year) to compete for the championship in any discipline of motorsport which allows their participation at an age of under 18 as defined in the current
MSA Bluebook.
As this will be a multi discipline championship then all Under 18 Championship qualifying competitors wishing to be
considered for the championship must register for the Under 18 Championship separately to the normal championships. This will not exclude them from registering for the normal SD34MSG championship as well. (Entry to this
championship shall be free and points will be awarded from the date of first registration.)
Scoring
For championships which work out overall positions by Index of Performance (as per MSA Blue Book rules) the Under 18 registered competitor with the best index in the event will be awarded one point for each under 18 championship contender, or 10 points whichever is the higher, and second placed one point less, etc. i.e The 2nd best index 1
point less, 3rd best index 2 points less and so on till all eligible registered Under 18 competitors have been awarded
their points.
For Championship events which work out overall position by means of the least actual time lost (or time and fails
system) then the Registered Under 18 competitor with the best overall position will be awarded one point for each
under 18 championship contender, or 10 points whichever is the higher, and second placed one point less, etc. i.e
The 2nd best overall position 1 point less, 3rd best overall position 2 points less and so on till all eligible registered
Under 18 competitors have been awarded their points.
Some championship events may well have eligible competitors in both the driving and navigating positions and
therefore I would envisage that points be awarded to both Drivers and Navigators separately according to their overall position either as navigators or drivers. There will be no distinction between drivers or navigators for the overall
awards.
Registered competitors may also score 5 points on two separate occasions by marshalling on any SD34MSG championship event. One of these must be for marshalling on an SD34 Championship event other than one run by their
own club. If the event is run/co-promoted by more than one club and one of these clubs is their own club this will not
count as another club for marshalling points.
The REGISTERED Under 18 competitor with the highest score at the end of the championship year, from any discipline or multiple disciplines, would be the Overall Under 18 Champion. Next highest score 2nd Overall and third highest score 3rd Overall.
It must be stressed that an Under 18 Championship contender must notify the Championship compiler of their taking
part in a particular eligible event. (This can be easily done by e-mail just stating which event and its date.) The event
organisers must supply a complete set of results and entry list with clubs entered under to the Under 18 compiler
so that points can be awarded accordingly. These must be notified as soon as the results become available and no
longer than three weeks after the date that the results become official. For December events then these should be
notified as soon as they are available and no later than the end of the first week in January. Notifications that are
sent after these times will not be allowed. (NOTE For 2016 Events occurring, and results notified to the compiler,
before the end of February 2016 points will be allowed to be back dated.)
Under 18 Championship Compiler:- Alan Shaw, 31 Appleby Drive, Barrowford, NELSON, Lancashire. BB9 6EX.
01282602195. shawalan.555@btinternet.com

2016 SD34 MSG CHAMPIONSHIP REGISTRATION FORM
www.sd34msg.org.uk
NAME;

………………………………………………………………………………………...
Please Tick this box
if you are under
18yrs of age

ADDRESS; ………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
POSTCODE;

……………………………..…...

HOME TEL. NO;

…………………………………..

MOBILE NO;

…………………………………..

E-MAIL ADDRESS;

…………………………………………………………………………………..

SD34 NOMINATED CLUB (one club only)

………………………………………

Please register me for the SD34 Championships listed below;
I understand that the information contained on this sheet may be held on computer, but will be kept in the strictest
Confidence for SD34 MSG use only.
SIGNATURE…………………………………DATE…………………………………
Please forward the completed SD34 registration form with registration fee of £5.00 to; SD34 MSG
c/o Mrs.M.Duckworth,12 Silsden Ave.,Ribbleton, Preston.PR2 6XB
Registration commences on date of receipt of application form or on advance notification by e-mail.
.

Tel. No; 01772 700823

E-Mail; margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com

N.B. You do not need to register in order to claim points for the Interclub league championship but you must register for the
individual or disciplined championships.
CHAMPIONSHIP
STAGE RALLY
ROAD RALLY

Tick to
Register

Driver
Co-Driver/ Navigator
Delete as appropriate
DRIVER
CO DRIVER

A / B / C / D
A / B / C / D

DRIVER
NAVIGATOR

Exp / Semi / Nov
Exp / Semi / Nov

Class
Delete as appropriate

SPRINT & HILLCLIMB

1,

2,

3,

4,

NON RACE / RALLY

A / B / C / D / E /F

Official
SD34
Use only

5

MARSHALLING POINTS. If you are registering as driver and navigator/co-driver in the same discipline you must nominate which club you want marshalling points to be awarded to.

CLASSES
Stage Rally;

……………………………………………………….

A = up to 1400cc, B = 1401 to 1600cc, C = 1601 to 2000cc, D = over 2000cc & 4wd

Road Rally; Expert; A competitor who, in the role registered has finished in the top 10 of a Nat B Or higher grade rally.
Semi Expert; All competitors not eligible for Expert or Novice class.
Novice; A competitor in the role registered who has never won an award other than a team award.
Non Race A = saloon cars up to 13ft long and up to and including 1400cc.
/Non Rally B = Saloon cars up to 13ft long and over 1400cc.
C = Saloon cars over 13ft long (Saloons will include estate cars, hatchbacks and commercials as
appropriate)
D= Sports cars.
E= Specials.
F = Special Stage rally cars.
Sprint /
In accordance with the 2016 MSA Year Book, cars shall be entered in the following classes:Hillclimb
Class 1 Road-going Series Production Cars conforming to Section S11 of the 2016 MSA Year Book.
Class 2 Road-going Specialist Production Cars conforming to Section S11 of the 2016 MSA Year Book.
Class 3 Modified Series Production & Specialist Cars conforming to Section S12 of the 2016 MSA Year Book.
Class 4 Sports Libre Cars conforming to Section S14 and Hillclimb Super Sports Cars conforming to
Section S13 of the 2016 MSA Year Book
Class 5 Racing Cars conforming to Section S15 of the 2016 MSA Year Book
Cars must conform to the regulations of the individual event entered, including the event’s requirement to use specific tyres.

Individual Championship

2016 SD34MSG Inter-Club League
Position

Division A
Club

Points

Div

O/A

Clitheroe & DMC

412

1

1

Bolton-le-Moors CC

270

2

2

Stockport061 MC

257

3

3

Blackpool South Shore MC

208

4

4

Warrington & DMC

177

5

6

Garstang & Preston MC

174

6

7

U17MC-NW

135

7

8

Liverpool MC

123

8

9

Division B
Club

1
2
3
4
5
6

Div

O/A

Preston MC

201

1

5

Matlock MC

103

2

10

Wigan & DMC

98

3

11

Accrington MSC

83

4

12

Pendle & DMC

71

5

13

Manx AS

62

6

15

Knowldale CC

42

7

16

Wallasey MC

37

8

17

Position

Division C
Points

Div

O/A

Hexham & DMC

68

1

14

Airedale & Pennine MCC

27

2

18

Mull CC

10

3

19

Lightning MSC

0

4

20

2300

0

4

20

Motorsport NW Ltd

0

4

20

High Moor MC

0

4

20

CSMA (NW)

0

4

20

Lancashire A.C.

0

4

20

Last Updated 17th May 2016

Competitor

Q

pts

Club

Jack Darbyshire
Ian Bruce
Maurice Ellison
Kris Coombes
Louis Baines
James Swallow

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

33
29
22
14
13
5

PMC
S061MC
CDMC
PMC
PMC
PMC

Not Yet Qualified

=
=

Position
Points

Club

O/A

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

7
8
9
10
10
12
13
14
14
16
16
18
19
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
29
29
29
31
31
31
34
35
36
36
36
36
36

Brandon Smith
Pauline Merrills
Dave Riley
Gary Evans
James Williams
Steve Lewis
Andy Williams
Mark Warburton
Jonathon Webb
John Leckie
Ashley Young
Scott McMahon
Phil Clegg
Chris McMahon
Adrian Atkinson
Richard Hunter
Steve Johnson
Gary Jakeman
Stephen Kennell
Andy Larton
Martyn Lloyd
Rob Lloyd
Nigel Fox
Michael Judson
Nigel Fox
Tony Harrison
Joe Mallinson
Steve Price
Nigel Trundle
Paul Taylor
Ayrton Harrison
Colin Baines
Daniel Cookson
Matthew Harwood
Gavin Irvine

`

30
28
20
19
19
18
17
16
16
15
15
13
12
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
6
5
5
5
5
5

CDMC
S061MC
BSSMC
MMC
U17MC
CDMC
U17MC
CDMC
HDMC
MMC
MMC
U17MC
AMSC
U17MC
BSSMC
MMC
U17MC
HMMC
CDMC
LivMC
S061MC
CDMC
LMC
CDMC
LivMC
CDMC
A&PMCC
BLMCC
GPMC
CDMC
CDMC
PMC
PMC
GPMC
GPMC

Last Updated 17th May 2016

=
=

=
=

Road Rally Championship

Stage Rally Championship

O/A Driver

O/A

1 John Leckie
2 Mark Warburton
3 Richard Hunter
4 James Taylor
5 Martin Lloyd
6 Tony Harrison
7 Mark Standen
8 Alex Brown
8 Ian Swallow
10 Louis Baines
12 Paul Gray
13 Jonathon Hoggarth
14 Ayrton Harrison
14 Joe Mallinson
15 Paul Buckel
Alan Bennison
Andy Ritchie
James Swallow

O/A Navigator
1
2
3
4
= 5
= 5
7
8
9
10
11
12

Gary Evans
Sion Matthews
Jonathon Webb
Ian Graham
Maurice Ellison
Paul Taylor
Ashley Young
Rob Lloyd
Stephen Frost
Kris Coombes
Simon Frost
Steve Butler
Tony Vart
Craig Shooter

pts Class Club

33
24
20
19
18
17
16
9
9
8
7
6
5
5
4
0
0
0

E
S
E
E
E
E
E
N
N
S
S
S
E
N
E
E
E
S

MMC
CDMC
MMC
CDMC
S061MC
CDMC
G&PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
APMCC
CDMC
HDMC
CDMC
PMC

pts Class Club

38
32
23
20
15
15
14
10
9
8
7
6
0
0

E
E
S
E
E
E
N
E
E
S
S
E
N
N

Scores

Scores

MMC
MMC
HDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
MMC
CDMC
G&PMC
PMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
PMC

Last updated 28th May
(Awaiting results of Round 5 : 061Altratech Rally)

U18 Championship
O/A
1
2

Competitor

pts

Club

James Williams
Kameron Anderson

10
0

U17MC
U17MC

Q

pts Class Club

Ian Bruce
Brandon Smith
Jack Derbyshire
Adrian Atkinson
Michael Judson
Matthew Jakeman
Mike Figg

Y
N
N
N
N
N
N

105
82
81
54
26
26
0

Co-Driver

Q

pts Class Club

1 Dave Riley
2 Pauline Merrills
3 Gary Jakeman
Terry Martin

N
N
N
N

1
2
3
4
5
5

=
=

O/A

Driver

C
D
C
D
C
B
D

106
104
26
0

S061MC
CDMC
PMC
BSSMC
CDMC
HMMC
CDMC

D
C
B
D

BSSMC
S061MC
HMMC
CDMC

Last Updated 17th May
(following Round 6 : Cetus Stages)

Non Race/Rally Championship
O/A Competitor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Andy Williams
Steve Lewis
James Williams
Scott MacMahon
Phil Clegg
Chris MacMahon
Garry Sherriff
Daniael Barker
Joe Mallinson
Steve Johnson
Stephen Kennell
Roger Barfield
Steve Price

pts

Class Club

21.11
20.87
20.25
20.17
20.00
19.89
19.35
17.85
10.30
10.20
10.81
9.81
9.27

All

U17MC
CDMC
All U17MC
A
U17MC
D
AMSC
A
U17MC
A
PMC
C
AMSC
C
A&PMCC
A/F CDMC
B
CDMC
B
U17MC
A
BLMCC

Last Updated 16th May
(following Round 2 : Lymm Services)

Sprint & Hillclimb Championship
O/A

Competitor

1
2
3
4

Andy Larton
Nigel Fox
Robert Holt
Nigel Trundle

Q

pts

Club

10.64
10.60
10.00
9.32

LivMC
LivMC
LivMC
G&PMC

Last updated 19th May
Following April Aintree Sprint

MARSHALS CHAMPIONSHIP
Last updated : May 18th 2016

Airedale & Pennine MCC

Mull CC

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

Accrington MSC
Stephen Smith
Dave Barratt

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

62 Tracey Smith
20

Steve Johnson

Total Club Marshalling Points : 154

62
10

Blackpool South Shore MC
Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

Bolton-le-Moors MC

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

Clitheroe & DMC
Steve Butler
Heidi Woodcock
Seb Sedgewick
Steve Lewis
Bill Wilmer
Sam Ambler
Matt Broadbent
Steve Flynne

42
30
30
20
20
10
10
10

Maurice Ellison
Chris Woodcock
Paul Buckel
Jez Turner
Matt Kiziuk
Matt Flynne
Paul Flynne

Total Club Marshalling Points : 324

40
30
22
20
20
10
10

22

CSMA (NW)

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

2

Garstang & Preston MC
Les Fragel
Margaret Duckworth
David Nolan
Gave Irvine
Ian Richmond
Ian Farnworth
Andy Benson
Jean Benson
Steve Kenyon
Angie Nolan
Matt Cookson
Alex Jackson

30
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Jason Bleakley
Karen Whittam
Matthew Harwood
Andy Jones
Andrew Richmond
Peter Shuttleworth
Derek Benson
Anthony Brindle
Sharon Kershaw
James Cookson
Hem Dale
Colin Todhunter

Total Club Marshalling Points : 350

20
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0
Georgiana Webb

30

Total Club Marshalling Points : 30

Knowldale CC

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

Lancashire A.C.
David Bell

20

Total Club Marshalling Points : 20

Lightning MSC
Bill Gray
Andy Fell
David Hunt
Mike Cadwalleder
Geoff Main
Kevin Jessop
Ron Hunt
Ron Huntriss

44
32
30
22
20
20
10
10

Sean Robertson
John Harden
Phil Howarth
Roy Holder
Ian Paterson
Phil Gough
Jon Hunter

40
32
22
10
10
10
10
10
10

Peter Wright
Alan Shaw
Toby Fisher
Rod Brereton
Harry Tinkler
Chris Andrews
Charlie Fisher
James Wright

Preston MC
Ryan Sweeting
Danny Cookson
Colin Baines
Lee Balshaw
Matt Cookson
Kris Coombes
Richard Cooper
Jack Darbyshire
Jamie Elwell
Dave Gillibrand
Mark Livesey
Joe Ring
Julie Sharples
Grant Smith
Gordon Duxbury
Julie Sharples
Ian Swallow
Ian Brown
Joshua Robinson
Gordon Duxbury
Zoe Wright

20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Alex Brown
David Moss
Louis Baines
Lee Birkenhead
Terry May
Sam Coombes
Graham Derbyshire
Jordan Duxbury
Daniel Gillibrand
Robert Grimshaw
Katie Marie
James Sharples
Craig Shooter
Jeremy Smith
Peter Sharples
James Swallow
Andrew Brown
Steve Dixon
Charley Fisher
James Wright

62
42
40
20
20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Ken Wilkinson
Lindsay Mather
Andy Chambers
Andy Turner
Keith Miles
Daryl Evans
Frank Wilkinson
Dan Chambers
John Coulson
Phil Hesketh
Dave Moore
Julian Russell
Mathew Turner
Rob Yates
Martin Payne

52
42
30
20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

20

Lauren Crook

10

Total Club Marshalling Points : 316

Matlock MC

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

Manx AC

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0
NB : Names & Scores in Bold have qualified.
Others still to qualify
Leading 3 Marshals (All on 62 points) shown in RED

20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Total Club Marshalling Points : 450

Stockport 061MC
Mark Wilkinson

U17Club NW
42
32
22
22
10
10
10

32
30
20
10
10
10
10
10

Total Club Marshalling Points : 286

Total Club Marshalling Points : 558

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

Liverpool MC

Les Eltringham
Peter Schofield
Lindsay Fisher
Ian Mills
Ian Mills
Peter Wright
Lee Birkenhead
Mick Tomlinson
Zoe Wright

Ian Mather
Sarah-Jane Wilkinson
Rick Ekin
Anthony Miles
Andy Elliott
Ian Bruce
Steph Wilkinson
Dave Coulson
Judith Ekin
Keith Miles
Alan Ogden
Stuart Shaw
Ricky Williams
Hazel Payne

High Moor MC

Hexham & DMC

Pendle & DMC

Kameron Anderson

Total Club Marshalling Points : 30

Warrington & DMC
Dee Burns
Anne MackCormack
William O’Brien

20
20
10

Joanne McCormack 20
Robert O’Brien
10

Total Club Marshalling Points : 80

Wallasey MC

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

Wigan MC
Total Club

Marshalling

Points : 0

2300 MC

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

Motorsport NW Ltd.

Total Club Marshalling Points : 0

SD34MSG Calendar for 2016
Date

Type

Leagu
e

5-Jun

Trial

Yes

Airedale & Pennine

Production Car Trial

Keighley

11-Jun

Hillclimb

Yes

Liverpool MC

Barbon Manor Hillclimb 1

Barbon

11/12-Jun

Road Rally

Yes

G & PMC

Memorial Road Rally

Lancs & Yorkshire

12-Jun

Stage Rally

Yes

Blackpool SSMC

Keith Frecker Memorial Stages

Weeton Barracks

18-Jun

Trial

Yes

Airedale & Pennine

Production Car Trial

Keighley

19-Jun
19-Jun
19-Jun

Autosolo
Autotest
PCA

Yes
Yes
Yes

CSMA
CSMA
CSMA

CSMA Autosolo 2
CSMA Autotest 2
CSMA PCA 2

Lymm Services,
Lymm Services,
Lymm Services,

25-Jun

Sprint

Yes

Liverpool MC

Jack Neal Memorial Sprint

Aintree

2-Jul

Hillclimb

Yes

Liverpool MC

Barbon Manor Hillclimb 2

Barbon

2/3-Jul

Road Rally

No

Beverley & DMC

Beaver Rally

North Humberside

3-Jul

Stage Rally

Yes

Warrington & DMC

Enville Stages Rally

Anglesey Circuit

3 Jul

AutoSolo

Yes

Bolton-le-Moors CC

September AutoSolo PCA

DW Stadium,

3-Jul

Trial

Yes

Airedale & Pennine

Production Car Trial

Keighley

17-Jul

Autosolo

Yes

Under 17 MC NW

U17MC Autosolo 1

M65 Jt 4

17-Jul

Autotest

Yes

Under 17 MC NW

U17MC Autotest 1

M65 Jt 4

17-Jul

PCA

Yes

Under 17 MC NW

U17MC PCA 1

M65 Jt 4

23/24-Jul

Road Rally

No

Morecambe CC

Morecambe Rally

Lancashire

7-Aug

Trial

Yes

Airedale & Pennine

Production Car Trial

Keighley

13 Aug

Hillclimb

Yes

Pendle & Dist MC

August Hillclimb

Scammonden Dam,

21-Aug

Autosolo

Yes

Under 17 MC NW

U17MC Autosolo 2

M65 Jt 4

21-Aug

Autotest

Yes

Under 17 MC NW

U17MC Autotest 2

M65 Jt 4

21-Aug

PCA

Yes

Under 17 MC NW

U17MC PCA 2

M65 Jt 4

27/28-Aug

Road Rally

No

Ilkley & DMC

Colman Tyres Rally

Yorkshire

2+3-Sep

Stage Rally

Yes

Wallasey MC

Promenade Stages

Wallasey Prom

3-Sep

Sprint

Yes

Liverpool MC

Aintree Autumn Sprint

Aintree

4-Sep

Trial

Yes

Airedale & Pennine

Production Car Trial

Keighley

24/25-Sep

Road Rally

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

Taybridge Clitheronian Rally

Lancs & Yorkshire

25-Sep

Autosolo

Yes

Bolton-le-Moors CC

Bolton September Autosolo

Venue tbc

25-Sep

Stage Rally

Yes

PDMC / GPMC

Heroes Stage Rally

Weeton Barracks

9-Oct

Stage Rally

Yes

Wigan & DMC

The Adgespeed Stages

3 Sisters, Wigan

14-16-Oct

Stage Rally

Yes

Mull Car Club

Mull Rally

Isle of Mull

5-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Bolton-le-Moors CC

Neil Howard Memorial Rally

Oulton Park

6-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

Malton Forest Rally

Dalby, Cropton etc

11/12-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Manx Auto Sport

Poker Stars Stages

Isle of Man

19/20 Nov

Road Rally

Yes

Matlock MC

Dansport Road Rally

Derbyshire

26-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

The Hall Trophy

Blyton airfield,

4-Dec

Autosolo

Yes

Accrington MSC

AMSC Autosolo

M65 Jt 4

4-Dec

Autotest

Yes

Accrington MSC

AMSC Autotest

M65 Jt 4

4-Dec

PCA

Yes

Accrington MSC

AMSC PCA

M65 Jt 4

Road Rally

Club

Stage Rally

Title

Sprint/Hill Climb

Venue - Notes

A/T, PCA, A/S & Trials

SD34MSG 2016 Championship Rounds at a Glance
SD34MSG Road Rally Championship 2016
Date
11/12
Jun
2/3
Jul
23/24
Jul
27/28
Aug
24/25
Sep
19/20
Nov

Event

Organising Club

Memorial Rally

G&PMC

Beaver Rally

Beverley & DMC

Morecambe Rally

Morecambe CC

Colman Tyres Rally

Ilkley DMC

Taybridge
Clitheronian

Clitheroe & DMC

Dansport Rally

Matlock MC

SD34MSG Stage Rally Championship 2016
Date

Event

Organising Club

SD34MSG Sprint & Hillclimb C/ship 2016
Date

Event

11th Jun

Barbon 1 Hillclimb

Liverpool MC

25th Jun

Jack Neal Sprint

Liverpool MC

2nd Jul

Barbon 2 Hillclimb

Liverpool MC

13th Aug
3rd Sep

Organising Club

Scammonden Dam
Hill Climb
Autumn Aintree
Sprint

Pendle DMC
Liverpool MC

SD34MSG None Race/Rally Championship
(AT, AS, PCA & Trials) 2016
Date
5th Jun

Event

Organising Club

Production Car Trial

Airedale & Pennine

12thJun Keith Frecker

Blackpool SSMC

18th Jun Production Car Trial

Airedale & Pennine

3rd July Enville Stages

Warrington &DMC

19th Jun AutoSolo/PCA/AT

AMSC/CSMA

Wallasey MC

3rd July Production Car Trial

Airedale & Pennine

G&PMC + PDMC

3rd July AutoSolo PCA

Bolton-le-Moors CC

Wigan & DMC

17th Jul AutoSolo/PCA/AT

AMSC/CSMA

Mull CC

7th Aug Production Car Trial

Airedale & Pennine

2/3rd Sep Promenade Stages

25thSep Heroes Stages
9 Oct

Adgespeed Stages

14-16 Oct Mull
5th Nov

Neil Howard

Bolton-le-Moors CC

21st Aug AutoSolo/PCA/AT

AMSC/CSMA

6th Nov

Malton Forest Rally

Clitheroe & DMC

4th Sept Production Car Trial

Airedale & Pennine

11/12Nov Poker Stars

Manx AS

25thSept AutoSolo PCA

Bolton-le-Moors CC

26th Nov Hall Trophy Rally

Clitheroe & DMC

4th Dec AutoSolo/PCA/AT

AMSC/CSMA

GAZZARD ACCOUNTS
Registered Agent with HM Revenue & Customs.

Accounts and Book-keeping services for Small Businesses.
Serving Greater Manchester and areas of Lancashire and Cheshire.

We specialise in
Self Assessment
CIS
VAT Returns.
We also cater for SMALLER Limited Companies.
Workplace or Home/Evening visits can be arranged.
We will offer you the following :
Registered Office :
 Regular contact and advice




Assistance for the Self Employed
Simple accounting practices
Friendly service and assistance

33 Acresfield Road, Middleton, Manchester. M24 2WT.

Office Tel No : 0161 643 0151;
E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

Harlech & DMC

Harlech Stages Rally
Llanbedr Airfield
1st May

The first weekend of the month saw me and Ryan Fagan take on
the Harlech stages at Llanbedr airfield for the first time, once again in
the 1400 Proton. Unfortunately it wouldn’t be the best of starts to the
event with us experiencing clutch problems right from the first stage
which luckily was solved just in time to start the 2nd. However things
would go from bad to worse as a driveshaft snapped off the start line
of stage 2 taking most of the gearbox oil with it, luckily we stopped
almost immediately........
After managing to fix the problem with a new shaft and finding
some gearbox oil kindly donated by another competitor we were allowed to go back out having only missed stages 2 and 3. This meant
we were dead last with no chance of climbing back up but that didn’t
put us off going for some fun. Stage 4 brought yet more trouble as the
intercom failed a couple of corners into the stage.
With the problem unable to be rectified over lunch we soldiered on
and despite my best efforts of shouting Ryan still couldn’t hear me so
the whole afternoon was undertaken using hand signals. Despite all
this over 5 and 6 we stated to build some confidence as we got used
to the venue and where we could carry more speed and where not to.
We even managed to get on pace with the class leaders on 6 despite
no intercom.
The final loop was where Ryan really showed what he and the car
could do with an absolutely blinding drive driving with the confidence
of a driver 15 years into their carrier not months!!!!! On stage 7 we
went 12 seconds quicker than the class leader and 11th quickest
overall despite every car faster having at least 100bhp or in some
cases over double the power more than us. On the last stage we carried on the pace and despite being stuck behind 2 cars still took another 8 out of the class leader and 12th quickest. Unfortunetly by that
point the damage was done and no positions could be gained but it
did show the potential was there.....

Photos Curtesy of
Lucy Owen-Moczadio

Jordan Joines : Wallesey MC

Sunday 12th June

Myerscough College

Open Day AutoSolo & PCA

Fun day out for the whole family with an AutoSolo PCA
thrown in for good measure. Plenty for the wife & kids to
see & do whilst we have a little play. No entry fee. Cash
Prizes. Regs soon on the CDMC website.
Other clubs members more than welcome to come and
join us , either as a competitor as a club (Room for displaying a whole lot of Competition vehicles) - the
more the merrier (Promote your club to over 20,000
people)

Interested in Joining us at

Myerscough College
Either as a Competitor
or as a Club
For more details
Contact Maurice Ellison
sd34news@gmail.com
or 07788-723721

A Manx to Remember
Aside from Mull, the Manx National is the highlight of my
rallying year and I was looking forward to being back alongside Mathew Roberts in the Team 10 Pence Saxo. We travelled across Wednesday night and had a good days recceing Thursday where it was clear the stages were going to
be fast, really fast. Friday morning saw us have a quick
check over a couple of stages whilst the service crew scrutineered the car then we headed over to watch the shakedown. Friday evening soon rolled round and we headed to
Ramsey for the first two stages, a mile and half blast round
the town run twice. The stage was better than we expected
and we screamed down the sea front, over the bridge then
dived between the traffic islands to blast down the final
straight on the limiter at 104mph as we crossed the line.
Matt's experience on the Promenade Stages must have
served him well as we set two top twenty times. It was then
north to the first of three proper stages on this opening leg,
St Judes.
We started on some classic Manx lanes before turning
onto a flat out B road where I was pushing Matt all the way
as he gave it everything the little 1600 had. First time at the
split it was left and over some deceptively bumpy lanes before merging back onto the B road for another flat out blast
then on to the finish. Matt confessed we couldn't have gone
much quicker with the car on the limiter for large portions of
the stage, so we were surprised to see a flying Mark Gamble take over 30s out of us. Stage 4 was the Cronk and
again a lapping stage with the aforementioned Mark Gamble merging in behind us early on. Down the narrow lanes
Matt was all over the place as he was too busy watching
the mirrors. Rejoining the wider section of the stage we
went wide to let him past but he wasn't as close as it
seemed so down the straight Matt had to back off and
wave him past. With the no lights in the mirror the second
half of the stage went better but over the tricky last mile
Matt said the car felt like it was all over the place. On the
road section to Stage 5 we could here a terrible knocking
from the front end, all 8 front wheel nuts were loose!
Thankfully the only damage done was to a wheel spacer,
the cause, newly painted wheels.

Stage 5 was one I had been looking forward to the most,
Tholt Y Wyll using Ari Vatanen's legendary "Dear God"
grid, and having been brought up on "The Vatanen Touch
Too" video this was a childhood dream come true. With
darkness now set in we fired up the lamp pod as we
screamed through the Sulby back streets, over the famous
grid and up over the mountain. We caught a limping Steve
Clark at the bottom of the hairpins but lost no time as we
passed him before flying over the second half of the stage
towards the TT course. With the first leg complete we were
25th overall and 2nd in class with Mark Gamble in the rapid
Swift out in front. With him challenging the top ten we decided to let him go off in front and wait for him to break it or
go off then we would pick up the pieces for a class win.

Continued on Page 21
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Manx National Rally
Continued from Page 20
Day two started with the bad news that both runs of
Knocksharry had been cancelled due to a lack of marshals. The loss of these 22 miles of stages was a bitter pill
to swallow not only because of the cost of going to do the
event but as someone who regularly marshals it's disappointing when the event you're competing on is affected.
Praise does have to go to the organisers who recruited numerous marshals last minute and to the likes of Moz
Ellison, Bill Wilmer, Les Eltrigham and Alan Shaw amongst others who dropped everything at the very last minute
to come across and avoid any extra mileage being lost.
The first stage of the day was the Garth, a short stage and one we hadn't fancied much on the recce as it just
didn't seem to flow. Other than getting a bit out of shape over a couple of bumps we had no real dramas before we
headed towards Kirk Michael for the longest stage of the rally, West Baldwins. Starting near Little London we
would go up the Sartfield Hairpin, right towards Brandywell Cottage then down through Injebreck to finish on the
outskirts of Douglas. The rain was now starting and on soft slicks we hoped it wouldn't get too bad but we'd have
to watch out for any shiny tarmac. Up to Brandywell things were going well, but as we headed up over the mountain and down towards Injebreck the road was significantly wetter. As we headed downhill towards a notorious 90L
HpR we came across Mark Gamble buried in a wall and I immediately spotted his SOS board in the back window.
I told Matt to pull round the corner and stop, only to then see both crew members waving us on. The in car footage
confirmed I hadn't been seeing things but thankfully they were both ok and we carried on with 20s or so lost.
Back to service and the big talking point with everyone was tyres. The rain was coming down quite heavily in
service but he had to go all the way to Jurby for the next three stages. We played it safe and hoped the weather
would be worse further north so opted for a full wet. Sadly though the further north we went the drier it got. As we
reached the arrival of Stage 9, the Cronk, car one was still waiting to start so we would have a bit of a wait, hopefully it would start raining, and mercifully it did. With the stage wetter than the night before we wouldn't be able to
push quite as hard but when David White's Subaru merged in behind us on the fastest section of the stage caution
was thrown to the wind and Matt did a good job of holding him off before he let him past as we slotted onto the
narrow section of the stage.
` Next was the second run of St Judes and this time we had a clean run and avoided being caught out by a nasty
bump on a flat left that later claimed the similar car of Paul Clapham in dramatic fashion. The final stage of this
loop was another run over Tholt Y Wyll and despite the wet conditions we went quicker than the night before as
we headed to the final service.
With two stages to go we were leading the B10 class, just eight tenths of a second ahead of Manxman Andrew
Dudgeon and 3rd in the Manx Challenge rally. We had a better second run over the Garth before we headed north
to the climax, a second run down West Baldwins which was going to be very wet, perfect conditions for the Michelin's we were on. Over the opening few miles Matt was pushing as hard as he could up to Sartfield hairpin before
flying over the crests towards Brandywell Cottage, but as he turned 90R 90L over the cattle grid he said the power
steering had gone. I asked if it was still driveable to which he responded yes, so we cracked on. Down through
Injebreck the steering wasn't too bad and Matt was giving it ten nil, so much so I was pushing myself back in the
seat and thinking we're really motoring now. At the T junctions he struggled with the now very heavy steering but
we made it through and crossed the line just 10s behind our minuteman Ross Hunter. All that was left to do was
trundle back to the Grand Stand and see where we'd finished. Andrew Dudgeon had used his local knowledge to
good effect and pipped us to 1st B10 although as he was in the National A event technically it was a different
class. Ian Chadwick in the 2 Litre Civic had been laying 2nd overall in the Challenge and remarked he'd never
driven as hard on the Isle of Man as he had on the last stage, we took half a second out of him, not enough to
move up a place but a heck of a time. Whilst queuing for the final control we also discovered it wasn't the power
steering relay that had popped out as suspected, but the alternator belt had snapped so we were lucky to make
the finish considering we'd had headlights and the heater on.
We ended the event 2nd B10 overall, 1st B10 in the Manx Challenge (by nine and half minutes) and 3rd overall
in the Manx Challenge Rally which meant we got to spray the champagne under the finish arch, something I
thought I'd never get a chance to do.
All in all it had been an excellent event. The stages were fantastic, the organisation faultless and Matt's driving
was once again outstanding and proved yet again what can be achieved in a 1600 with the right person behind the
wheel. My thanks of course go to all the organisers and the marshals, to Paul and Carwyn for servicing but mostly
to Matt for one hell of a ride.

Sam Spencer : Malton MC

Manx National Rally
7/8th May

After an absence of a couple of years, Ashley Field returned to the MSA Asphalt Rally Championship for the
second round of the 2016 series, the Manx National Rally, in an extremely potent Darrian T90 GTR. Aided, no
doubt, by the dry weather encountered during the opening leg of the event, the Mansfield driver set fastest times
on the opening two stages through Ramsey to put himself
into the lead. Holding 3rd by the overnight halt, he maintained that position until midway through the second day
when, according to information received inside the car,
the oil pressure began to drop. Rather than risk damage
to the engine, Ashley wisely decided to retire – subsequent investigation, however, has revealed that a faulty
sensor was to blame. Hey ho!….
The Manx National Rally is the one round of the current
MSA Asphalt Championship calendar that Damian Cole
has not won and, while that situation was not to change
this time, the former Champion and co-driver Paul Morris
did come away with a maximum points score. Their Fiesta WRC was pipped for a podium finish on the final stage,
but 4th overall sees them move into the lead of the series
at this stage.
John Stone had enlisted the services of defending
Champion Co-driver Jack Morton for his assault on the
Manx in his Fiesta S2500 (or ‘Le Diva’ as the Legend
Fires team has christened it!). Although the car lacks outand-out speed, its 5th place, inherited from Manxman Stu
Bainborough (Lancer EVO6) on the final stage of the rally, sets them up nicely for the trip to Ireland for the ALMC
Stages at the beginning of July.
Now Richard Clews had some unfinished business on
the Manx National Rally…. In 2015 he had been running
comfortably in the Top Ten in his Group N+ Impreza
when problems intervened which saw him drop down the
order. Dipping in and out of the Top Ten stage times
throughout the event, Clews arrived back at the Grandstand in 7th place which, added to his good run on the
season-opening Tour of Epynt, sees him in runner-up
spot in the Championship.
As mentioned above, Stu Bainborough’s hopes of finishing top Manxman on his ‘home’ event were dashed
almost in sight of the finish but, in his first season at this
level, he still came away with a good haul of Championship points. Meanwhile, after a DNF on Epynt, Group N
Champion for the past two seasons David White opened
his 2016 account with a comfortable Top 20 finish in his
Impreza.
Richard & Ben Slinger (Lancer EVO6) won the Manx
Challenge Rally (for National ‘B’ licence holders) overall,
finishing 19th in the combined results, moving them up to
3rd in the overall Championship standings.
Ian Chadwick’s Honda Civic was victorious in the battle
for AB MOTORSPORT FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE CHALLENGE points, finishing half-a-minute to the good of
Mathew Roberts’ Saxo.

Continued on Page 23

Manx National Rally
Continued from page 22
William Hill/Richard Crozier (Fiesta R200) were 3rd and
move into the lead of what is shaping up to be a closelyfought battle this year.
Oliver Hopkins/Ian Taylor (Lancer EVO9) and the Impreza of Wynne Watkins/Ashley Trimble took 2nd & 3rd
respectively in Group N. However, in the points table,
their roles are reversed with Wynne holding a narrow advantage over Oliver…..
Geoff Glover / Keith Barker – Vauxhall Astra RWDGeoff
Glover/Keith Barker (Vauxhall Astra RWD) have been
contesting the Manx National Rally on and off for the best
part of two decades and, obviously, over such a long period, results have been mixed. This time, following Ashley
Field’s demise, they returned home with top MILLINGTON REAR-WHEEL DRIVE CHALLENGE points in the
bag to add to those they’d already earned on Epynt. Adam Booth was less than a minute behind in his Ford Escort to open his account as well, but not so lucky were Chris Simmons/Andy Moss whose Darrian went out with engine maladies after eight stages.
After almost 85 miles of special stages on the closed public roads on the Isle of Man, the top two 1400s were a
mere 12s apart! For the second event running, Richard Milbank/Lee Bezuidenhout (Vauxhall Corsa) were unable to
shake off the attentions of Ian & Margaret Kelly (Nissan Micra) – obviously, the B9 points table reflects this, but it’s
one that will run and run!…
Richard Milbank / Lee Bezuidenhout – Vauxhall Corsa As last year, the Manx National Rally was the first asphalt
round of the BTRDA RALLY CHALLENGE whose calendar is made up of events featuring in both the Ravenol
BTRDA Rally Series (gravel) and the MSA Asphalt Rally Championship. Beginning with the Somerset Stages Rally
in April, Jack Morton set about the defence of his Co-driver’s title in style and now, with the Manx behind him, has
resumed his place at the head of the table.
Whilst Julian Barnett/Sasha Heriot (GpN Impreza) were the first Challenge crew home, Scotsman George Morrison (MG ZR) leads the Drivers’ table in his MG ZR.
In addition to those already mentioned who were subjected to an involuntary ‘early bath’, David Hardie/John
McCulloch’s return to the series was short-lived when, having set 3rd & 4th fastest times through the stages in
Ramsey, their Impreza was sidelined with brake problems. Bob Fowden/Paul Wakely’s first Championship outing in
their ex Rob Swann Impreza WRC saw them retiring from 6th place when its gearbox packed up on the first run
over the Baldwins.

Coordinator – Andrew Haill:
Tel
0121 313 1416,
Mobile
07836 729 549
Email:andrew.haill@btconnect.com
The Archbishop of Canterbury
and The Royal Commission for
Political Correctness announced
today that the climate in the UK
should no longer be referred to
as ‘Typical British Weather’
Rather than offend a sizeable
portion of the UK population, it
will now be referred to as:
'Typical Muslim Weather' (Partly
Sunni, but mostly Shi'ite)
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the kings' horses,
And all the kings' men.
Had scrambled eggs,
For breakfast again.

Mrs. Donovan was walking down O'Connell Street in Dublin when she met up
with Father Flaherty.
The Father said, 'Top o' the mornin' To ye! Aren't ye Mrs. Donovan And
didn't I marry ye and yer Hoosband two years ago?'
She replied, 'Aye, that ye did, Father.'
The Father asked, 'And be there Any wee little ones yet?'
She replied, 'No, not yet, Father.'
The Father said, 'Well now, I'm going to Rome next week And I'll light a fertility candle for ye And yer hoosband.'
She replied, 'Oh, thank ye, Father...'
They then parted ways..
Some years later they met again.
The Father asked, 'Well now, Mrs. Donovan, how are ye these days?'
She replied, 'Oh, very well, Father!'
The Father asked, 'And tell me, Have ye any wee ones yet?'
She replied, 'Oh yes, Father! Two sets of twins and six singles, Ten in all!'
The Father said, 'That's wonderful!
And how is yer loving hoosband doing?'
She replied, 'E's gone to Rome to blow out yer candle.

A Tale but No Tail

The first weekend in May me and Alan went to radio on a
rally we had not done before i.e. The Manx National.
We set off Friday morning to catch the 11:15 Catamaran
From Liverpool. The Isle of Man Steam Packet Company
ferry sets off from the Iconic building with the Liver Birds on
its domes. The catamaran was called Manannan which
originally came from Tasmania.
(Manannán or Manann (Old Irish Manandán), also known
as Manannán mac Lir (Mac Lir meaning "son of the sea"),[3]
is a sea deity in Irish mythology. He is affiliated with both
the Tuatha Dé Danann and the Fomorians. In the tales, he
is said to own a boat named Scuabtuinne ("Wave Sweeper"), a sea-borne chariot drawn by the horse Enbarr, a powerful sword named Fragarach ("The Answerer"), and a
cloak of invisibility (féth fíada). He is seen as the guardian
of the Otherworld and one who ferries souls to the afterlife.
Manannán is furthermore identified with the trickster figure
Bodach an Chóta Lachtna ("the churl in the drab coat").)
On arriving in Douglas we made our way the Hailwood
Grandstand on the TT circuit, which is being used as rally
control, to pick up our radio which is supplied by the Manx
Club as they use a different frequency to the British sets.
After setting up the set we went to have a look round the
paddock area and Control Tower. Heidi (Woodcock) was
outside selling her wares!! Chris was C of C and on the top
floor of the tower with Carola who was doing radio control
alongside a police operative. In the paddock we have a
quick chat with Neil Bye navigating for Lee Farrer in a Ford
Puma and John Williams who is with Ashley Field, who won
the Lee Holland, in his Medi Cell Darrian.
We were booked to stay at the Sefton Express,
Ronaldsway Airport, so it was off to Castletown at the bottom of the island, to book in and drop off our bags.
Stage 3 stop line St Judes was our radio position that Friday night, which is right at the other end of the Island from
Castletown, so it was a trek N for us. We decided to go WD
round the TT couse up to Ramsey, where stages 1 & 2
were being run, and grabbed a fish and chip tea. No chance
to spectate at Ramsey as road closures had to be observed
and we had to get to our stop line position.
In position the clocks were delivered but no sign of a timing
crew. Shortly after a couple of lads wandered down from
the Flying finish line to man the Stop. The lads were from
Myerscough and were willing lads but new to this aspect of
rally marshalling and we were all relieved when someone
came along to help them and make sure they knew the
ropes. Word had come through that Ashley Field had taken
fastest time on both the first two stages at Ramsey. After
the first two stages it seemed ages until the first car arrived
at our position.
The Myerscough lads (Jake and Johnathan I think) quickly
got into the swing of things and the evening went fairly
straight forward as far as we were concerned.
Times showed that Ashley Field and Jason Tauber (Car1)
had cleaned our stage whilst Simon Bowen dropped
3.7seconds. Daniel Harper had dropped 17 seconds and
John Stone 21 seconds on this stage. After the last car it
seemed an age before the Course closer and road opener
came and we could shut down. With no chance to bag ourselves a drink at a local pub on the way back down we had
to resort to plan B and the back up Old Mout Ciders
stashed in the room.
Saturday morning saw us up for breakfast, fill the flasks and
then set off for Knocksharry. We were going into Castletown centre first to to check out places to eat and drink
later that evening.
Continued on Page 25
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Manx National Rally
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Just as we arrived Alans phone rang and a message asked
us to contact radio control. Upon doing so we found that the
two stages at Knocksharry had had to be cancelkled due to
not having enough marshals so could we do a junction on
Cronk which was guess where, very near the other end of
the island again. We set off to Peel and and stopped for a
walk around the castle before continuing up the coast
through Kirk Michael and Ballaugh to our junction position.
The junction after ours was a split by a church, right on the
first pass and then bear left on the second pass to proceed
on to the finish. The stage was running well till one car decided to roll very badly on his second pass. The following
cars reported to stage finish and the stage was stopped
and then later cancelled. When the car was brought out
past us it did not have a straight corner on it.
With our job done we had no option but to go back to the
hotel, shower and change and then walk, yes I did say
walk, into Castletown for an Indian and then a drink or two.
We were in a bar “The Tap” and Alan says what do you
want to drink. Not a Moorhouses (Burnley brewed) I said. I
can get that at home I’ll try a local brew ie Castle Rushen.
The castle is right opposite the bar. Alan comes back with a
couple of pints saying “Guess what? This brew is quality
controlled by Copper Dragon” (Skipton Brewery). Who
would of thowt it? After a couple it was time to go back to
the hotel, we can’t stand the pace any more, so we catch
the local bus. Tight buggers wouldn’t let us use our bus
passes.
Sunday, sightseeing day before we head for the ferry. After
checking out we set off to travel some of the roads not already covered. Going via Union Wells it was up the centre
of Ellan Vannin, Baldwin, on the B22 to a famous X roads
at Sartfell Plantation on the B10, or so it appears to be a X
roads on the map but is actually from the way we are approaching it a hairpin right followed by a square left seen
many times on rally videos. Then over Druidale to Ballaugh
before returning over Sulby Glen and the famous Tholt y
Will to the Bungalow. Onto the TT route and down to Creg
ny Baa where we intended to take the road down to Laxey
No such luck. The road was closed so we continued down
the main road to Onchan and then going back up to Laxey.
On approaching Laxey Alan fancied a brew so we went
down to the Harbour café and were tempted into Blackberry
cake with ice cream as well both home and locally made.
(Everything in moderation!!)
We then visited the Laxey Wheel but neither of us being
overgrown hamsters, although some people might disagree, we did not fancy a turn on it. We took the coast road
alongside the the Electric Railway to Onchan and Douglas.
At the ferry terminal we met up with Maurice Ellison and Bill
Wilmer who were also catching the 3.00 catamaran back to
Liverpool. Maurice was disappointed that he had not managed to catch the previous night ferry back as he had wanted to go marshalling at 3 sisters on the Sunday. Talk about
keen.
Lastly another photo this one of Luke Tunney, son of Ian
Tunney competing in a BMW. Ian was originally from
Keighley and competed locally and still competes on some
events over here. He and his wife moved out to the I of M
quite a few years since and now runs a successful motorsport preparation business over there.

Les Eltringham
(notes added and amended by Alan Shaw)
Pendle & DMC & Gemini 39

Ahlin takes
Pirelli Carlisle Rally
victory and
British Rally
Championship lead

Swedish star Fredrik Ahlin and his Norwegian codriver Morten Erik Abrahamsen driving for local
team CA1 Sport, made it three different winners in
the opening three rounds of this year’s MSA British
Rally Championship with victory on this weekend’s
Pirelli Carlisle Rally (April 30/May 1).
The 24-year-old in his Pirelli-shod Ford Fiesta R5
became the first Swedish driver since 1995 to win a
round of Britain’s premier rallying series. Along with
the win, Ahlin played his ‘Joker’ which doubled his
points allowing him to overtake rival Elfyn Evans at
the top of points standings. He now holds a fivepoint advantage after the Cumbrian event.
Local driver Matthew Wilson last competed in the
BRC in 2005 and returned to the series to take second overall while Evans, who initially led the event,
suffered a puncture on the opening day plummeting
him down the leaderboard. The World Championship star, though, fought his way back up the order
to make it three Ford Fiesta R5s in the top three,
ensuring three tyre manufacturers – Pirelli, Michelin
and DMACK – all shared the podium spoils.
The Mayor of Carlisle Steve Layden along with a
sizeable crowd gathered in glorious sunshine to
wave off the BRC crews from the heart of the Pirelli
factory in Carlisle on Saturday afternoon. Fast and
furious action was to follow and raged throughout
the first day, with the BRC pace blisteringly fast right
from the off. The pace was so fast in fact that on
stages one and four, the top drivers with their purpose built four-wheel-drive rally cars exceeded the
mandatory ‘bogie time’, averaging more than a staggering 70 mph through the picturesque gravel stages. On the opening test, Evans (Ford Fiesta R5),
Ahlin (Ford Fiesta R5), David Bogie (Skoda Fabia
R5) and Wilson (Ford Fiesta R5) all matched the
time putting them joint fastest on the opening section.
On the second stage Evans used his recent
World Rally Championship outings to good effect by
easing clear of the chasing pack. Ahlin, Bogie and
Wilson all followed with Tom Cave (Ford Fiesta R5)
rounding out the top five at the mid-day remote service with just 23.4 seconds separating the leading group.
The afternoon stage of Roughside was to live up to its name and reputation as several drivers experienced punctures through the fast, flowing forest roads. Rally leader Evans was the first victim and haemorrhaged time on the
short 7.16-mile test. The leader plummeted down the results sheet but, with a strong final stage, he and co-driver
Craig Parry in their DMACK-backed Fiesta R5 clawed their way back to fifth coming into the day-end Carlisle Service Park. With Evans’ problems, up stepped Swedish superstar Ahlin who inherited the rally lead and ended the
first day with a small margin of just 7.3 seconds ahead of CA1 Sport teammate Bogie.
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Pirelli Carlisle Rally
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Day two, and the conditions changed dramatically.
Heavy rain showers on Sunday morning provided challenging conditions on the tricky stages but that did not
deter Ahlin as he and co-driver Abrahamsen drove maturely through the three closing stages to take their first
BRC victory and one of the biggest of their careers.
Bogie was confident he was going to fight for supremacy on the final day but he tried too hard and put his
Skoda into a ditch on the opening test. As Bogie stumbled, up stepped local hero Wilson who put in a fine
drive after an 11-year absence from the BRC and 18months since being in a competitive rally. The Cumbrian had no answer, though, to the Swedish victor as the
eventual deficit stood at 27.6 seconds when the cars
returned to Carlisle for the Ceremonial Finish.
Evans woke up on Sunday morning in determined
mood after his puncture had taken him out of the fight
for outright victory. The Welshman was on a mission
knowing a possible podium position was still in sight.
The demise of Bogie moved him up to fourth and then
Elfyn set about reeling in fellow countryman Cave. Tom
was having a solid rally but could not live with Evans’
pace and the recovering DMACK driver grabbed third
place on the last stage. Rounding out the top five on
the Cumbrian contest was the Kumho-shod Skoda Fabia S2000 of Marty McCormack who, after a troubled
start, chalked up his first BRC finish thus points on the
board for the first time this season. With the Northern
Irishman’s result it made four different tyre manufacturers in the top five, showing the competitiveness and
variety throughout the field.
In the DMACK Junior British Rally Championship it
was to be a close fought battle between three drivers in
three different car marques. Sindre Furuseth in his Renault Twingo R2 returned to the series after missing the
Circuit of Ireland and the Norwegian led initially but suffered a puncture on the first day. Stopping to change it,
he lost too much time to be in the podium tussle, with
fifth being the end result after the seven stage contest.
Junior BRC Championship leader Robert Duggan in a
Vauxhall ADAM R2 stole the march once Sindre hit
problems and pulled a sizeable gap to take back-toback victories after winning on the Circuit of Ireland.
Gus Greensmith who won the opening round in mid
Wales had a disappointing weekend by his high standards. A puncture plus a slight lack of confidence in his pace
notes and driving meant he had to consolidate second, but for Greensmith in his Ford Fiesta R2T all was not lost
as he doubled his points by playing his ‘Joker’ thus putting him just one point behind Duggan in the title race. Adam Bustard was mister consistent as he emulated his Circuit of Ireland third place on the Pirelli Carlisle Rally.
Staying clear of major dramas, Bustard enjoyed an event-long scrap with fellow Fiesta R2T driver Meirion Evans.
The Northern Irishman piped the Welshman to the final podium spot by just 12.5 seconds.
Meirion Evans won the SORT Oil Spirit of the Rally award. The prize put a smile of the young Welshman’s face as
the Fiesta R2T driver finally finished his first BRC event after a spate of retirements.
Matt Edwards once again performed a giant killing act – his BRC2 Mitsubishi Lancer Evo 9 mixing it with the
more powerful R5 cars in the top 10. A puncture on the first day, however, prevented Edwards from claiming another outright top 10 but underrated the British driver flung his car through the forests to end the event 15th overall
and first in class.
Chris Wheeler in his Citroen DS3 R3 made it to the finish after a demanding two days to take BRC3 honours
while the experienced Roger Platt used his knowledge to good effect to claim the BRC4 category. Young Tom Williams made his BRC debut in his Ford Fiesta R1 and became the first person to score points in the BRC5 class. In
the BRC National Rally Cup it was Scotsman Donnie Macdonald in his Mitsubishi Evo 9 who made it two wins from
three events – he leads the NRC as the championship heads to his home soil next time out.

Åhlin takes maiden BRC win
to go top in Drivers’ standings
CA1 Sport wins its home BRC event
to extend Teams’ lead.

CA1 Sport has won its home round of the MSA British Rally Championship, the Pirelli Carlisle Rally (April 30-1 May)
and has extended its lead in the Teams’ category. A stunning
first BRC victory also gives Fredrik Åhlin the lead in the Drivers’ standings, as he scored maximum points by playing his
BRC Joker to perfection.
To make victory even more special, CA1 Sport was running four cars on a BRC event for the first time – all sporting
sponsorship from Pirelli, Fuchs Lubricants and Speedline
Corse.
This was the first time that Åhlin had seen Kielder forest,
but he was immediately challenging for victory on the extremely fast, narrow and unforgiving gravel roads. Co-driven
by Morten Abrahamsen, the 24-year old Swedish driver took
the lead on SS3, after arch rival Elfyn Evans lost 48 seconds
with a puncture. Åhlin took no more risks after that, controlling the pace from the front to win by 27.6 seconds in his LeoVegas.com-backed Ford Fiesta R5. The winning margin
was all the more impressive, as the fastest crews over three
(SS1, 4 and 6) out of the seven stages were all given the
same time, as they beat the Bogey time (as MSA regulations
state that crews cannot exceed an average speed of over
70mph on a forest stage). If all the actual stage times had
counted towards the final result, Åhlin would still have won.
Team-mate David Bogie was lying second entering the
final day of competition, and naturally the 28-year old Dumfries driver was aiming to push hard on the opening early
morning stage to attempt to reduce the 7.3 second deficit. He
was braking from 120mph when a front wheel caught the inside of a fast corner and spun his Oakbank Services-backed ŠKODA Fabia R5 off the road. Despite the car only suffering a broken front bumper, it was impossible for Bogie and co-driver Kevin Rae to get the car back on the road
again, and they were forced to retire near the end of SS5 (Shepherdshield).
Tom Preston was aiming for a top 15 finish in his first attempt at the Pirelli Carlisle Rally – and achieved just that
with a strong run to 13th in his stand-out purple and white coloured Hippo Motor Group-backed ŠKODA Fabia R5.
Co-driven by Jack Morton, the 35-year old driver from Earby in Lancashire grew in confidence as the event progressed, showing great pace on only his second event in the new car. Preston will return to Kielder forest on 11
June, when he contests the Carlisle Stages (a round of the BTRDA rally series) as a test ahead of the next round of
the BRC.
Alex Laffey was delighted to finish his first gravel rally for five years – and his first in a four-wheel drive car – after
a confidence-boosting run in his smart u-student.com-backed Ford Fiesta R5. Together with Andrew Roughead, the
26-year old Carnoustie-born driver calculated he would have broken the Bogey time on SS6, had he not had to select reverse gear to recover from a minor indiscretion. After a good run, Laffey was rewarded with a 17th place finish.
Round 4 of the MSA British Rally Championship is the RSAC Scottish Rally (25 June).

Pirelli Carlisle Rally - Top 10 finishers overall
1. Fredrik Åhlin/Morten Abrahamsen (Ford Fiesta R5)…. 1hr 05mins 15.6secs
2. Matthew Wilson/Stuart Loudon (Ford Fiesta R5)….+27.6
3. Elfyn Evans /Craig Parry (Ford Fiesta R5)….+30.4
4. Tom Cave/James Morgan (Ford Fiesta R5)….+53.4
5. Martin McCormack/David Moynihan (ŠKODA Fabia S2000)….+1:23.4
6. Jonathan Greer/Kirsty Riddick (Citroën DS3 R5)….+1:54.6
7. Desi Henry/Liam Moynihan (ŠKODA Fabia R5)….+3:17.0
8. Neil Simpson/Elliott Edmondson (ŠKODA Fabia R5)….+3:20.7
9. Jamie Anderson/Ross Whittock (Ford Fiesta R5)….+3:32.6
10. Max Vatanen/Jacques-Julien Renucci (Ford Fiesta R5)….+3:47.2

THE PIRELLI CARLISLE RALLY
( As Seen From The Inside )

With the return of the British Rally Championship, after a year’s sabbatical, this
years Pirelli Carlisle Rally was anticipated with a mixture of expectation and trepidation, given that the previous incarnation of the BRC had withered and died,
eventually being put out of its misery in 2014. The rally was also a round of the
Mintex British Historic Championship which has been extremely well supported
for a number of years but now faces competition from several other historic series. So, for the organisers, it was a bit of a leap into the unknown this year. As
things turned out, the worries about entries proved to be unfounded with the historic entry holding up and a remarkable, some might say unbelievable, resurgence in interest in the BRC.
Following a successful try out last year, the rally was again based at the Borderway Auction Mart, just off the M6, the
location boasts some excellent facilities including some 27 acres for a service area and boy were they to be needed!.
The format of the event was changed for 2015, effectively it became two rallies, the Historics featured four stages
in Kielder on the Saturday morning while the BRC done the same four stages in the afternoon and a further three on
the following day, finishing back in Carlisle just in time for Sunday lunch !.
At the start of the year there had been much speculation and rumour about new cars appearing and as the event date
approached it became apparent that this was more than mere speculation with an astounding number of entries featuring new R5 Fiestas, Skodas etc. Quite where all the cash comes from is a mystery but there was a small fortune in
rally cars on display come the day of scrutineering. It isn’t just the cars, the support vehicles have to be seen to be
believed and the service area at Rosehill looked more like a Formula one paddock with huge pantechnicons, hospitality units, pop ups and marquees that would have accommodated Chipperfields Circus, the whole rally scene had obviously notched up a gear or two.
The weeks prior to the rally had seen snow lying in Kielder Forest and, indeed, there were showers of the white
stuff in the days before the event but fortunately, nothing too serious and it had melted away before the event was
due to start. An extraordinary number of crews took the opportunity of attending the pre-event “Shakedown”, some
even organised their own individual test session, it’s all getting very serious this rallying lark !. The BRC crews also
had the opportunity of a recce, an exercise that was temporarily held up by an angry farmer, don’t know why, he was
PR’d weeks before the rally but obviously we arrived on a bad day.
The new format went down a storm with the Historic boys and they thoroughly enjoyed their blast through Kielder
Forest. The event threw up a bit of a surprise result with Joe Price taking the winners laurels after series leader Jason
Pritchard went out on the very first stage then Nick Elliott, who was way clear at service after the opening two stages,
hurled the car off the road on the next one, Kielder is always liable to bite the unwary !! Having left Carlisle at 8:00am,
the leading Historic runners were back, all done and dusted, for 1:30pm, a short, sharp event which packed 4 long
stages and a service halt in, just what they like evidently.
The BRC section of the rally kicked off from Pirelli’s Carlisle factory, Pirelli were holding an open day for their staff
and their families which at least ensured there was a decent sized crowd to see the cars depart. The rally’s opening
stage immediately threw up an unexpected problem, the top runners were beating the bogey time, something which
hadn’t been anticipated and which demonstrated the increased speed of the new R5 cars. When it happened again
on a subsequent stage, it all started to get a bit embarrassing and there were extremely worried expressions on the
Clerk of the course and his assistants faces as the cars headed back to Carlisle for the overnight halt. There were
even more worried expressions on a lot of the organising teams faces as well as a mystery “Bug” was sweeping
round the rally HQ and a large number of the officials were going down with a mystery sickness which made life extremely uncomfortable indeed.
Sunday dawned dull and drab, a description that could also apply to many of the officials, as the crews set off for
day two and another three stages in the Kielder complex. Overnight there had been some frantic activity as extra chicanes had been constructed in an effort to avoid a repeat of the previous days “Bogey Beating”, unfortunately it was
all to no avail and no fewer than thirteen cars cleaned the opening stage. Fortunately, the following two were more
challenging so we were able to see a good “Nip & Tuck” battle with Elfyn Evans trying to recover the time he lost on
day one, he didn’t make it and had to settle for third place behind Swedish star Fredrik Ahlin and a resurgent Matt
Wilson who showed a lot of class, coming back from a two year lay off to take the runner up spot. It was a great result
for Ahlin and also for the CA1 Sport team who are based in Carlisle, made all the sweeter with Tom Cave taking
fourth place as well and there was great celebration at the awards presentation, held under cover in the vast Exhibition Hall at Borderway Mart.
So that was the 40th Pirelli Rally, it went well, ran like clockwork and, but for the cleanable stages, would probably
have been described as a runaway success. The added pace of the current batch of R5 cars brings sharply into focus
the thorny question of bogey times, it’s something unique to the UK but as long as the MSA stick their heads in the
sand it’s a problem that is likely to re-occur. There is only so much event organisers can do with chicanes, especially
in Kielder which has some very fast flowing tracks which are now even quicker given that vast tracts of the complex
have been clear felled meaning that drivers now have a clear view of the road ahead where once it was obscured by
trees. It is after all meant to be a rally, not an obstacle course, and it would be a shame to detract from the overall
enjoyment of driving the stages by adding in all sorts of barriers to slow the cars down. At the end of day, drivers want
to drive as fast as they can and spectators want to see them doing it, so it’s time the people in Motor Sport House
woke up to the fact.
A footnote on the “Pirelli Bug”, no fewer than 11 organisers and officials succumbed to the virus plus several visiting media and photographers, it was a particularly virulent germ and made life really miserable, with people enduring
rather than enjoying the weekend. Whilst the cause has yet to be established, we are all hoping that it was a one off
and won’t reappear next year.
Ed Graham : Hexham & DMC

CETUS STAGES RALLY
After a few last minute entries a total of forty eight cars
entered the Cetus Stages with two none arrivals. The weather forecast for the day was hot and sunny with a maximum
temperature of about twenty degrees at least that would
keep all the officials and marshals happy if not the hot and
bothered competing crews and their service personnel.
The Cetus Stages was a round of six regional Championships, ANWCC, SD34MSG & 6R4.com Three Sisters Rally
Challenge.
Car one Robert Hughes & Sion Cuniff, last year’s winners
of the Cetus Stages 2015 started the rally at exactly 10:00
hours.
Consecutive stages where again the order of the day on
the Cetus Stages for the second time following the same
format as the Adgespeed Stages for the past couple of
years.
Robert & Sion set exactly the same times of 2:18 for the
first two stages but their times tailed off as the rally progressed; at car two was the Lotus Exige of Martin Tinker &
Iain Peterson who set times of 2:12 & 2:10, the winners of
the Roskirk Stages in March this year.
Martin & Iain set nine fastest times and equalled the remaining fastest times for the remaining three stages, winning the Cetus Stages by a total of 27 seconds, continuing
their winning streak at Three Sisters Race Circuit.
Martin & Iain combined times for the twelve stages were
27:55.
They were followed by car three, the Darrian of Brandan
Smith & Chris Sharpe-Simkiss, their times for the first two
stages were 2:14 & 2:10.
This was set to be another epic battle for the top places all
day with Brandon Smith and Martin Hodgeson having a ding
dong battle for second and third places all day, in the end
Brandon Smith won the battle by one second.
a similar fight for fourth and fifth places was going on between car 18, Mark Kelly & Andy Baker in the Escort MK11
and car 8, Stuart Gilks & Louise Gilks in their Sunbeam,
their final margin being just two seconds, with the Escort
winning the battle, with combined times of 28:30 and 28:32
respectively.
In six place was our sponsor of the Cetus Stages Mike English &
Gary Hyman in their Escort MK11, their combined times were
28:40.

Martin Tinker and Iain Peterson continue their lead in
The 6R4.com Three Sisters Rally Challenge 2016.

Photo Curtesy of Phil James
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We had two International crews taking part car 16 Petr Krizan and
Jaromir Sveck competing in a Mitsubishi Evo 9 they finished 36th
place with a combined time of 34:59.
From Ireland running at car 9 were Sean Cassidy & Sean Devlin in
a rapid Fiesta they were setting some excellent times climbing their way up the leader board to fifth place before
succumbing to some gremlins failing on stage ten.

The class winners were:Class A.
Class B.
Class C.
Class D.
Class E.

Car 43 Martin Young & Callum Young Nissan Micra
Car 35 Rob Jones & Tony Archer Ford Fiesta .
Car 14 Ryan Burns & Steve Hallmark Corsa
.
Car 2 Martin Tinker & Iain Peterson Lotus Exige.
Car 3 Brandon Smith & Chris Sharp-Simkiss Darrian.

33rd O/A
30th O/A
3th O/A
4th O/A
2nd O/A

33:56.
32:22.
29:35.
27:55.
28:22.

The Cetus Stages was the second round of The 6R4.com Three Sisters Rally Challenge 2016.
The final round is The Adgespeed Stages on Sunday 9-10-2016.
Cash awards for the overall 6R4.com Three Sisters rally Challenge 2016 and Class winners see the regulations for
this free to enter challenge are at www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk
The results of the challenge will be updated shortly and will appear on the above web site.

CETUS STAGES RALLY
Having arrived at Three Sisters circuit just before 7
and meeting up for Scrutineering which we sailed
through, Steve and myself signed on, documents received we waited for our 10-20 start time, again having the same number 33 as previously on the Roskirk
Stages.
The day went well really, no incidents or mechanical
problems.
On ss6 we had the front nearside tyre start to deteriorate so a new one was purchased from the mobile
tyre chap.
Not much of a report this time round, again ran
smoothly, the car never missing a beat plus the gear
selector niggle now fixed from the Anglesey event.
Both Steve and myself appear to be improving with
each event.
Would like to thank John Boggs for his servicing
role once again plus the two girlies .. Donna and Lynn
for their support

Adrian Lloyd : Co-Driver : Warrington & DMC

My son's school teacher rang me today.
He said, "I caught David having sex behind the bike
sheds earlier."
"Jammy git,"I said. "I was 21 before I lost my virginity."
"You're taking this very calmly," he replied.
"Andrew's father went ballistic!"
When my daughter, Kelli, said her bedtime prayers,
she would bless every family member, every friend,
and every animal (current and past). For several
weeks, after we had finished the nightly prayer, Kelli
would say, "And all girls."
This soon became part of her nightly routine, to include this closing.
My curiosity got the best of me and I asked her,
"Kelli, why do you always add the part about all
girls?"
Her response, "Because everybody always finishes
their prayers by saying 'All Men'!"

Well! I didn't know that

Maurice ("Maus") Gatsonides

(February 14, 1911 in Gombong, Kebumen Regency – November 29, 1998 in Heemstede)

Maurice Gatsonides was a Dutch rally driver and inventor. Gatsonides was born in Central
Java in the former Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia).
He founded the company "Gatsometer BV" in the Netherlands in 1958.
Today, Gatsonides' fame largely results from inventing the Gatso speed camera, a speed
measuring device used today by many police forces to catch speeding drivers.
He originally invented the Gatso speed camera to measure his cornering speed in an attempt
to improve his driving.

Tour of Anglesey
A few weeks before the Tour of Anglesey, I had a
text message from Dave Pedley. Dave has been out
quite a lot recently in his MX5 alongside his daughter
Grace. She was busy the weekend of this event, and
so Dave wanted to know if I wanted to sit in with him. I
figured it was worth the trip down to Anglesey, as I’ve
sat in with Dave before, and he’s a fair pilot (as well as
a very good navigator).
We travelled down to Anglesey showgrund for a mid
-afternoon start. This event was put on specifically to
celebrate the 80th anniversary of Caernarfonshire &
Anglesey Motor Club (I don’t think the event had run
for a couple of years). The format of the event was a
little unusual to me, with tests during the day, and a
road rally at night. I wasn’t too sure what to expect, but
I figured it would be like these Targa rallies that everyone seems to be talking about these days.
We were seeded at car 7, which was a shock for me
given I’d never been that high up before. It was nice to
see a few familiar faces from Lancashire and Derbyshire, who had come down to contest the event. It was
a round of the ANWCC championship, which meant
that it garnered even more interest.
Anyway, through scrutineering (we had to prove that
our spare was e-marked!), and a chance to get sorted
with the paper work. The first few tests were around
the showground itself, with a big penalty for touching
the grass; apparently the owners were very keen to
keep us off.
The first round of tests were two short blasts around
some of the access roads at the showground. Nice
and easy, and nothing too taxing navigation wise. We
repeated these twice, to make up the first four tests.
Then there was a regroup to get all the cars through,
which meant a longish wait for us. It wasn’t too bad
though, as we could go out and watch.
After the field had cleared, it was a repeat of these
tests to make up the next four (now eight in total). We
seemed to be going well so far, with no real mistakes. I
went to check the results after this next set of tests only to see us leading after the first four, and now second
or third after the most recent set. Although we were all
tightly bunched at the top, it was nice to see we were
on it!
Then it was on to the next set of tests, which this
time were at a nearby scrap yard. A change of pace,
with lots of loose gravel and dirt made for an exciting
selective. After that, we were on to a couple of tests in
some kind of large gravel car park. This was a bit harder, and although it would be impossible to get lost as
such, it was still important to get the tests right
(especially going the right way around the cones!). It
was a bit disorientating at times, especially as the map
wasn’t too scale (and didn’t even seem to represent
the real-world at a few points), but we got round OK.

Continued on Page 33

1st O/A : Martyn Lloyd/ Rob Lloyd

1st Class 1 : MarkStanden/Richard Crozier

1st Class 2

1st Class 3

Tour of Anglesy
Continued from Page 32
A few tests later (more repeats), and we were back
at the showground with the daytime part over. When I
initially checked the results, we were still lying in the
top 5. However, when I went back a few minutes later,
it appeared we’d picked up a penalty at the showground. We must’ve touched the grass at some point,
which carried a hefty 2-minute penalty. This pushed us
right down the field, but I knew it was all to play for in
the road rally.
With the road rally being plot and bash, I was a little
apprehensive; it had been a while since I’d done navigation of this sort (at least in the left-hand seat), so I
was a bit worried about how ‘on it’ I would be. Anyway,
I resigned myself in the fact that this was Wales, and
most navigators weren’t used to this navigation style. I
knew it wasn’t going to be easy-peasy navigation either; they needed to get a winner somehow.
There were four sections in the road rally, each using a different form of navigational instruction. I had
been working on the examples before the event, and
had a good understanding of what was expected. The
one I was dreading most was the out-of-order grid references; not because it was hard to plot, but because
it took time, and I knew this was likely to be the biggest ‘dropper’.
Anyway, I seemed to be coping fine once we got
into the flow, and we were setting decent times in the
first three sections. I felt like I had it all in hand, likely
buoyed by the sleep I’d managed to get between the
tests and the road rally!
Then, disaster struck. On the section I was most
dreading, I managed to get all the plots down with
Dave driving at a steady pace. Everything seemed to
be going fine, until, for some reason that I still don’t
quite understand, I saw a give way marked on my
map. I decided that we needed to be going towards
that and slotted us down the road towards it. To my
surprise, we found the marshal on the wrong side of
the road. He immediately gave us a wrong approach,
which gave us a fail and pushed us way down the results. Yet, when I look back at my maps, I definitely
had the correct route marked on my map. The only
thing I could think of was that I’d lost concentration for
a minute, and fixated on the giveway, missing out an
entire loop.
We carried on, and finished the road rally. We headed back to the finish, which included a final test around
a go-kart track. We got through no problem and headed inside for our breakfast, feeling somewhat dejected.
A decent breakfast, and we decided to get off back
home (it’s a long drive back to Manchester!). I’m still
kicking myself now, as I think we’d have been on for
5th (or thereabouts) if I hadn’t have done that. As they
say though, that’s rallying.

Matt Broadbent
Clitheroe & DMC & Knowldale CC

Best C&A Member

Fastest O/A

Last Finisher

Photos Curtesy of

Duncan Littler
2 Pendref, Dwyran, Anglesey,
Gwynedd. LL61 6YL
Tel:01248 430015
Mob:07740 179619

e-mail: dunclitz@hotmail.com

North Humberside MC

the john overend
memorial stages rally
15th May : Melbourne Airfield

The second weekend of May saw myself and Ryan Fagan
back at Melbourne airfield for the John Overend Memorial
once again in the trusty 1400 Proton. Unfortunately the event
was over for us before it even began due to fuelling problems
before we even left service. Luckily however this was cured
after a bit of fettling and we were allowed to start stage 2 to
have some fun. Despite the car feeling a little down on power
due to the problems we set fastest time in class despite catching several cars.
The next loop went by smoothly comfortably quickest in
class and catching the car which set off in front on both stages. Again the third loop went by without problem pulling further
and further away from the times of the class leaders with a
pace not far off the 1600 podium. It was found at the end of
stage 6 that we had completely destroyed our gravel tyres so
we had no choice but to swap to the tarmac ones.
Unfortunately though stage would be as far as we would go
as we clipped a tyre of the inside of a corner which pitched us
onto 2 wheels and then rollover the bank on the other side of
the stage. Luckily both completely fine and the car only suffered panel damage. The task now begins to get the car ready
for Weeton in 3 weeks time...........

Jordan Joines : Wallesey MC
Photos (Right) Curtesy of John Gorton
Photos (Above) Curtesy of Steve Daniels

North Humberside MC

the john overend memorial
stages rally
15th May : Melbourne Airfield

After an early start and late finish for myself and Tony Jones
on a very dry and dusty Plains Rally in Dyfi, it was a long drive
and late arrival (thanks to closed roadwork areas) at our digs
near York for the John Overend Stages at Melbourne Airfield
on Sunday 15th May, or York Raceway as it is now. Barely got
to bed and then it was time to get up again to be at signing on
for just after 7am on a dry, sunny, but cool day. Signed on at
the entrance and goody bags were on a ‘help yourself basis’,
no good at all for my diet!
We made our way to the Paddock and Documentation area
to meet up with the C of C and meeting secretary, Robert
Newlove, and collect any additional paperwork. Fortunately the
organisers, North Humberside Motor Club were using one of
the ‘rainbow’ channels for administration and we were able to
use one of old decommissioned 81 sets as a mobile. This allowed us to relay occasionally as the small hand held sets
used by NHMC seemed to struggle to cope with the distances
across the venue
The event had a full entry of 52 senior cars plus 13 juniors
and the organisers had planned a time schedule in great detail which they wanted to be maintained to allow all 8
stages to run.
The event was run as 2 separate rallies with the junior cars doing stages 1 and 2 and then the seniors doing
stages 1 and 2 before any changeround took place. Stage 1 kicked off right on time and it soon became apparent
that this event was going to be just as dry and dusty as the Plains had been the day before.
All of the days’ stages were longer than 6.5 miles and we found that the time taken for the juniors to complete
them was such that we were getting the closing details before the first car had finished the stage.
Stages 1 and 2 found a number of entries with reliability issues that had not been located before the event and in
total there were eight competitors that found themselves stranded for one reason or another. Fortunately, most of
the problems were easily resolved and all but 2 of the cars managed to self recover to the service area. Two however needed the help of the recovery crews on stage and this created a small delay.
Stages 3 and 4 were mostly incident free for both the juniors and seniors apart from a ‘T’ bone collision between
two seniors at a chicane, but we believe that the implications were less severe than for Hamilton and Rosberg later
the same day! Some astute timing adjustments by the organisers meant that the first car started the last stage before lunch only 6 minutes later than planned.
Stage 6 saw the first of two yellow flag incidents during the day when one of the juniors hit a large tyre and rolled
blocking the stage. Rescue and recovery used a short cut through the service area to the location. The C of C expressed some reservations at the rate at which these vehicles had traversed the paddock despite having blues and
twos going. I have no doubt he communicated his feelings to the offenders. In the end there was no reported injury
and the stage blockage was removed by recovery and the event moved forward.
The dust hanging in the air was giving serious visibility problems to the seniors on the stages involving double
runs and the Stage Commander was forced to adjust the starting gap from 30 seconds to 1 minute to allow it to
clear a little.
Stage 7 saw the yellow flags out again for a rolled vehicle where the driver was very slow to emerge from the
overturned vehicle which was once again blocking the stage. The crew members were thoroughly checked out by
the medic and declared ok. (See report from the Co-Driver of rolled car : page 34)
The change to the start timings meant that the organiser’s schedule was significantly extended and the last car
finished the final stage at 18.05.
113 marshals signed on and together with other officials, rescue and recovery and set up teams there were over
150 volunteers helping. All in all a splendid response and I think all will agree the organising club laid on an excellent event. In my terms it was well worth getting home very late on Sunday night.

Derek Bedson (Gemini 21)
Photos Curtesy of John Gorton

Altratech 061

After what seemed like a long time with no rallying (2 months?) it was good to be back out in a proper plot and
bash event in Derbyshire in the familiar passenger seat of Bevan Blacker’s 106. We’d suffered badly with suspension issues in 2015 at this event and a massive 10min getting lost session, so there were some better performances
required this year.
The thumping rain on the drive down looked like it was going to remain but come 10pm the clouds cleared and it
started to dry up quickly, not quick enough for a flooded road on the route and a late road closure both required
route amendments which unfortunately affected the time card too, however the organisers were on the ball to keep
the event running.
The customary twice round the test got us started and we improved to a 38s 2nd run which seemed pretty competitive and was all about stopping the car sliding or wheels spinning after hearing a few rwd cars having issues at the
hairpin. Then it was off to Goyt forest for the first section of the night which started on a little white I’d not used before which saw some sump surfing to get down! After we were back on tar it was back off it again has we handbraked left into goyt forest and I said, “you’re on your own” since this road is notorious for being NAM. We had a
fast run down, scaring ourselves since the usual NAM at picnic benches was full of spectators and I had to double
check the route just in case, don’t think I’ll be the only one!
The next few sections were quite short and took us past the road closure re-route and into a section of herringbones which we managed to clean, I realised right at the last minute the NAM was 500m further on than my plot
which saved us a significant amount of time investigating a white. The next handout was 30 tulips out of order in a
numbered grid with every white shown, lots of concentration required on the roads around roche grange but Bevan
was keeping the car settled so I could concentrate, something I need to work on so the driver can push harder. After
cleaning this as well and with little whites we were wondering when they would appear.
Fear not, a great section round Red Earth Farm, two loops on a special handout was fantastic although we narrowly averted a crisis when a fence posted jumped into our path, I think we only missed it because I closed my eyes.
A run up past Danebridge on a brilliant little road with a couple of NAM bends highlighted in the handout around
Bearda, we were starting to feel quite positive about the 1st half with few mistakes from either of us. I put this to
rights when I wrong slotted us in the next neutral, I think its force of habit, one neutral every rally! No harm done
though, thankfully.
The last section of the first half went up past Lamaload reservoir and had several NAM’s including the usual suspect on Goyt and one at Jenkin Chapel which was a little layby next to a cattle grid, along with a secret check to
slow the cars down further. Once again my road reading skills were a let down, can anyone read the Goyt road off a
map? We reconvened at the road end learning that a few of the top runners were out having missed a control, although I didn’t take note of our times we were feeling quite good about the event. Still running. No real moments
and only one time costing bugger up from me (found out I dropped a minute at a control, no idea why!).
The 2nd half was all action as we went east of Buxton and started with a herringbone with quite a few whites. We
were back in number order and we set off behind Mick Monaghan in the mivec proton. Somehow we got ahead and
after a near overtake at a NAM we stretched the 106 legs down a straight until we hit the limiter, the Proton gaining
we let him through as he shot down a white, our suspension not really set up for that! Fortunately we caught him at
the cross roads where he went straight on and we went left ending up just outside Ashford in the Water, at a relatively dangerous left hand bend control location with lots of cars waiting for their time and hazards flashing to warn those
approaching.
At only 3am in the morning the last section loomed and it was the sting in the tail. A 13 minute section with loads
of white roads round Bradwell and out of order tulips on multiples of 4 (48 of them). Bevan was on it now and I was
only just managing to keep up with plotting, so much so we missed a NAM at a triangle and had to return for it, narrowly missing Car 16 on our way back. We soon caught them parked up, along with a few others and we proceeded
at pace with only a small wrong slot into a farmyard our only failing, losing 2 places from a trail of cars and then
overtaking them at the next T junction as they plotted. This was a really satisfying section and given we only
dropped 2mins 40 or so on the 2nd half we must have been going well here (no breakdown of results yet available).
Onto the final section and we let Car 16 back through who came through at pace, wagging the back end as they
did so. Providing entertainment on their way to a sensational 2nd place. There was just the fantastic gravel round
the donkey sanctuary to go and although we dropped a few seconds, it was a thoroughly enjoyable end to a good
rally.
10th overall in that quality of field is probably our best result to date , some committed driving by Bevan and improving navigation from me is helping us mix with the regulars. Now to find those 4 or so minutes to the front!
Thanks to all at Stockport 061 and Altratech for the rally, including all the Marshals, competitors and volunteers. It
was great to see 49 cars out on a proper plot and bash event. Long may it continue to the Beaver in July and Colman Tyres in August both in Yorkshire.

Nial Frost : Car 21 : Malton MC

Altratech 061 Rally

They Think It's All Over
..... Twice

Having had a disappointingly early retirement on the Kick Energy Rally due to a
broken exhaust I was looking forward to getting back out on the Altratech 061. From its traditional start at Flowflex
Buxton crews would face 115 miles of plot and bash action with just over nine miles of whites. Unusually the event
wasn't basked in glorious sunshine as in previous years, instead it rained all evening until just before the first car set
off, good news for the marshals. As usual the event started with two short tests around the Flowflex car park, this
time utilising two hairpins to finish up the entrance ramp rather than down the side of the warehouse. With the concrete suitably slippy Stan had no problems putting in two stunning handbrake turns and smoking the front wheels on
both runs to set identical times of 39s on both tests.
We then had a run out to west of Chapel le Frith for the first proper section down a white from near Fernilee, into
Goyt forest then down the tarmac road of Goyt Valley. Luckily we were given this section to plot on the run out so we
would be on it from the word go. Despite the first section of white being incredibly slippy and down hill Stan wasn't
going to be caught napping early on and went at it like hammer and tongs down the hill, hairpin right then flat out to
the first PC. We apologised for splashing the marshals but they didn't seem to mind and said we were the most committed yet. Off the white we crossed the reservoir and into Goyt Forest and I told Stan he'd be on his own through
here as I knew from previous experience it was fairly not as map. Out of the forest we headed into Goyt Valley and
despite having used this road countless times I always seem to cock it up, this time was no different as I called slot
45R to early and took us into the layby, costing us valuable time as we checked the spectators were just that and not
a control. Through Goyt Valley Stan was again on his own (that is very not as map) as we hauled in car 15, Mark
Standen and Ian Canavan to drop 49s at IRTC3.
The next selective started on a nasty grass NAM that had caught out Steve and Ingrid brew and we had to avoid
their stricken Puma, stop for the giveway and not get stuck. Luckily after some major wheel spinning we were able to
get away for a quick blast down to Longnor. Up to NTC6 had been rerouted and we passed a rather puzzled Simon
Harris who was parked just off route before he and the Brew's went back ahead of us at the control. Due to the reroute and subsequent slack timing I was able to get the three herringbones up to STC8 on the map but I had made a
critical error. The section started well and over the fast opening few miles we caught and passed both Simon Harris
and the Brew's, but approaching NAM7 I had it plotted as a slot left down a white 500m after a T Junction right. We
found the white no problem, slotted onto it but it didn't seem to match the diagram. We pushed on down it only to be
confronted by another car with spotlights on. With limited vision Stan edged to car over to the left to let it past only for
a wheel to drop over the edge, bellying the car, we were stuck. I jumped out and tried pushing, pulling, digging but it
was no good. Suddenly lights appear and I flag down Mark Standen and Ian Canavan who've made the same mistake as us. Stan grabs a rope, I clipped it on and with one swift pull we are free. I jump in covered in mud, grab the
map, Stan pulls through a gate way and with a three point turn we are on our way.
My mistake was not spotting that the white in question was just inside grid square 0661, not 0561 as specified.
We found the correct layby and tear off down the last mile of the section. At the control I tell Stan "You'll never believe this, we've cleaned it". Thanks to Mark we had gone from impending retirement to being back in the running
with no time lost, hopefully we could avoid anymore incidents.
A set of out of order tulips took us to IRTC9 which we easily cleaned before receiving a map handout for the white
taking us RTC10. We set off from the control and slotted onto Red Earth White and down the first potholed section
Stan was going that hard that I could barely read the map and thought we had missed a slot right at crossroads,
luckily we pressed on and eventually spotted an arrow. As we arrived at the merge a Puma got out just enough
ahead of us not to hold us up through the wooded section then a late call by me at the merge saw us skid past the
slot left. Through the farm yard there was a bit more guesswork as we wound our way back up to the merge PC,
then back through the woods and a final blast down a couple of field edges to RTC10 with 1:56 dropped. The rest of
the first half saw us working back north towards Goyt and we knew something was being used twice, I guessed Goyt
Forest but I was wrong, it was back down the Valley. The final section before petrol was an out of order grid and with
five NAM's I managed to just stay ahead of Stan with the plotting. Luckily we didn't get caught out by the car park at
Jenkin's Chapel (luck or judgement I don't know) however early on we did come acropper on a deceptive 90L after
crest that I hadn't called due to plotting. We sailed over the crest and straight on into a very deep grass verge and
stalled. First the car wouldn't start then when Stan tried to back up it was having none of it. We were stuck. Again.
Stan tried easing off forwards to do a big U turn and back onto the road and to my surprise it worked. Across to Goyt
and back down the valley we booked into IRTC17 with 1:30 dropped.

Continued on Page 38

Altratech061 Rally
Continued from Page 37
At the regroup we had dropped 5:33 with Sam Collis on 4:22, Richard Hunter "about 30s behind" and talk of all
sorts of weird and wonderful penalties. Essentially we didn't have a clue where we were. The second half was just
over 40 miles and relatively uneventful. From the restart a series of herringbones took us to clean at IRTC22 before
catching and passing the Pedley's (despite there astonishing pace down the whites in the seemingly standard MX5)
as we cleaned up to RTC23 below Ashford in the Water. Having been sat outside a rather dubiously placed control
for 8 minutes we edged in 15s early knowing it was a transport section afterwards, asked for 2:49, then with not a
word said had the timecard thrust back with 2:48 written. I queried the time only to be told "that's what was on the
clock, take it up with the timekeeper". Peeved to say the least we moved off but with my head now completely out of
it I wrong slotted us in Ashford and took us a good 5 miles off route. The resulting time lost meant we arrived at
TTC24 behind car 21, club mates Bevan Blacker and Niall Frost. I regained my concentration and let Bevan have a
minute gap as we were thrust an out of order grid of tulips, (42 in total) to be plotted in ascending numerical order in
multiples of 4. We set off flat out as I made a good start on the plotting and passed Bevan and Niall stopped plotting. Round an as map triangle then down a short B road I called "miss two on the left then slot left with a NAM" and
carried on plotting.
Approaching a slot left Stan said "is this it", I looked up but couldn't see a NAM so we paused as I checked the
plotting and asked how many slots he'd missed just as Bevan and James Taylor shot passed. I said f*** it keep going and low and behold 300m up the road was the correct slot. I then made the grave error of letting Stan get ahead
of my plotting and was really on the back foot so for a few slots we followed the two cars in front as I frantically tried
to add 4 to 128 then find the bloody square! At PC E we were told to watch out for the cars at the next crossroads
so I was able to get back up to speed on which number we were on, the only problem was I didn't know where we
were on the map. Knowing where the end was I opted to call the junctions as they were on the handout without plotting and hope for the best. Other than a dodgy wrong slot into a farm whilst following Bevan we made it through,
and clean.
The final handout plotted easily and we once again set off after Bevan and Niall, this time catching and passing
them more easily with me able to call the road, although Bevan was far from generous with the gap he gave us to
pass him almost flat out. The final couple of miles took in the new donkey sanctuary and despite some dubious
bend calling based on my drawing Stan was in his element as we booked into the final control with 1:23 dropped,
2nd fastest. Back at the finish the penalty at RTC23 was scrubbed after nearly everyone had "booked in early" so all
that was left to do was wait for results. At halfway we had been 3rd with Richard Hemingway first and Richard
Hunter second, however a second half with no clutch had cost Richard Hunter and Gary Evans and they slipped to
fourth with us moving to second, an unbelievable result given that we'd had a far from trouble free night. I was delighted. With 14 rally winning navigators ahead of us at the start I would have been happy with a top ten finish so to
end the night 2nd was a fantastic feeling.
My sincere thanks go to everyone at Stockport 061 Motor Club for putting on a truly first class, no nonsense plot
and bash rally with some frankly stunning roads and even better whites, to all the marshals for giving up their night
(the number of manned PC's was very impressive) and finally to Stan Featherstone for keeping on the pace despite
some dubious road calling from me (or non at all) and a few hairy moments to give me my best results to date.

Sam Spencer : Malton MC
A teacher told her young class to ask their parents for a family story with a moral at the end of it, and to return the
next day to tell their stories.
In the classroom the next day, Joe told his story first, "My dad is a farmer and we have chickens. One day we
were taking lots of eggs to market in a basket on the front seat of the truck when we hit a big bump in the road; the
basket fell off the seat and all the eggs broke. The moral of the story is not to put all your eggs in one basket."
"Very good," said the teacher.
Next, Mary said, "We are farmers too. We had twenty eggs waiting to hatch, but when they did we only got ten
chicks. The moral of this story is not to count your chickens before they're hatched."
"Excellent!" said the teacher again, very pleased with the response so far.
Next it was Barney's turn to tell his story: "My dad told me this story about my Aunt Karen ... Aunt Karen was a
flight engineer in the war and her plane got hit. She had to bail out over enemy territory and all she had was a bottle
of whisky, a machine gun and a machete."
"Go on," said the teacher, intrigued. "Aunt Karen drank the whisky on the way down to prepare herself; then she
landed right in the middle of a hundred enemy soldiers.
She killed seventy of them with the machine gun until she ran out of bullets. Then she killed twenty more with the
machete till the blade broke. And then she killed the last ten with her bare hands."
"Good heavens," said the horrified teacher. "What did your father say was the moral of that frightening story?"
"Stay away from Aunt Karen when she's drunk."

Lynch hits the front
despite challenging
Pembrey weekend
1st & 2nd May 2016

Wigan racer Tony Lynch emerged from a challenging
weekend on track at Pembrey as the man to beat in the
Super National Class of the MSA British Rallycross
Championship in association with Odyssey Battery, with
a pair of podium finishes putting him into the points lead
with four rounds of the season complete.
Westhoughton-based Tony went into the Bank Holiday
double-header sitting third in the championship standings
on the back of a fine second place finish last time out at
Lydden Hill, and was optimistic about challenging for a
first win of the year in his new Lucas Oil Team Geriatric
Ford KA.

The first of two rounds at Pembrey was held in
difficult wet conditions on Sunday (1 May), with
the added challenge of drivers racing on the reverse layout of the Welsh circuit for the first
time.

Despite the conditions, Tony was able to qualify third
quickest after the heats and then went on to secure victory in his semi-final, leaving him well placed for the allimportant points scoring final.
Although he managed to climb as high as second, issues with visibility in the KA saw him slip back to fourth
place before the race was red-flagged, with officials instead taking the result from the last completed lap – a fact that
saw Tony classified in third place.

Monday’s fourth round would again be filled with drama, with Tony qualifying fourth fastest after
three hard-fought qualifying heats.

Again victorious in his semi-final, Tony made the perfect start in a re-run final to jump into the lead before electing
to take his joker lap – an alternative route drivers must complete once in each race – at the end of the first lap.
Unfortunately for Tony, a second lap stoppage would then see the result declared at the end of lap one – leaving him
classified second behind a driver who had not yet taken their joker lap.
Despite once again missing out on a potential victory, Tony’s double podium means he now heads the Super National Class standings at the half-way stage of the season, leaving him well placed ahead of round five at the
Maasmechelen circuit in Belgium in July.
“It was a bit of a weird weekend at Pembrey with both finals being red-flagged as they were, and while it’s a shame
that we missed out on a possible win as a result, it’s fantastic to hit the half way point of the season leading the
championship standings,” Tony said. “After our performance at Lydden Hill, we knew we were making real progress
in unlocking the potential that there is with the KA although I don’t think we got the most out of it in the heats on Sunday. The conditions were really tricky with the rain and in the final, I had an issue with the screen misting up, which
made visibility difficult. In the circumstances, third was a
good end result.
“The boys did a great job as usual to prepare the car
for Monday and having put myself in a good position for
the final, I was able to break away at the front and had
built a big lead so I decided to take the joker lap early.
Unfortunately, when they then stopped the race and
took the result back to the end of the first lap, it meant I
dropped behind someone who hadn’t taken the joker, so
what looked like being the right strategy call actually
worked against me.
“I can’t be too disappointed however given that I’m now
leading the championship, which is a real reward for the
guys who have put in so much work on the car so far this
season, and also great for the sponsors who have once
again shown us fantastic support.
"There is still a long way to go and we can’t get carried
away, but to be where we are in the standings at this
stage is more than we expected.”

South Wales AC

Dixies Historic Rally
Epynt
1st May
So after having a good run on the Tour of Epynt, it
was decided to enter the next round of the King of Epynt
championship, the Dixies Historic Rally. Held over a
shorter compact route with only one recce run over the
stages, knowledge would be at a premium. The rally was
also a round of the Historic Rally championship, so featured lots of older cars including a Ferrari 308 GTB which was
a very rare sight to see on British tarmac. Seeded at car 3
Adrian Spencer/Mark Hewitt in Adrian's ex works Prodrive
built Subaru Impreza S11 WRC car the pair were looking forward to the challenge. Seeded at 1 was last years winner Phil
Turner in his recently acquired EVO 9 and Andy Fraser in his
Darrian was seeded at 2. Behind Adrian and Mark was Geoff
Kitney in his Evo 6.
The day started off dry and sunny which looked liked the
Darrian of Andy Fraser would be their main rival, however by
the time the rally started it had begun to rain, which improved
Adrian and Marks chances against the 2 wheel drive Darrian,
but rallying can be a cruel sport and Andy Fraser was forced
to retire before the start of the 1st stage with driveshaft failure.
With the rain falling consistently and looking set for the day at
least it made tyre choice easy with Adrian and Mark opting for
wets.
The 1st loop consisted of 2 stages approx each 4 miles
long and with conditions slippy Adrian made the most of the 4
wheel drive traction and set 2 fastest times to open an eight
second lead over Phil Turner. The 2nd loop consisted of a repeat of the 1st 2 stages and Adrian beginning to get to grips
with the conditions again set the fastest times to increase his
lead to 19 seconds.
Stages 5 and 6 followed and again Adrian set the fastest
times to increase his lead, however some warnings that a
shaft had broken caused some worrying moments, but this
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just turned out to be a dicky sensor which the boys in service
quickly sorted.
Stages 7 and 8 were repeats of 5 & 6 and with another couple of fasted times increased their lead over Phil
Turner who in turn was starting to come under a bit of pressure from Geoff Kitney.
Stages 9 & 10 and Adrian still set the pace even when having to vitually stop on stage 9 when avoiding a couple
of sheep who were standing on the narrow bridge on the way down to Four Ways and then a slight off on stage 10
losing little time but sharpening the concentration, however they still set the fastest times for the stages.
With only 2 stages to go the pressure was on to get to the end with no more drama's and take their 1st win in the
car. This proved easier said than done when on stage 11 they passed a mini parked on its roof, fortunately the
crew were OK and with a steady run due to the big lead they took the win.
So after 10 years Adrian and Mark finally took their 2nd rally win of their career and in convincing style with 12
fastest times from 12 stages to win by 1 min 13 sec. In 2nd place was Phil Turner, last years winner who hung on
from Geoff Kitney in 3rd. A well run rally over a compact route on the challenging roads of the Epynt ranges.
This win moves Adrian and Mark into the lead of the King of Epynt championship, however with some of the big
boys away at the Manx rally and with only 3 out of 5 rallies to count, this may not be the case at the end of the year,
but who knows.
The team are now readying the car for the next round, the Mini Epynt stages at the beginning of June.

Adrian Spencer (Adge) : Wigan & DMC

Support the Petition
Grass Roots
Motor Sport
A few days ago I circulated the information below about the recent actions by Natural Resource Wales [NRW]
who are threatening to significantly increase the charges for forest rallying in Wales to a level, which from the 1st
June, would make stage rallying on NRW [Forestry Commission] land completely unviable.
A campaign Rally4Wales has been launched to fight against this increase and with it a petition to the Welsh
Government urging that costs are kept at a fair level and in line with costs in England and Scotland.
That petition had now gone live on the Welsh Assembly website and we desperately need everyone involved in
motorsport to sign it to show the strength of opposition to these unreasonable proposals. It may be Wales at the
moment but there are grave concerns that such level of charges could move to England and Scotland forests.
It only takes a few minutes to sign and you don’t have to live in Wales to sign it.

PLEASE CIRCULATE THIS LINK AROUND YOUR
MEMBERS AS A MATTER OF URGENCY.
Thank you
Steve Gregg : AWMMC Vice Chairman
steve.gregg@zen.co.uk
Tel 01746 765368 [h]
07813 838149 [m]
Jamie Edwards has launched the #rally4wales campaign at

https://www.facebook.com/rallyingmeansbusiness/
There is now a petition available at https://www.assembly.wales/en/gethome/e-petitions/
Pages/petitiondetail.aspx?PetitionID=943

MARSHAL TRAINING
Date: 16/7/2016

Main Discipline:
Rally

Date: 20/8/2016

Main Discipline:
Rally

CSMA (North West) / U17 MC (North West)
Contact: Steve Johnson,
email: steve.johnson@csmaclub.org,
Telephone: 01254 392663
Venue: J4, M65 Services, Blackburn
Geographic Area: North West England
Primary Association: ANCC
Rally marshal Stage set up and first time marshalling 10:30 to 15:00
First 12 marshals will get the places.

CSMA (North West) / U17 MC (North West)
Contact: Steve Johnson,
email: steve.johnson@csmaclub.org,
Telephone: 01254 392663
Venue: J4, M65 Services, Blackburn
Geographic Area: North West England
Primary Association: ANCC
Fire theory then Practical training sessions at: 10:30 11:30 13:30 or
15:30 Max 10 students per session Practical training session only at:
10:30 11:30 13:30 or 15:30 Max 10 to 12 students per session

http://www.volunteersinmotorsport.co.uk/listman/exec/search.cgi?
search=1&perpage=10&sort_order=20,123,forward&template=_search_results_training.ht
ml&lfield11_keyword=training&lfield3_keyword=Rally

Grass Roots
Motor Sport
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Garstang & Preston MC

AutoSolo

Preston College : 1st May
It was typical G&PMC AutoSolo weather but this didn't dampen the competition or the fun.
A new test layout on the Preston College car park proved a
great success giving better ‘In Car’ time to Competitors whilst
reducing waiting time between runs, Competitors had 3 runs at
each test with the best 2 times to count.
The competition again proved a closely fought affair and a
consistant set of tests saw Andy Dewhurst take top spot from
James Chaplin by a mere 4 seconds. This equates to 0.5 seconds per test.
All through the field individual battles were being fiercely
fought and each class was close.
The feedback was all very positive and some further improvements are planned for the next event. It is sure to mean the
competition is even tighter

Next Auto Solo
Sunday 3rd of July
Preston's College

St Vincents Road, Preston, PR2 8UR
Non Members welcome

Regs available from the
G&PMC Website : www.gpmc.org.uk

Our Next Ride May Save a Life.
Will Yours?
Date: 16/03/ 2016

“Volunteers Who Care”

NWBB-Lancs & Lakes,
Willowbank House,
The Clough,
Clayton-le-Woods,
Chorley. PR6 7DG
Registered Charity 1147282

Grass Roots
Motor Sport

Lancashire Automobile Club
Lancashire

Dear All
On behalf of North West Blood Bikes Lancs and Lakes I
would like to thank you for your kind donation of £ 250.00
As you know, our members provide an out of hours motorcycle delivery service, which supports the NHS. Providing
this transport costs money and many of our riders pay their
own fuel bills and use their own bikes, but we do an emergency service also with specially equipped motorcycles with
blues and twos and the cost of running them is quite expensive, so donations such as yours are fantastic.
To date we have handled almost 20,000 call outs in the 46 months we have been running and the numbers are
ever increasing and without help from organisations like yours we would not be able to do it. Conservative estimates
based on a standard taxi fare of £40 show that we have saved the local NHS in Lancashire and South Lakes well
over £800,000 so far, and included runs as far away as Leeds, Sheffield, Birmingham, Cardiff Abingdon, Charing
Cross & Great Ormond Street.
Thank you from all of us at NWBB Lancs & Lakes.
Yours sincerely
Scott M Miller
Name: Scott M Miller
Vice Chairman, Trustee
Email: scott@millersuk.co.uk
Web: www.nwbb-lancs.org
Tel: 01254 395552
Mob: 07860 883430

Tommi Meadows Rallying. May . . . . Brief Update

16 year-old Junior 1000 competitor Tommi Meadows
is allowing his 2016 championship campaign to take a
back seat, as he has decided to miss the next two
rounds of the ultra-competitive rally series in order to
focus on his GCSE examinations.
The Clitheroe teenager has enjoyed a consistent season so far - grabbing a podium points haul at round one,
followed by a top-5 finish at the following event against
strong competition to currently lie second overall in the
championship, which takes place across England and
Wales.
However, the Proflex Shock Absorbers backed Micra
driver will be absent at the next two rallies as he plans
to focus on upcoming exams.
‘It’s a bit frustrating to have to take a step back just as
we were doing so well’, said Meadows, ‘however, the time off will allow us to look at what can be improved so that
we can come back even stronger,’ he added.
Tommi and co-driver Gareth Hooper will return to the stages on the Solway Coast Rally in August, where they
hope to continue where they left off.

Lancashire A.C. ‘Drive it Day’

St Georges Day Tour
With classic car values soaring, it’s easy to forget
that their original purpose was to move us from A to
B as frugally, as fast or as fashionably as possible.
Drive-it day seeks to remind us of that.

Grass Roots
Motor Sport

Each year, on the nearest Sunday to the 23rd of April, classic car owners are encouraged to dust off their pride and joy,
blowing away the cobwebs on the open road to usher in the start of the summer show season.
Drive it day commemorates the thousand mile trial of 1900, in which the Royal Automobile Club participated in a
round trip setting off from London and travelling via Bristol, Birmingham, Manchester, Derby, Kendal, Carlisle, Edinburgh, Newcastle, Leeds, Sheffield, and Nottingham before finishing back in London. Unlike the original event which
was spread across 19 days, the celebration is confined to just one day, with runs and rallies organised countrywide
— and that’s where I’d be. Dad and I would be joining the Lancashire Automobile Club’s St George’s Day run, taking
in the best backroads East Lancashire and West Yorkshire have to offer. We’d be taking part in Dad’s 1969 Lotus
Elan, with him in the driver’s seat, and me crunching the numbers and using my legendary (ha!) prowess as a navigator.
Upon signing on, we received our run plaque, some notes on the route (including the bizarre story of the Sabden
treacle mine), and directions presented in tulip road book style.
After fuelling up on bacon and coffee, we were ready to set off in the Elan, joining an automotive melting pot of vehicles classic and modern, popular and priceless, all taking to the roads in the pursuit of nothing more than a good
drive out. Aside from some characteristic April rain showers and some uncharacteristic April snow showers, that’s
exactly what we’d get. While the organisers could do nothing about the weather, their preparation with the route and
the accompanying paperwork was such that we were confident of an easy afternoon’s navigating.
After a short time queuing we reached the start line and the marshals waved us on our way with the union flag.
Despite the organisers staggering the starters, it wasn’t long before any slower cars at the front of the pack were
caught, and a convoy of classics developed — much to the amusement of the locals, who waved and smiled as car
after car passed by. After the relatively sluggish first stint, the rest stop at Helwith Bridge gave us a chance to change
tack.
We’d been one of the last cars away at the start line, hoping that letting the others gain a bit of ground first would
give us a clear run — not so. As we pulled into the car park of the Helwith Bridge Inn, we realised we could kill time
more creatively. Whilst drivers and navigators piled into the pub for coffee and cake, Dad and I patrolled the car park
and sized up the other entrants. Having caught up some of the first starters, we had a fair bit of extra time to look
over the cars, weighing up the variety of the entrants. The run is by no means a serious competitive event — more a
fun way to spend a few hours on a Sunday, but there were some serious machines on display.
A prized Ferrari 330 GT +2 sat a few paces away from a Volvo Amazon whose dashboard was cluttered with all
manner of rally instruments for measuring miles and keeping time. A pre-war Rolls Royce shared the car park with an
equally immaculate Mini Clubman, resplendent in its oh-so-70s Tundra green paint.
With the poor weather predicted, it’s a credit to the owners that so many of these valuable cars were brought out and
driven, when they’d likely be mollycoddled as collectibles by many others.
As Dad and I finished our circuit of the car park, the other entrants began emptying out of the pub, ready to start the
second leg. With that, we went inside, pulled up a couple of chairs and sat down to a lunch of coffee and cake to put
some space between the main group and ourselves.
When we eventually resurfaced, the Elan stood alone in the car park. Success.
The roads of the second leg weren’t unlike the first — the only difference was the speed at which we’d be taking
them. With mile after mile of clear air ahead of us, we hustled the Elan around the twists and turns of West Yorkshire,
before dropping back down into East Lancashire. On the way down, we encountered switchbacks on the steeper
sections — the like of which you’d expect to find on more continental roads.
The terrain levelled out, the roads widened, and the pace increased — it was only a matter of time before we
caught a few of the stragglers which courteously waved us by, allowing us to go on unheeded.
After getting our eye in with the first leg of the route, it was pretty easy to pick up where we left off, tackling the 30
mile return leg without any drama. We pulled into the car park, greeted by smiles and waves from the same marshals
who had waved us off at the start.
Whilst Dad and I were happy to lap up any adulation, it only took a look over our shoulders to realise where the
praise was due. In the previous owner’s hands, the Elan had managed only 50 miles per year – we’d broken that record by the time we’d reached the rest stop at the Helwith Bridge Inn. The little Lotus, now ticking itself cool, had completed the 80 mile run without complaint. Sure, this hardly compared to the Mille Miglia or the Targa Florio, and I’m
sure none of us taking part would expect to be treated like the daredevil mavericks taking on these gruelling events,
but over the 80 miles we’d covered, we’d all proven that in less than perfect conditions, our cars were not only capable of being driven, but enjoyed too.

Matthew Parkinson

Lancashire A.C.

‘Drive it Day’

St Georges Day Tour

Grass Roots
Motor Sport

The Lancashire Automobile Club's St Georges Day event
forms part of the national Drive it Day promoted by the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. It is not only a celebration of classic vehicles of all types with runs and events
all over the British Isles it is also a political statement reminding the powers that be that classic vehicles are part of a £3
billion pound industry which is a fundamental part of the
countries economy.
This years St Georges Day Tour moved to a new venue.
Mitton Hall has been most generous in its hospitality on previous events but after so many years we were running out of
roads so to speak plus we found the venue so popular for
lunch etc that there were few if any parking spaces on our
return.
After a lot of searching Blackburn Northern Sports on
Pleckgate Drive was chosen. Big car park, almost exclusive
use plus they would lay on bacon butties - what more could
you ask?
This gave us a wider choice of roads and we decided to
go east into new territory. Taking a look round we got a good
idea of the options and, as always, went for reasonable quality roads through attractive countryside. Now organising a
run for vintage and classic cars is not quite like a road rally.
You have to think about the cars who enter performance and
physical characteristics. What does he mean? Well try putting Austin Healey 3000s or E Type Jaguars down a road
with a pronounced central hump and then count the number
of exhausts ripped off. Similarly hump back bridges and severe speed humps present problems. Some of the earlier
cars with cable or rod operated drum brakes don't like long
descents and pull outs onto major roads can be problematic
- you get the picture?
Photos Curtesy of Mike Wood
Having selected the route we prepared the route books,
all tulip style. And then earlier this year we ran the route
again. Boy had this winter and associated floods resulted in
some serious deterioration of the roads. A few minor modifications to the route and all was well - but still worrying.
The route went over to Pendle Hill, through Sabden then using the lesser roads up past Colne to pick up the old Skipton
road to Skipton before going north on the Kettlewell road and
over the top passing Malham Tarn, all good rally roads from
my youth.
It is worth mentioning the local council had been busy and
many of the roads had been patched. A little worrying is that
several roads were due for closure the day after our event so
we just got through in time.
The cars got away from the start on time with a light drizzle resulting in the roofs of several cars being hurriedly put in
place. We start 2 per minute so as not to be a 70 car mobile traffic jam. Early cars reported light snow over Pendle
as they made their way towards the coffee halt.
The coffee halt was at the Helwith Bridge Inn who made us most welcome. The local school had a cake stall
which raised over £400 for school funds so it was nice to support the local community. We then returned to Blackburn Northern Sports for light refreshments via Wigglesworth, Waddington, Stoneyhurst College and Ribchester
making the run some 90 miles in all.
At the finish many a tale was told and some gentle ribbing of the organisers over the weather was the order of the
day. Still a great time was had by all and the entrants were most appreciative of the efforts of the marshals and officials.

Chris Lee : Lancashire A.C.

Lancashire A.C.

Fellsman

Seems like only yesterday when we set out on the Fellsman -in actual
fact it was only yesterday but Maurice was on a tight deadline so here
goes.
The Fellsman is a Touring Assembly within the MSA definitions but includes an element of skill from the navigators seat not normally seen on
LAC events. As such it attracts a smaller but, shall we say, more dedicated following. The format remains as previous events with John Hartley
devising ever more devious tests for the navigators. We don't give awards
and there isn't any timing but the crews get the satisfaction of pitting there
wits against John and his team.
My job is simple I drive car '0' following the route marked on the maps
confirming that car '00' navigated by Mike Wood (yes THE Mike Wood!)
has put in via boards in all the right places, none have gone missing and
that the route is passable. We sign any diversions necessitated by road
closures etc if required and run about 20 mins before car 1 - simples.
All nice and simple all I need is a navigator and the Mini does the rest.
Unfortunately this year my regular navigator had to call off at the last possible moment as his dad had to be taken to hospital. That meant I arrived at
the start with an empty seat on my left - not good.
However there was a spare bod looking round the cars. Doing anything
today I asked followed by can you read a map. My luck was in I had
latched onto a bleary eyed Nigel Worswick. He had been up till 3.00 am
and was planning to take in the start before going to bed ahead of a quick
flight out to the Caribbean where his WRC car was waiting for him and
crew to do a stage rally.
Nigel being a good sport then signed on and joined me in the Mini for
the day. It's not often you have a rally driver of this pedigree sitting next to
you be he seemed happy enough as we pulled out of the start.
The start was from a new venue at the Bayley Arms Hurst Green who
made us most welcome. The route went out through Stoneyhurst and then
out towards Jeffery Hill but with a little twist to take in the first via board.
We then went west again through Barton and into the 'Catforth Maze'
where I cut my teeth rallying in the late 60's. A great area for a navigational
test. We then swung north towards Pilling. Meanwhile the 30+ cars had
been streaming off the start line following in our tyre tracks.
Nigel's navigation was spot on as we checked off the via boards.
Sounds easy but Mike Wood sometimes misses one or adds one on purpose so we need to stay awake! Then out towards Abbeystead and onto
the northern section of the Trough of Bowland before some more deviations. The rain threatening at the start came as short brief showers and the
views of the fells and out towards Morecambe Bay with the Furness peninsula beyond were magnificent. Brian Taylor had positioned himself by the
Jubilee Tower to get the cars as they came though.
Then on to Quermore and on to Caton for a lunch halt. Got there a bit
early but right on the tail of Mike Wood and his team. Ted Heath was there
to greet us and he set up a simple control in the pub as the rain start. The
Station Hotel did us proud with a great spread. Mikes team got away and
we waited for the first cars to arrive. Mud splattered cars but happy crews
were soon filling the car park. Time to go. Nigel got back on there maps as
we headed into the hills towards Wray and beyond. A very nasty cattle grid
had been signed by John Hartley to prevent car damage and the gated
section proved time consuming with many gates to be opened and closed.
Now south east towards Wigglesworth and on to Waddington Fell following the section of road used by the LAC as a hillclimb before the First
Photos Curtesy of Brian Taylor
World War (not a lot of people know that. By now we had caught up with
www.whitedogphotography.co.uk
Mike, he takes time whilst the heavy crew hammer in the via boards. Simple section to get home except we then met a mobile road block in the
Email : b.taylor60@aol.co.uk
shape of a flock of sheep which delayed progress somewhat. Them back
round Mitton and on to Hurst Green for the finish at the Bayley Arms. Nigel was beginning to droop a little so stayed
for a coffee and made his way home to bed. Hopefully he has a great time on his rally - rallying and sun sounds like
a great combination.
Shortly afterwards the first crews started arriving with tales of detours and the usual why did we see you going
that way questions to each other. A great day, great cars and truly great organisation by John Hartley and his team.
Here's to 2017.
Chris Lee : Lancashire AC
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HEXHAM & DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB

THE SPRING SCATTER RALLY

It’s a long time since a Hexham 12 Car featured a less
than capacity entry but the club’s latest offering, The Spring
Scatter, run on 25th May, boasted a less than full entry list,
several folk on holiday and the usual dire shortage of navigators being the principal reasons. The crews that did turn up
at the Dr. Syntax were, however, all fired up with enthusiasm
and eager to get going on the event which started at the relatively late hour ( For a 12 car ) of 10:01pm.
He traditional opening regularity headed up the hill and through Hedley village to an intermediate control before
turning South past Broad Oak Quarry to finish just before Newlands. This section saw the first indication that it might
be a bit of a foggy evening which may account for the higher than usual penalties although the Fletcher brothers
making an appearance after a long lay off dropped a mere 50 seconds other dropped anything up to a massive 10
minutes.The fast yellows North of Newlands led to TC.2 at the crossroads at SH.188, then a quick 5 minute section
looped round and back to TC.3 at the same point, penalties were light on these sections and again at TC.4 near
Eddfy’s Bridge where only the Harrison/ Crosby Proton suffered penalties.
The going got harder on the run over Muggleswick Common and round the Combs Bridges hairpins with only
Cardale/ Hewitt ( Corsa ) cleaning this section, it got tougher still on the long, moorland section over Waskerley
Common as the fog got ever thicker and apart from Guthrie/ Webb ( Ford Connect ) every crew racked up significant penalties, notably the Fletcher brothers who spoiled an otherwise excellent run by missing a route check, mind
you it was sneakily hidden away in a car park !.
A loop round the perimeter of the Derwent Reservoir led to TC.7 at Barley Hill, penalties were light as this section
was fog free although Jennings/ White were another crew to miss a route check, incurring the dreaded 15 minute
penalty. A run past Kiln Pit Hill and down to Apperley Dene was fairly straightforward but the sting in the tail were a
brace of 4 minute sections which saw all but Guthrie/ Webb penalised. Harrison/ Crosby plunged down the leader
boards when they failed to spot the penultimate route check and Cardale/ Hewitt struggled just to make the finish
with a, by now, clutchless Corsa !.
The rally finished back at the Dr. Syntax where the landlady had laid on a superb buffet supper, and, although the
hour was late, it was devoured extremely enthusiastically. Results were swiftly produced showing a clear win for
Guthrie/ Webb, their second successive win on Hexham events, they were some 13 minutes ahead of second
placed Roger Broom/ Andy Brown ( Puma ) who took the Novice category. The Hexham 12 cars take a bit of a sabbatical over the summer months but will return in September with the September Sortie, the first event in the clubs
winter programme.

Grass Roots
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RESULTS :1. Ian Guthrie/ Jonathon Webb

Ford Connect )

4:09,

2. Roger Broom/ Andy Brown

( Ford Puma )

14:52,

3. Nigel Cardale/ Roy Hewitt
4. Geoff Fletcher / Keith Fletcher

( Corsa )
( Corsa )

25:40,
31:55,

5. George Harrison/ Stephen Crosby ( Proton )

35:05,

6. Simon Jennings / Clive White

40:05.

No Other Finishers.

( Peugeot )

Ed Graham : Hexham & DMC

May 15th
CSMA

Lymm Auto err..everything
A sunny day at last for the 1st Lymm autosolo of the year.
A good turn out of 37 competitors over the National B and
clubmans autosolo, autotest and PCA. With a few new permanent fixtures on the truck stop car park since last time
the usual route had to be changed, so it was a level playing
field for all. Nat B solo cars were first out followed by clubmans then PCA all doing the same route and finally the autotesters who had a different route with some reversing manoeuvres, this kept it simple for the timekeepers. A good
flowing test with open, tight and twisty sections kept it even
for all the cars. A straight forward day ensued with a steady
stream of cars lining up and the tests were kept live all day
with a 20 minute lunch break at half distance.
Nick Clitheroe lightened his Alfa 156 over the day as his
exhaust decided to push out the stuffing steadily over the
test with some comical moments when it got stuck in the
tailpipe and blew it out with a bang on the straight. By the
end of the day he'd collected enough to tie it around the roof
bars and make it look like it had a pony tail.
Phil Clegg U17MC NW (Haynes Roadster) was on top
form clinching FTD in the NB solo with Steve Mather
BLMCC (Renault Clio Cup) 2nd o/a 1st class B and Andy
Williams U17MC NW (Micra 1.0) 3rd o/a 1st class A. Clubmans solo top 3 was dominated by BLMCC members, FTD
James Haslam, 2nd Melanie Sherriff 2.7s behind and 15.1s
in front of brother Anthony 3rd. All 3 in Fiestas. The PCA
FTD was Jamie Jones C&A (Fiesta 1600), 2nd James Williams U17MC NW (Micra 1,0) and 3rd Carey Lindley C&A
(Micra 1.3). In the NB Autotest (those who intentionally reverse) FTD was Paul Fobister, BTRDA, in the Haigh Special. Paul also brought his "Big Wheel" but when we say run
what y'brung we had to draw the line.
Biggest smile and most tyre smoke award went to Sam
Self who brought his Nissan 200SX drift car out to play and
gave everyone watching a good show in how to do it!

Andy Williams : U17MC(NW)
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Jonathon Webb & Georgiana Zamfir

Got Married

Grass Roots

11th May 2016

Liverpool MC

Aintree thTrack Day
28 May

Aintree Track Day went rather well, though we had some
new challenges with a couple of car fires - not had to
deal with that at Aintree for a long time. The marshals
(as usual) did a superb job and managed to limit the
damage in both cases.
The weather was fantastic and the conduct of those on
track was (almost without exception), impeccable. If you
were there (as driver, passenger, or spectator) we hope
you enjoyed your day and we look forward to seeing you
at our next event, the Barbon Hillclimb on 11th June.
Of course the biggest thanks should go to our marshals
for keeping an eye on everyone all day, many thanks
everyone, you did a great job!
The wedding didn't get in the way of Jonathon’s Rallying
Following his 3rd O/A on the John Robson Rally and a
reasonable run (had one or two issues with the car) on
Matlock MCs KSRod with Mark Warburton driving, he
still went and competed on the Altratech061 Road Rally
the weekend following the Wedding (Georgiana was out
Marshalling : NB I have now changed Georgianas surname in the Marshals Championship to Webb)
With a break in the Road Rallying until the G&PMC Memorial Rally the couple are currently on honeymoon on
the Isle of Man (in an enormous, for two, tent)

Photos Curtesy of Brian Taylor
www.whitedogphotography.co.uk

NORTH WEST RACERS
With Dave Williams & Phil Rainford

MAY’S NORTH WEST
RACING ROUND-UP
The Lee Bowron Ltd XR Challenge and Avon Tyres Northern Formula Ford 1600 Championship were both part of
the racing programme at Oulton Park’s Dubworth Festival on 7th May. They were guest categories on a weekend
which celebrated all things Volkswagen.
With the work to increase the size of the run-off area at Island Bend now complete, the full International Configuration of the Cheshire circuit returned to service. The loop, which includes that banked hairpin at Shell, had been
out of bounds for the first few meetings of the season.

Lee Bowron Ltd XR Challenge
Since the opening two rounds of the series
which were staged at Oulton on Easter Monday,
Greg Speight found a few problems with his XR2.
These included a cracked front brake disc and
loose rear hubs. Having repaired these issues and
also had his corner weights set up at Automech,
he found his car was handling superbly in the very
warm weather of early May.
During a short, sharp qualifying session that set
the grid for race 1 of the double header he set a
time to take pole that was 4 tenths faster than the
best that reigning champion, Mike Heath, could
manage. Ralph Fernihough and Lee Bowron
would start from the second row. The latter was
Greg Speight was uncatchable in the XRs
the fastest XR3i driver.
The first race did not begin well for Speight as he was slow leaving the grid. Conversely, Fernihough rocketed off
the line and took the lead at the first corner. There was no stopping Speight however thus at the start of the third
lap he was ahead in a move that began with better drive out of Knickerbrook, saw him closing through Druids before he drew alongside exiting Lodge and finally completed the pass at Old Hall.
Steve Poole got ahead of Heath in the early stages and both put pressure on Fernihough but neither could take
second from him. Poole suddenly lost pace and retired in the pits with one circuit remaining.
The finishing order of the first race determined the starting order for the second encounter and so Poole had to
start from the back of the grid and was unable to battle his way to the front. Speight made better use of his pole
position on this occasion and was the first to reach Old Hall. He gave it everything on the opening lap and was
over a second in front of Fernihough and Heath when it was completed but then his pursuers began to reel him in.
It looked like there was going to be a thrilling 3-way dice for victory but proceedings were brought to a premature
conclusion. The XR events had run concurrently with the Nextec Puma Cup – a relatively new category that is
steadily attracting those who wish to compete with Ford’s small coupe which was introduced in 1997. The leader of
that race within a race suffered a major catastrophe with his engine and deposited coolant all over Britten’s Chicane making this section of track undriveable and bringing out the red flags.
Lee Bowron, the series’ sponsor, maintained his form of qualifying and did the double in the XR3i Class.

Avon Tyres Northern Formula Ford 1600
Having opened their season alongside the contenders from the National Championship at Oulton Park a month
earlier, the Northern contenders returned to the Tarporley track for a single round of their series in early May.
There were still some quality drivers in attendance however as, to get some further mileage on their cutting edge
designed cars, the RFR team – which was newly-formed this year by FF1600 legend Ralph Firman – brought Luke
Williams and James Roe to Oulton Park.
Still wrestling with a mid-corner misfire that had dogged them since the RFR RFFF16 took to the tarmac, Williams
and Roe were on the pace nonetheless. The former took pole but he would not be joined on the front row by his
team mate as – to put it simply – Jamie Jardine was on fire!
Continued on Page 51

NORTH WEST RACERS
Dave Williams & Phil Rainford
Continued from Page 50
Jardine impressed many by splitting the
RFRs in his 32 year old Reynard 84FF which
was prepared to the usual high standard by
Dave Hart. Such was his pace that there
were 3 Post89 cars between him and the
next man in the Pre90 class.
When the 20 minute race began Jardine
actually took the lead as Williams had a
nightmare of a start but the RFR was ahead
before the third corner was reached after Williams got the power down exiting Cascades
enabling him to out drag Jardine down the
Lakeside Straight.
There were no further changes in the order
of the first two before the chequered flag was
shown although Jardine was only 4 secs behind at that point.
Initially, Roe ran third but to counter his misfire he was having to corner as hard as he
possibly could. As a result of pushing that
little bit too much the third time he went
through Old Hall he ran wide on to the grass
exiting the corner and, as he brought his car
which had snapped sideways back under
control, Martin Short seized the moment to
claim the final place on the podium in his Van
Diemen JL012K.

Luke Williams scored a debut win for RFR

Pre 90 Man Jamie Jardine was 2nd O/A

Report by Dave Williams with Photos courtesy of Phil Rainford

Rally Test at Cholmondeley
10th June 2016,

Cholmondeley Power & Speed,

Your chance to experience the thrill of Cholmondeley
Cholmondeley Power & Speed (CPAS) are pleased to offer you the exciting chance to experience for the first time
what is sure to become an iconic Rallying venue. The chance to drive the stage at Cholmondeley has never been
offered before, but in a true first you are invited to share in that experience. An ideal opportunity for Asphalt testing
on the 1.2 mile MSA licensed course, it also gives the chance to promote your commercial partners to the crowds
that gather at CPAS, and perhaps entertain guests through our unrivalled hospitality packages.
This first opportunity is being offered in conjunction with well known rally competitor and promoter Bryn Pierce. Your
day will include a minimum of 6 runs over the challenging course, a dedicated rally service area adjacent to the
CPAS paddock and unrivalled opportunities for unique press & fan interaction (CPAS saw 50,000 visitors last year).
All run by the BARC with full safety and medical cover on site, crews must hold a minimum of an MSA stage rally
national B licence and cars must have an in date MSA stage rally logbook. This event is available in strictly limited
numbers and priced at £250 per car, which will also include two entrance tickets to the value of £48.
For entries please contact Bryn Pierce on 07952 592445 or bryn@lightninghouse.co.uk. For hospitality which includes breakfast, lunch and afternoon tea in our drivers marquee.
Priced at only £75 per person please contact the Cholmondeley team directly on 01829 772432.

Gemini Communications Motor Sport Team
2016 Calendar of Events
Would you like to get involved either as a Radio Marshal or just to come along and
see what Radio Crews do? Newcomers Always Welcome. Give Bill Wilmer a Call
MOTORSPORTS ASSOCIATION SAFETY & MEDICAL FREQUENCIES
LICENSED PRIVATE PMR MANAGEMENT SAFETY SYSTEMS
Administrator - Bill Wilmer – MSA Approved Regional Radio Co-ordinator:

For North Wales, Cheshire, Greater Manchester, Lancashire, Merseyside & Salop:
Serving Motorsport for 51 Years

Sun 12th June

Sun 25th September

Keith Frecker
Memorial Stages

Heroes Stages
Weeton

Bill Wilmer
07973-830705

w.wilmer@btinternet.com

Weeton

G&PMC + P&DMC

BIKE RIDES

Blackpool South Shore MC

25th to 30th October

Sun 3rd July

WRC (GB)

Sun 12th June
Manchester to
Liverpool

Enville Stages

Wales

Ty Groes, Anglesey

Sat 5th November

Warrington & DMC

Neil Howard
Memorial Stages

Sun 10th July
Greystoke Stages
Greystoke Forest
West Cumbria MSC

Sun 27th Aug

Oulton Park
Bolton-le-Moors CC

Sun. 20th November
Cadwell Stage Rally

40 Miles

10th July
Manchester to
Blackpool
60 Miles

Sun 4th Sept
Manchester to
Nantwich & Rtn
100 Miles

Sun 18th Sept
Leeds Big Wheel
50 & 100 Miles : Fig 8

Gareth Hall
Memorial Stages

North Humberside MC

Traesfymydd Ranges

26th/27th November

Bala & DMC

Glyn Memorial Stages

INTRODUCTION TO
MARSHALLING

Ty Groes, Anglesey

20th August

C&AMC

FIRE TRAINING

Cadwell Park

Sat 26th November
Hall Trophy Stages
Blyton
Clitheroe & DMC

TRAINING
16th July

See Page 45
For Booking Details
www.u 17m c -n or thw est .or g. uk/

Darwen Services

2016

Golden
Microphone
Trophy

www.geminicommunications.org.uk

BIKE RIDE EVENTS
IN 2016

Latest Results

Good Expenses Paid for Route Marshall’s
On this years 4 Events that we are
Planning

John Overend, Plains
& Snetterton

After Round 8

All the events are for good charitable causes.
Please help us again this year and promote this
healthier life style. New Marshals are always Welcome, please come and join in this fun day. Your expense money will
be paid by FPO, or cash, cheque on the day and is per person.
Some busy points will require two marshals, these are usually for
husband and wives Some double posts are available, this means extra expenses for you. All rides are on Sundays
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23 Ian Davies
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21 Dave Bedson

50
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11 Mark Wilkinson

40
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56 Tony Jones

35

points
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48 Peter Langtree

30

points

12 June Sunday
Manchester to Liverpool Bike Ride

G

13 Stuart Dickenson

30

points

G

25 Chris Woodcock

30

points

G

33 John Ellis

30

points

G

09 Keith Lamb

30

points
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04 Alan Winterburn

30

points

G

31 Duncan Stock

30

points

G

55 Steve & Matt Broadbent

30

points

In aid of Christies Hospital

G

57 James Atkinson

30

points

18 September Sunday
Leeds 50 & 100 mile circular
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24 Paul Henry

25

points

G

17 Robin Mortiboys

25

points

G

37 Lee Skilling

20

points

Golden Microphone
Championship
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41 Jerry Lucas

20

points

G

03 Les Fragle

20

points

Past Championship Winners

G

02 Graham Cookson

20

points

G

65 Brian Eaton

20

points

G

01 Bill Wilmer

10

points

G

06 Dave Crosby

10

points

G

12 Chris Jarvis

10

points

G

05 Steve Coombes

10

points

G

14 Adrian Lloyd

10

points

G

07 Tony & Avril Lee

10

points

G

69 Maurice Ellison

10

points

G

58 Geoff Ingham

10

points

G

28 Andrew Taylor

10

points

G

51 Gerry Morris

5

points

In aid of NSPCC

10 July Sunday –
The Magnificent Manchester to Blackpool Ride

In aid of Christies Hospital
04 September Sunday
Manchester 50 & 100 mile circular

In aid of Three Charities

ANWCC

Marshals Championship

& Monthly Cash Prizes
Members on all events
organized by an ANWCC
club will be entered into
the monthly cash prize draw
and will score points into the
marshal’s championship,
however you must claim
your points by emailing

ANWCC@talktalk.net
within 14 days
of the event.
Thank you to all who kindly
supported the team on
our events

Keith Lamb (G 09) won
£25 at the ANWCC
May draw

2016 - this could be you !!
2015 - Ian Davies
2014 - Peter Langtree
2013 - Tony Jones & Peter Langtree
2012 - Tony Jones
2011 - Stuart Dickinson
2010 - Eve Fisher and Graham Bray
2009 - Paul Henry
2008 - Chris Jarvis & Lee Skilling
2007 - Tony & Dan Turner
2006 - Tony & Dan Turner
2005 - Chris Jarvis & Stuart Dickenson
2004 - Dave Crosby
2003 - Stuart Dickenson
2002 - Keith Lamb & Adrian Lloyd
2001 - Tony & Avril Lee
2000 - Ian Davies
1999 - Keith Lamb
1998 - Dave Crosby

Radio Mutterings

Plains Rally 2016

It’s an early start for me for the drive down to Mid Wales and
Dyfi West Stages 3 & 6 on the Plains Rally. It’s a beautiful
spring morning and the drive through the hills and valleys
shows off the magnificent Welsh scenery at its best, such a
shame then if Natural Resources Wales (NRW) and the MSA
don’t reach an agreement on allowing rallying to continue (Save
Our Stages # Rally 4 Wales).
Approaching the stage entrance I find it ‘blocked’ by a very
large logging lorry seeking to exit the forest and we are waved
on by the organisers to Dyfi East and find ourselves driving
through this stage to get to our own, but hey I didn’t need to pay
an entry fee !. Arriving at the stage start for 3 we join a queue of
similarly delayed radio and marshalling crews, also diverted
through SS2. After signing on I collect a ‘B’ system radio and a
much appreciated marshalling gift, a small personal first aid kit
and some refreshments, many thanks Knutsford & District MC.
Like Dyfi East the stage is ultra fast and smooth but dusty like
the Sahara on a bad day, the slightest movement created huge
clouds of thick and hanging dust. I make my way through the
stage keeping some distance from cars in front to have a
chance of even seeing the stage route. Arriving at Junction 9 I
find a well laid out stage with miles and miles of the red ‘no entry’ tape, a good group of marshals and the inevitable forest of
warning and informing signs. Once parked up I try to install the
loaned ‘B’ system radio only to find the battery compartment in
my new car so cramped and inaccessible that I can’t find any
way to make a safe connection with the crocodile clips !. Thankfully my plea for assistance is met by Silk 3 Ian Briggs at Junction 8 who volunteers to take the radio off me and run the ‘B’
system checking, many thanks to Ian and his more ‘traditional’
Land Rover 90.
Once parked up back on location we await the now numerous
official vehicles, more ‘pilots’ than the Red Arrows !. In accordance with the excellent specific Yellow Flag instructions provided by the organisers I display as instructed the flag to the Spectator Safety Officer and then MSA Safety Delegate. The latter is
chauffeured by my old mate Dave Mitchell and we receive an
appreciated shout on the PA of ‘thanks for the flag’ from the
MSA Delegate, a small but appreciated gesture (but more about
that later). First car into the stage is Car 1 driven by Luke Francis and John Roberts in their colourful Evo 9 who launch into
the stage on their due time of 10:01. They disappear in huge
clouds of choking dust.
The dust hardly settles at all between the trees and the next
cars are upon us, showing some breathtaking speed in these
challenging dry conditions.
Car 11 on the previous stage rolls and enters SS3 in a somewhat battered state, missing a nearside front wing and
with an open flapping tailgate. The dust inside the car must have been horrendous although they weren’t markedly
slower than other front runners. My hat goes off to Tiger 1 at the Stop line who pass I’m sure a much appreciated
couple of spare bottles of water to the crew who arrive at the stop looking as if they have just done a shift down the
mines !.
Thankfully all manage to keep themselves more or less on the stage and of the 134 cars who start SS3, all bar an
unfortunate Car 22 who is out with a sheared wheel prior to Junction 3 make it to the end of the stage.
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With the action only ending at 12:50, we have
only a little over a scheduled hour to the start of
SS6 which is due at 14:0, so it’s time for a meal
break and an opportunity to clear some of the
choking dust from throats and body. Listening to
the radio channel I then like others hear some rather cryptic messages that extend the planned forest regroup from 25 minutes out to 70 minutes,
before the restart of SS4 Gartheiniog, then Dyfi
East and back to me at Dyfi West. Unfortunately
there is no official communication of the delay and
I have nothing to offer to the enquiring marshals
and spectators.
We sit in the sun and chew the cud with the
marshals commenting on the state of rallying and
in particular the threat to the future use of the
welsh forests. We finally begin to hear on the radio that the earlier stages have started and at
14:20+ we begin to experience the pliot cars passing through the stage, and here’s my gripe this
month. The various safety cars with their beacons
and sirens pass by us without passing on any
messages about the delays for the benefit of the
spectators patiently waiting let alone the marshals.
Naively I thought one of the ideas behind these
changes was to better inform people in the stage
of any incidents or delays that might effect the
running of the event, apart from the yellow flags
thanks mentioned earlier nothing was communicated about the delays or even a new start time.
Our scheduled start time was 14:01 and we finally
see the first car at 14:46. A simple radio message
out to all stages from the CoC or one or more of
the safety pilot cars using their PA to inform people of the delays would have made all of the difference.
No sooner had we got up and running but an
unfortunate safety call from Derek Bedson Gemini
21 on the previous stage alerts control to a head
injury to a marshal hit by a large flying stone.
Quite rightly the stage is halted and Rescue dispatched and the casualty picked up and taken
back to the start. A slick and co-ordinated response means that the stage is only stopped for a
very short seven minutes, let’s hope the marshal
was OK and is recovering. The dust clouds are as
unpredictable as before and with a constantly
changing wind direction the challenging conditions
continue. The afternoon stage runs late and to be
honest without too much drama, the highlight at
Junction 9 was a half spin by the Marina car 89.
We finally see the last of the 120 remaining cars
finish SS6 at 17:14 and it’s then time to clear
away the miles of tape and safety boards before
following the sweeper car out of the stage for the
end of the 50th running of the Plains Rally, let’s all
hope there is a 51st in these classic Welsh forests.

Ian Davies (Gemini 23)

116 Car Club

North Wales Honda
116 Targa Tracks
10th July

We are extremely grateful to Dave Paveley and family from
North Wales Honda for their continued support and for offering
to once again supply all the trophies including a FREE MOT to
first overall and first in each class, they are also supplying all
marshal and competitor packs.

Regs and entry form are available
on the club website.

http://www.116cc.co.uk
As a thank you for supporting us on our first Targa last year,
we have kept our promise and will be sending all last year’s
competitors the regs and entry form a few days earlier.
The event will again based at Glan-y-Gors Circuit, Cerrigydrudion, North Wales. LL21 0RU
Total event mileage will be approximately 120 miles on metalled and un-metalled roads with numerous tests held on private property.
The event involves driving tests held entirely on private land
timed to 30mph with neutral sections linking them via the public highway.
The entry fee includes lunch and an evening meal for both
crew members.
The route will be issued via printed maps with a road book
containing the test diagrams.
There are no restrictions on tyres so please no phone calls
and speculation on the forums.
Please note, the only spectator venue will be Glan-y-Gors.
Due to safety measures and to preserve the test venues there
will be NO SPECTATOR INFORMATION provided.

Lancashire Automobile Club

Manchester to Blackpool
Classic Car Run
12th June
Route Below

Plains Rally 2016

With all these incidents. How far do you
have park off stage to be safe ?

For the past 20+ years I have been part of a timing team on
this event, usually on Finishes. Two of our team now have organisational roles with Knutsford club for this event, so a change to
radio for this year. We thought it would be a nice quite day out.
How wrong we were. Positioned at stage 2 & 5 post 4. At the
stage start it was good to meet Graham Cookson an old Scouting
friend, from many years ago. Then into stage, even though just
pottering, clouds of dust which hung in the air.
The set up team really went to town, with masses of tape and
signs. Vans were collected and loaded on Tuesday and set up
started Wednesday. They had calculated they needed a 1,000
posts for the event! We approached Post 4. The entry to the 45
degree right hand bend, a wide road with the bend tightening on
the exit, which was significantly narrowed, caused by a fork in the
road. Stage took the right fork up hill and the left fork a run off
downhill. Radio position was the downhill. The tape box started a
good 5mts from stage route, the box was oblong and well taped
for 20mts, 10mts the Ari Vatanen sign, further 10mts Motor sport
is dangerous which I pulled up past, so we are 45mts from stage
route. When I got out the car, friends on stage set up, had written
a message on the back of the motor sport sign “Bryan & Tim’s
brew halt” so they were expecting me to park there. A spectator
spoke to me and said “On rally GB an Evo came off and stopped
in the bushes just where your car is”, I stood on the bend and
had a look at it, that fork could catch some out. I went back to the
car and moved it another 15mts down, so I am now 60mts from
stage route. I don’t think I have ever parked that far off stage in
over 40 years of marshalling.
The only problem now is that the run off road is 10 mts below
the stage road and I have no vision of the stage. So how can I
observe and record anything. We have a plan, Duncan G31 is on
the next post and we have hand held’s, so Duncan can relay the
messages, if any, famous last words. This did not go to plan with
events of the day, my actual reports would have further questions, so I had to run back to the car. Which explains my breathlessness on radio. At my age I can’t remember the last time I
broke into a trot never mind a run.
On the inside of the stage bend we climb up a steep bank and
perch ourselves on top, with our check sheets at the ready. The
course car spun and did a 360, which should have given us a
clue to the day.
Car 11 clipped the inside bank and fell onto it’s side. Everybody jumped into action and committed hari kari getting down the
bank. Checked the crew were OK, runners up stage to slow cars,
I ran to the radio to report, whilst I was there I heard the car land
on it’s wheels, fire up and drive off, got showered in dust. I did
not see the car go but I could report that it had continued on
stage. I took a tow rope back to our viewing position, and tied it to a tree at the top of bank to make a safer abseil
down in the future.
Car 37 off. I spoke to the driver afterwards, “I just got the bend wrong, I saw the fork and knew I could not make the
stage right without falling onto the run off road, so I drove deliberately at the run off, taking out the box junction, the
car back end taking out Ari Vatanen and the sign with Bryan & Tim’s brew halt and going off into the bushes, the rear
of the car less than 25ft from the back of my car, the front closer. If it had not gone off, it would hit the back of my car
and this is some 60mts from where he has left the stage. This is too close for comfort, I moved the car another 20
mts down the run off, now at 80mts from stage.
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Whilst we are down the run off road, we hear another car sliding and recovering on the bend. On the start of the fork we suddenly see the back quarter of a car and the wheel overhanging
the bank in free air. I was later told that the front wheel was in a
rut which pulled him back onto track. Even though these two incidents were some distance away it was getting scary, most probably because we could hear what was coming but could not see it.
Back up the tow rope to the safety of the bank.
Car 72 Now this was the heart stopping off, The one you don’t
want to see. I heard the navigator say later, “I got it wrong, the
last time we came through here we were slow, I called for more
power.” They came in fast on the outside of the bend and fell off
the edge sideways, the car disappeared from sight down a steep
hill. The top of a tree disappeared as the tree was felled. You
could hear the car rolling and rolling, it went on for ever. I was
expecting it to be at the bottom of the hill. The well practised team
was now down the tow rope again, like firemen down a pole.
When we got to the edge, the car had landed on it’s wheels some
40mts down the hill and the crew were getting out of the car. I
shouted down “are you Ok” and thankfully I got a yes back and a
thumbs up. Shouted “isolate the car”, answer “already done”.
Now for the 100mtr sprint to the radio and no I’m not training for a
marathon. Reported that car 72 would require serious recovery.
Between the stages Extractor 2 visited to assess recovery and
planned the winch points and route of the recovery. Car 37 was
only just off track and came out of the brush with surprisingly very
little damage, a dent in bottom valance, steering was out, crew
thought that was from the previous stage from driving on a flat.
Then drove out of stage.
Now for stage 5. Car 31. On the apex of the bend, the nearside
steering ball joint broke. They made the fork stage right for over
30mts, then went off, sliding down the bank on all 4 wheels as
they hit the bottom it rolled onto its roof on the run off road, just
past Bryan &Tim’s brew halt, where my car was initially parked.
Fortunately from all incidents, competitors escaped injuries
Luck was with me today, if I had left my car where I initially
parked, it would have been hit twice and I think most of us would
consider 45mts off stage to be safe. Fortunately I listened to history and stood on the road and assessed. I heeded the advice
and moved the car to some 80mts off stage.
There is a lesson to be learnt here somewhere. How do you
judge a safe place to park? Ideally you look for position to note
car numbers and answer the radio. As in this case it is not always
safe or practical to do. We have all heard the frustrated controller
when he cannot get an answer. With stricter stage safety, I think
our ideal parking will become more of an issue and we will have
to work around it. Today this bend did look innocent, the fork did
add an element to it. I would never expected to have all the incidents, many other cars also had their moments. Always expect
the unexpected
Recovery was impressive, the amount of safety, care, planning,
walking the route. Removing fallen trees to make the route as
least damaging to the car as possible. It was a pleasure to observe. Especially coming from an era of recovery, that consisted
of a Landrover with a rope. The recovery was led by Extractor 2
and assisted by Bulldog and Staffs rescue

Bryan Flint : G32

Photos Above Curtesy of Keith Lamb (G 9)

I have been wittering on recently about how everything I do
never seems to go to plan at the moment . Well, Its happened
yet again! Getting to be too much of a habit.
The plan, this time, was to go and marshal at Three Sisters on
the Wigan & DMC Cetus Stages Rally on Sunday the 8th of May.
At the CDMC Club meeting on Tuesday the 3rd of May Chris
Woodcock asks me to go to the Isle of Man to Marshal on the
Manx National (6th & 7th May).
I explain that I wont be able to do it because of my commitment to Marshal at Three Sisters on the Sunday. ‘Not really a
problem’ he says ’You can catch the Saturday night boat back to
Heysham and still get to Three Sisters on the Sunday.’
‘What about the ferry bookings then,’ I ask, ‘I might not be able
to get a booking this late.’
‘No problem’ he says ‘We have a spare booking you can take
over - its the booking of one of the Recovery crews that cant
make it now.’
‘What about somewhere to stay, I have not much time to get a
hotel sorted’ He comes back with the same response about taking over the Recovery Crews booking‘ So I am cornered and
eventually agree to go to the Isle of Man.
On the Wednesday I get a phone call from Bill Wilmer. Chris
has persuaded him to join me on the Ilse of Man to marshal and
we might also have Tony Jones along too but Tony has to check
if he can get the Friday off work first. Tony is also committed to
Marshal at Three Sisters on the Sunday. At least by sharing a
car the cost split three ways makes it a little more affordable.
Thursday and we learn that Tony Jones cant get the time off
work. Chris Woodcock sailed to the Island first thing on Thursday
morning and we cant get hold of him to get the booking reference for our sailing. I then get an email from Chris that says that
the booking confirmation is attached but it isn't. Email him back
and he says he will send it again. Nothing arrives! On the plus
side the weather report says we are going to have beautiful
weather with temperatures up in the mid 20’s.
Pick Bill up on Friday morning and still dont have a booking
reference. Go to plan B. Tom Mercer (Gemini 53) works for the
Isle of Man Steam Packet and is based at Heysham. Quick call
to Tom and he gets it sorted for us complete with Boarding Card.
Just as we are leaving Heysham Harbour the email from Chris
pops up on my phone complete with the Booking reference.
Good job we had a plan’B’. A gentle cruise across but the sun
disappears as we come into Douglas and then after we book
into our hotel and make our way to the TT Grandstand to sign on
it starts to rain. It rains all of Friday night, all of Saturday and all
of Sunday until we are queuing for the Ferry home and only then
does the sun come out. To make matters worse, Bills wife keeps
phoning him to tell him how good the weather is back on the
mainland. I am sure she was doing it on purpose
You might just have noticed in the previous paragraph the
word ‘Sunday’. When we checked into arrivals at Heysham on
the Friday we were informed that the Saturday night was now
not available and that we were on stand by for Sunday morning
and booked on the 3pm Sunday sailing to Liverpool if there were
no spaces available on the morning sailing. An executive decision was taken, why bother getting up early on the Sunday
morning to queue at the terminal with no guarantee of getting on
that crossing. Might as well have a day touring the Island (and a
lie in). So I missed marshalling at Three Sisters. Even if I had got
on the morning boat I still wouldn't have got to Wigan much before 2pm. By then the event would be almost over anyway
Despite the weather it was still a very enjoyable trip. We got
some great junctions to marshal and hardly any spectators

Grumpy
Old Git
OPEN DAY & AutoSolo
Sunday 12th June
Promote Your Club

I know I have put an advert in on page 19 for
the Myerscough College Open Day on Sunday
the 12th of June but it really is a cracking day
out for the whole family and you can enjoy a bit
of Motorsport at the same time .
With over 20,000 people at this event it is a
superb opportunity to attract new people both
into Motorsport and also to introduce them to
your club.
You dont have to compete, we have more than
enough space for clubs to show off their members cars to the people watching the AutoSolo.
Contact me for more details

Raise Money for ‘542 in 2016’
This print (right) was given to my daughter to
help raise funds to cover the cost of her trip to
Africa to help build a home for a homeless family.
However the print did not arrive back signed till
after she had made her trip.
She has decided to donate this picture to Bill
Honeywell, whom a lot of you will know. The son
of Roy Honeywell and a previous competitor in
motorsport having competed from 1971 to 1994
as driver and navigator and (unusually) won rallies as both, including the KLMC Devil’s Own
Rally (navigating) and SHCC Ribble Rally
(driving). He has been 6th overall on Mull Rally
twice, 9th overall 1983 Motoring News Championship. He co-drove twice on Lombard RAC Rally, also did Manx International, Circuit of Ulster and Circuit of Ireland. SD(34) champion driver at least once.
Bill survived cancer in 1976 and 1999, and although no longer involved in motorsport he is very involved in cycling
(including organising events)and has done several challenges including walking all 214 ‘Wainwrights’ peaks in 2009
and cycling 4,500 miles around entire GB coast in 2011. He has raised over £70,000 for cancer charities and
awarded British Empire Medal in 2014 New Years Honours List.

So the question is which is the best way to raise the maximum amount for this great cause
Raffle? If so how much a ticket.
 Auction?
 Just let people bid on line?
 Any other suggestions?


I am interested to hear and await your responses. (email address below)

Below is a description of what Bill has set himself as a challenge this year
to raise money for “Cancer Research (UK)”.
Please check his Facebook page “542 in 2016” for the latest up dates. Support him if you can.

About the Challenge
I’ve decided to challenge myself to climb 542 Lakeland Peaks during 2016.
As you may know, I climbed all 214 Lakeland ‘Wainwrights’ in 55 days in 2009. I was recently looking at a classic
book – the ‘Complete Lakeland Fells’ by Bill Birkett, which describes 541 separate hills and mountains over 1,000 ft
high – all the Wainwrights except two (Castle Crag, 951’ and Mungrisdale Common, a featureless 2,077′ plateau
strangely included by AW), plus another 327, many of which I haven’t climbed. The book also includes Pillar Rock
which isn’t a walk but a proper rock climb, so I’ve kept that out of the total, although you never know…
I’ve decided to DO THEM ALL – that’s 542 fell tops – not in two months (I’m getting older you know, plus I’ve got
several other commitments this year) but starting and finishing in 2016, donating all the funds raised to Cancer Research UK.
Now here’s the different bit. I’m not asking for money up front, or the usual kind of one-off donations from friends
and family. Instead, I’m asking supporters to pledge 10 pence per summit. I’ll keep everyone update of progress,
and I’ll ask you to put the money to one side – in an old-fashioned tin for instance. The maximum number of hills in
one day is likely to be around 10 or 12, the most in a week maybe 40. So you won’t have to find more than £1 a
day, £4 a week or so max. But the challenge will take much of the year between start and finish, and at the end
your tin will hopefully contain £54.20 without you having to find more than the change in the bottom of your purse or
the price of a decent glass of wine!
If this is too much then you can share with a friend or pledge less per hill. Of course, if you want to pledge more
than 10p per hill that will definitely be OK too!

What’s REALLY important – and I can’t stress this enough – is that as many people as possible, from as
big an area as possible, engage with this challenge, pledge support, and get their friends and colleagues to commit
too. So I’m asking you, seriously and earnestly, to spread the word, by using your email contacts or social media as
much as possible. I’ll be suggesting useful tips along the way on how to make this effective. The initial target is
£25,000 but I’d like to smash it: in 5 weeks we’ve had pledges of over £20,000, so think what we can achieve with
most of the year to go at!

Alan Shaw : Pendle & DMC,

email : shawalan.555@btinternet.com

Berwick Classic
& Targa Rally

‘Lurching from One Disaster to Another’
For regular readers of this mag, you will already be aware of
my disastrous start to 2016. So far this year nothing has gone to
plan and the Berwick turned out to be yet another event that
followed this downward spiral into oblivion. Murphy Law states
that ‘If it can go wrong. It will go wrong.’ And it did,
Steve lives in Bolton. I live near Carnforth, so we arranged that
Steve would pick me up at Truckhaven in Carnforth at 9:30 on the
Saturday for our trip up to Berwick, giving us plenty of time to get
there.
At 9:30 on the first day of this Bank Holiday my son drops me
off (complete with overnight case, rally bag, Map Board and
maps) on the forecourt of Truckhaven. Its freezing cold and raining. I take shelter under the fuel pumps awning and wait, and
wait. Eventually I get a call from Steve, there have been a few
problems with the car and he has had to call in an electrician to
sort them out. The new trip meter (needed for the regularities)
only got fitted on Friday night and wouldn't power up, plus the
nearside headlight wont work despite changing bulbs and fuses.
Time ticks by and I am cold and wet. Another call from Steve. All
fixed but he has left the details for our accommodation at home
so can I get them? I phone my son and ask him to look it up on
the net. He sends me a text with the post code. Fortunately I had
taken my SatNav with me, so all sorted you would think. Another
phone call from Steve. He is stuck in a traffic jam on the M6 just
after Forton Services. Of course it’s a Bank Holiday and there are
a lot more cars on the road heading for the Lakes and the M6 is
down to two lanes whilst the M6 link to Heysham is being constructed. An hour and a bit later Steve eventually collects the icicle that is me at Truckhaven and I throw my bits and pieces in the
Subaru tow car, connect the SatNav, punch in the post Code and
we are on our way. Four and a bit hours later than planned and
its going to be tight getting to scrutineering on time.
We wend our merry way up the M6, across the A69 and then
up the A1M towards Berwick. It’s a lot slower with a trailer on the
back and I get more apprehensive about getting to Scrutineering
and Noise on time so, when I have a signal, decide to phone the
Clerk of Course and let him know we are going to be late. Steve
tells me more about his trials and tribulations getting the car
ready for the event. Amongst these is a real pearler. The sump
guard is made from 5 ply. Couldn’t find a piece of metal to do the
job so we have a bit of wood protecting the sump. As we approach Berwick the SatNav tells us to turn off the A1M and we
follow its directions. Pull up outside a rather smart and very large
cottage called ‘The Old School House’ and whilst Steve backs the
trailer up the drive I dash and knock on the door so that we can
do a rapid book in. This ‘Old School House’ does not do Bed &
Breakfast. We are at the wrong one. Fortunately the lady knows
the people who do run a B&B called the ‘Old School House’ and
gives us directions.. Back on our way but we now have to go
back to the A1M and still have another 6 miles to do and then
check in, unload the car, go through Noise & Scrutineering, set
up the trip for the Regularities and plot any route info. Decide that
we wont have time for setting up the trip but first we have to get
to the Start venue. We arrive and scrutineering and noise are
shut. The first car has already set off on his way. We manage to
find someone to do noise & scrutineering for us and then sign on
but by then we have a lot less than 30 minutes to get the bits onto
the maps and digest the other bits of information that were handed out at signing on. Far from ideal start to the event.
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So we are off on our way on Saturday night. There are two
Regularities and two tests to do on the Saturday evening. Without
the Trip the regularities are almost pure guesswork and I might
have got them more correct if I had have just guessed and we not
particularly quick on the tests either. On our way back to Berwick
we have to pass the measured mile so we take the opportunity to
calibrate the trip. Off we set at the marker post and after half a
mile or so the damn thing has not registered anything so I recon I
must have pressed the wrong buttons or something and tell Steve
to turn round, go back to the marker post and we will have another go. As we get on full lock the trip works but after we straighten
up it stops again. Back to the start and go through the set up procedure and it does the same thing again. Nothing when driving
normally but reads something (but the wrong something) on full
lock. So it looks like we will have to do the whole of Sundays regularities without a trip. And not that we will need it but the Nearside headlight now only works on main beam but the 5 ply sump
guard is holding up
Up for breakfast at 7:30 but Steve hasn't filled in his breakfast
requirements sheet and has also decided to drive into Berwick to
fuel up the Micra rather than doing it on our way to MTC3. Eventually gets back and his breakfast is cold and by the time he eats
his congealed bacon & eggs we are running behind our agreed
schedule. Steve decides to move the Subaru and trailer to the
B&Bs car park (more of this in a bit) so we are a little further behind than ever. By putting on a bit of a spurt we get up to MTC3
(30 miles up the A1M) before our due time. When it comes our
due time I collect the days route instructions but cant find Steve
so have to get all the days route onto the maps on my own, mind
you I doubt Steve would have been of much help ‘cause he
doesn't know a map reference from a pickled onion. I am in a bit
of a push getting the information all down onto the map in the
30mins allowed and then go in search of Steve. I find him watching the first test of the day (T3). He tells me that the owner of the
B&B has been on the phone and wants the Subaru and trailer
moving because they have 200 horses due and the car and trailer
are blocking the car park. ‘Move it quick or else.’ It will have to be
‘or else’ because we are not going back just yet
By now I am hoping you have got fed up with reading this drivel
because we (or mainly me) cock up. In my haste getting everything onto the map I fail to notice that I have written T4 (Test4)
down at two locations. We leave T3 to make our way to T4 and
sods law is I direct him to the wrong one. Not only is it the wrong
one it is really MTC4 (Lunch halt) and in the wrong direction.
Once I sort out the error we hotfoot it to the correct T4 only to find
it has closed. We now scoot round to Reg 3 and that’s also
closed. Shoot up to T5 and get there in time. No more cock ups
after that. The only thing of significance is that Steve seems to be
suffering from Montezumas revenge following the Chinese we
had in Berwick on Saturday night and as the day goes by he is
getting worse with not a loo in sight
After a long and trying day we get to MTC5 and the finish.
Quick bite to eat and we shoot off to collect the Subaru and trailer
from the Car Park of the B&B and hope we dont have to suffer an
upset owner as we load up the Micra. We decide that I will drop
Steve off and head back down the road and I will wait for Steve
and the trailer and then load up. All goes right for once and we
dont get shouted at, but disaster is soon to come.
Load the car up and set off down the A1M. And then the wheel
falls off the trailer. Turns out the wheel bearing has collapsed and
broken the hub. The trailer is not going anywhere. Phone the AA
and after unloading the Micra the trailer is recovered to Bolton. I
drive the Micra. Steve drives the Subaru. Eventually get home at
3am. Steves skits have not improved either and he had to have
lots of stops on the way home

Maurice Ellison : Clitheroe & DMC
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Berwick Classic
& Targa Rally
Paul & I had entered the rally on and off since 2002 and, having
decided to try and do more Classic Rally events in 2016, once the
regs were out it became THE rally to enter in 2016. So Paul put
an entry in for the MGB’s 19th event since Paul bought it in 2012
A very good, competitive entry was achieved this year with just
under 60 starters. Potential winners were Paul Crosby and Ali
Procter in the green 911, John Ruddock and Roger Burkhill in the
venerable Escort and Dougie Humphrey and Chris Loudon in the
very quick Cooper S. Lots of other crews would be snapping at their
heels should they have any problems though.
The entry list also included several crews who are regulars to this
event – the Allard of the Loveys, and the Gray brothers in the Swallow Doretti and TR2.
The event started at 17.00 on the Saturday evening from Tweedmouth service station in Berwick and took in two regularities and
then two tests before the overnight halt at about 19.00.
The overnight results showed us to be in 17th overall – an improvement on the start we had recently on the Ilkley Jubilee when
brain-fade set in early and I missed the first PC on the first regularity !!
Paul Crosby was in front at this point, but retired on the Sunday.
We had a good evening meal with John & Lynn Haygarth who
had come up to marshal, then an early night to be ready for the
morning.
Leg 2 started from Torness Power Station, just below Dunbar
and a wet and very windy morning greeted all the runners and marshals.
Stuart Bankier had put together a really interesting route for the
Sunday run with 3 regularities and another 15 tests, using some
interesting, very quiet and challenging roads that we had not been
on before. The regularities ran on a mixture of public and private
roads with some speed changes, keeping the navigators on their
toes.
Once again, the tests were superb, being a decent length and
always flowing well.
We had a good run on the Sunday, not missing any controls or
doing “wrong-tests” – we did have a couple of moments on the slippier tests though when trees and gates got very close !!
The finish this year was at East Lincs Park in Dunbar as the venue used in previous years had closed down. We got there at about
17.00 and had a good meal with results being announced at 19.30.
The car had run well all day and final results showed us to be
14th overall and 4th in class – our best result since 2003 and quite
respectable in view of the quality entry.
The overall winner was John Ruddock with John Bertram 2nd in
the Mexico. Richard Goodacre/Peter Birtles won our class with 3rd
overall in the Volvo Amazon
Our thanks go to Stuart Bankier and his team who always put on
a superbly enjoyable event, and thanks to all the marshals, without
whom no event could run !
In fact, Paul & I both thought this year was the best of all with
well-balanced navigation, interesting roads and superb tests – rollon 2017 !

Mike Fox : Airedale & Pennine MCC
Photos Curtesy of Neil Watterson

South of Scotland Car Club

William Patterson

Memorial Targa Rally
Berwick-upon-Tweed has a long history as a town hosting
battles between the English and the Scots. Indeed, records
show that control of the town changed hands no fewer than
13 times before England finally claimed it as its most northerly outpost in 1482.
Thankfully the bloody conflicts of yesteryear are a thing of
the past as nowadays battles between the two countries
have more of a sporting flavour. Take for example the Berwick Classic & Targa Rally where crews from both sides of
the border put their driving and navigational skills to the test
in a bid for national bragging rights.
This annual two-day event took place over the last weekend of April with a capacity 60 car entry lining up at the start,
in the shadow of Berwick’s famous three bridges, for Saturday’s opening leg. Forming part of the English challenge
were Quentin James from Kirkham and Tom Howe from Lea
who were flying the flag for Blackpool South Shore Motor
Club in their Citroen C2 GT.
Saturday’s opening 50 mile leg to the South and West of
Berwick was designed to test the navigators to the full with a
pair of lengthy regularities before the drivers honed their
skills on a brace of tests. The Shore duo were happy to
come through unscathed finishing fourth in class in the overnight standings.
Sunday’s 110 mile route took competitors north of the border starting with a test at the Torness Power Station. An intense competitive schedule was then made up of three regularities and a further 14 tests, many in sight of the North
Sea, before surviving crews reached the Dunbar finish. After
a long day James and Howe made the finish third overall
and collected awards as class runners-up, picking up a useful points haul in their bid for honours in the 2016 NESCRO
Rally Championship.
Fast forward two weeks and the pair were back north of
the border to tackle the next NESCRO round, the William
Paterson Memorial Targa Rally organised by the South of
Scotland Car Club. Starting and finishing in Dumfries a compact 50 mile route was interspersed by 14 tests, spread over
seven venues, some of which were run by members of
Spadeadam Motor Club. Most were run on loose surfaces,
not ideal for the C2 as it still has its ABS system in operation, and the crew suffered a few overshoots and unscheduled slides.
Notwithstanding the dramas they made it to the finish
ninth overall and emulated both their Berwick and Saltire
results by taking the awards for finishing second in class.
The result puts them at the top of the NESCRO Targa Driver
and Navigator Championship standings heading into next
month’s Lake District Classic Rally.
Their closest rivals are experienced Scots duo Craig Wallace and Clifford Auld who took victory on the Berwick in
their rapid Toyota Corolla G6R. Another Toyota crew, William Paterson Memorial Targa Rally winners Ryan Hay and
Niall Thomson are currently third in the NESCRO rankings.
James and Howe, who are also members of Kirkby Lonsdale Motor Club, Garstang & Preston Motor Club and Wigton Motor Club, are hoping to get the better of their Scottish
rivals on a rally held entirely on English soil.
The growing popularity of the Targa Challenge is borne
out by there currently being no fewer than 54 crews in the
series standings. The same number as those listed in the
Classic Challenge.

and

Photos & Report
Curtesy of

Phil James

PRO-RALLY PHOTOGRAPHY

TEL : 01772 69-00-34 MOB: 07771 76-86-57

EMAIL: phil@pro-rally.co.uk

NESCRO CLASSIC CHALLENGE
Pos

Driver

Total

Pos

Navigator

Total

1

John Bertram

192.8

1

Andrew Fish

192.8

2

David Marsden

179.2

2

Mike Garstang

179.2

3

Jim Hendry

170

3

Bob Hargreaves

157.2

4

Ben Blanchard

157.2

4

Ali Procter

106.7

5

John Ruddock

104.7

5

Roger Burkill

104.7

6

Ross Butterworth

101.7

6

Maurice Millar

101.6

7

Ian Dixon

101.6

7

Dave Lauder

100.7

8

Gavin Thomson

100.7

8=

Ben Jude

98.9

9=

John Haygarth

98.9

8=

Nicky Staniforth

98.9

9=

Ray Jude

98.9

8=

Peter Birtles

98.9

9=

Richard Goodacre

98.9

11

Graham Couser

93.3

12

Ron Kendall

97.7

12

Mark Lewis

92.6

13

Sallyann Hewitt

92.6

13

Richard Crozier

14

Andy Lane

90

14=

David Byrne

87.8

15=

James Griffiths

87.8

14=

Scott Wiffen

87.8

15=

Stephen Byrne

87.8

14=

Chris Loudon

87.8

15=

Douglas Humphrey

87.8

17

Roy Heath

18

Dave Short

85

19
20

Andrew Johnson
Conn Williamson

18
19
20=

83.7
78.4

Dave Boyes
Maurice Eakin
Bob Shearer

Results Updated
following the
William PattersonTarga

NB : Only the first 20 places in
the Classic Challenge &
The first 25 places in the Targa
Challenge are shown

90

85
83.7
78.4
76.7

NESCRO TARGA CHALLENGE
Pos

Driver

Total

Pos

Navigator

Total

Tom Howe
Clifford Auld

197.5
189.7

1

Quentin James

197.5

2

Craig Wallace

189.7

1
2

3

Ryan Hay

155.7

3

Niall Thomson

155.7

4

Grainger Robertson

145

4

David Lumsden

99.5

5

Joe Harwood

99.5

5

Rob Lloyd

97.5

6

Martin Lloyd

97.5

6

Russell Walker

90

7

Stuart Newby

90

7

John Turnbull

88.9

8

Stephen Short

88.9

8=

David Robertson

85

9

Sam Collis

85

8=

Gary Evans

85

10

Graeme Galloway

83.7

10

Owen Malthouse

83.7

11

Graham Malthouse

78.4

11

Diane Malthouse

78.4

12=

Sandy Horne Jnr

76.7

12=

Kirsty Horne

76.7

12=

Chris Marsh

76.7

12=

Andy Beaumont

76.7

12=

Drew McLean

76.7

12=

Karina McLean

76.7

15

Jeff Malthouse

73.2

15

Katy Malthouse

73.2

16

Andrew Whittaker

72.5

16

Charlie Tynan

72.5

17

Matt Carr

70

17

Ashley Young

70

18

David Lewis

67.9

18

Daniel Lewis

67.9

19

Andy Pullan

62.6

19

Nick Pullan

62.6

20= Ian Rae

60

20=

Kevin Mollinson

60

20= Chris Dodds

60

20=

Jonathon Webb

60

20= Mark Warburton

60

20=

Josh Davison

60

20= David Crosbie

60

20=

Gordon Clendinning

60
60

24

Ron Roughead

57.4

20=

Greg Mcknight

25

Phil Griffiths

52.1

25

Ian Canavan

57.4

Photos Curtesy of Tony North

NESCRO
2016 Events Calendar
Key : C = Challenge E = Suitable for Experts N = Suitable for Novices

3rd July
C (Targa & Classic), E & N

Lake District Classic
& Targa Rally
Wigton Motor Club
Tests, Navigation in advance
Ron Palmer : 01228-575153
Email : ronpalmer777@hotmail.com
www.wigtonmc.co.uk

16th July
C (Targa & Classic), E & N

Summer Lanes & Targa Rally
Queens University MC
Tests & Navigation
Clifford Auld : 07713– 855692
Email : hungryauld@qub.ac.uk
www.motor.clubqub.ac.uk

7th August
C (Targa & Classic), E & N

St. Wilfred’s Classic
& Targa Rally
Ripon Motor Sport Club
Tests, Navigation & Regularities
Sam Wainwright :
Email : info@riponmotorsportclub.co.uk
www.riponmotorsportclub.co.uk

6th & 7th August

The Border Raiders
Club Triumph
Simple Printed Navigation
Martin Randle : 07961-278265
Email : raidertr7@gmail.com
www.club.triumph.org.uk

14th August

C (Targa & Classic), E & N

4th September

C (Targa & Classic), E & N

Weardale Classic
& Targa Rally

Durham Automobile Club
Tests Only
Tom Hall : 07946-515848
Email : group2fps@btinternet.com
www.durhamautoclub.co.uk

18th September
C (Classic), E & N

Doonhamer

South of Scotland Car Club
Tests & simple Navigation
Ian Crosbie : 07740-949240
Email : iancrosbie@hotmail.com
www.socc.co.uk

16th October

C (Targa & Classic), E & N

Solway Classic
& Targa Weekend

Wigton Motor Club Ltd
Tests & Simple Navigation, Optional Run
Graeme Forrester : 01900-825642
Email : graeme.@gtforrester.freeserve.co.uk
www.wigtonmc.co.uk

19th & 20th Nov

C (Targa & Classic), E & N

The Caledonian
(Classic & Targa) 200

CCHMSC
Road Rally
Jim Paterson : 01968-672644
Email : Jimpaterson@btinternet.com
www.caledonianmsc.com

Blue Streak Classic
& Targa Rally

Spadeadam MC
Tests & Simple Navigation
Ian Robinson : 07876-105549
Email : ian555@uwclub.net
www.spadeadammotorclub.co.uk

www.nescro.co.uk

1

Memories

are made of this . . . .
Photos Curtesy of

Tony North

3

6
7

4
8

5

1, George Hill in action
2, Kevin Savage with some of his rally plates
3, Waldegard and Gallagher winning Dubai Rally
4, Low level desert flying
5, Phil Burton and Mal Capstick, RAC 2008
6, Ron Beecroft and Mike Kidd
7, Steve Perez, 2008 Pirelli Rally
8, Tom Beaumont flying on the Devils

DONINGTON DELIVERS ONE
HELLUVA HISTORIC FESTIVAL

In what has become tradition, May Day bank holiday weekend
saw the historic racing community welcomed by Donington
Park for the 6th running of the utterly brilliant Donington Historic
Festival; this year able to benefit from substantial investment which has brought the famous Leicestershire circuit back
to it’s very best.
As is also tradition, the early May bank holiday weekend weather was, shall we say, mixed! Whilst Saturday was blessed with
a sunny start and end to the day, hail and rain showers were a
feature of the early afternoon; conditions made more tricky by
just how cold it was. It is not normal to see one’s breath in late
April, even in England!
The first race of the weekend, the opening round of the HSCC
Historic F2 championship, slotted nicely between showers however. Where, on a drying track, Andrew Smith in his Formula
Atlantic specification March 79B was one of a minority to gamble on slicks; a decision which paid dividends as he recorded a
dominant 53 second victory over series newcomer Dean Forward.
And it was the Warwickshire man who was again first to the
chequered flag in Sunday’s second encounter. After quickly
passing the fast starting Forward, Smith was able to build a
winning margin of 35 seconds over the ‘3rd gear-less’ March
782, making it a weekend to remember for the Team Gunston
March pilot.
The Pre 91 Touring car field were not quite so lucky with the
weather. Whilst a dry start allowed the BMW of Mark Smith to
take the lead from pole, rain began to fall during the mandatory
pit stop window. And it was during the driver changes that
Chris Ward, taking over the Broadspeed Capri from BTCC hero Steve Soper, was able to get the jump on the Mark Smith/
David Cuff E30. And the heavier the rain fell the more comfortable the lead became; Ward putting in a sublime drive in testing
conditions to claim the Tony Dron Trophy by over 1 minute.
In fact Ward would carry his strong form into the 2.75 hour,
somewhat disappointingly supported, ‘1000km’ Sportscar
race. Again paired with Paul Gibson, the 2015 winners faced a
very different challenge if they were to repeat their success. The cold and damp conditions would not favour their
powerful Lola T70 where instead it was the nimble Chevron B8
of Martin O’Connell who was able to take an early lead.
Ward, installed on lap 32, would find himself 3 laps down to the
little 2 litre prototype but a succession of fastest lap times on an
ever drying track brought the #9 Lola back into contention. Meanwhile James Littlejohn had been in the sister Gibson
car since lap 20 and on lap 77 it was he who finally hunted
down and passed the O’Connell piloted B8.
Oliver Bryant had looked best placed to tackle the rogue Chevron having kept his T70 in touching distance throughout the first
half of the race. A very slow pitstop on lap 60 however
dropped the #14 machine 5 laps and it would be an uphill struggle from then on in.
And so with the Chevron now struggling to keep pace in the
early evening sunshine, the fight for top spot would turn out to
be an all family affair with Paul Gibson emerging from the car’s
final pit-stop just in front of son Daniel in the #10. However it
was Gibson Senior who managed to maintain the lead over the
last 20 or so laps, claiming race victory for a second successive
year. But for a mis-read pit board Gibson Jnr may well have
put up a stronger fight.
Continued on Page 68
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Bryant meanwhile would fight back to claim a strong third position, ending the race just over 1 minute behind the winners; a
story of what might have been given the #14 T70 spent 1.5
minutes longer in pit lane! P3 honours and fourth overall was
just reward for a great drive by Martin O’Connell and Andrew
Kirkaldy in the Chevron B8. Had the rain continued who knows
what the outcome would have been!
Sunday’s schedule would feature a further 7 races, in many
respects headlined by the 90 minute GT & Sports Car Cup for
Pre-66 GT and Pre-63 Sportscars. Traditionally a battle between Cobra and E-Type it was the Oliver Bryant piloted Cobra
who was able to take an early lead from the Julian Thomas and
Gary Pearson Jags and the pole sitting similar machine of Leo
Voyazides.
Both E-types had soon fallen by the wayside however leaving
an all Shelby battle up front; Hadfield, installed in the #75 Cobra during an oil enforced safety car period, now finding himself
at the head of the field following a quicker turn around during
the stops. However, opting for a short Grahame Bryant stint
proved to be key strategically as Bryant junior had almost 30
laps to hunt down the leader.
And sure enough with Voyazides back in the driving seat on lap
45 the deficit was reduced to just 5 seconds with Bryant, clearly
on a mission, able to haul his mis-firing Cobra into the lead with
a little over 10 minutes remaining. The retirement of Voyazides
shortly after allowing for a comfortable drive to the flag with the
now second and third placed Clark/Smith E-Type and Friedrichs/Mallock Aston Martin DP214 over 1 lap in arrears.
New to the schedule for 2016, the pre-50 Grand Prix cars battling for the Nuvolari Trophy put on a great Display. Sunday’s
dry second race saw Callum Lockie in his Maserati 6CM able
to get the better of race 1 winner, Michael Gans, after an almighty scrap between the two. Gans, in ERA R1B, had fallen
to third at the start but was able to take the lead on lap 11 before the vastly experienced Lockie made the decisive overtake
just 1 lap later.
The very sideways Pre-66 under 2 litre touring cars never fail to
entertain with onlookers eagerly awaiting a good battle between the leading Ford, BMW and Alfa crews. But whilst BMW
were able to take the fight to the Lotus Cortinas in qualifying, all
3 leading 1800s were in trouble with electrical problems before
the race had really begun. This left the the Andrew/Max Banks
Alfa to successfully chase down the Fords of Andy Wolfe and
Dion Kremer and build a healthy lead over the opening stint of
the race.
Whilst Wolfe would soon retire, another MK1 Cortina in the
hands of Neil Brown had starting making progress. And once
taking over the reigns, Fortec boss, Richard Dutton, carried on
Brown’s hard work to close in on Max Banks during the second
half of the race; a gutsy charge that left the Ford man just 10
seconds shy of the untouchable Giulia Sprint GTA at the
flag. Meanwhile David Tomlin made it two Fords on the podium, passing Kremer in the pit-stops and managing to hold off
the Swiss pilot during the closing stages of the race.
The RAC Woodcote Trophy for pre-56 Sportscars was yet another highlight of the weekend, proof if ever it were needed that
historic racing is much more than just a demonstration.

Continued on Page 69
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Throughout the entire 1 hour duration of the race, Fred Wakeman and
later Patrick Blakeney-Edwards tried all they could to get past the DType Jaguar of Gary Pearson. The Cooper Jaguar Type 38 was more
than a match for the D-Type but Pearson was immaculate through the
traffic and, as Blakeney-Edwards put it, there is no getting past the
Northamptonshire man when in that kind of form!
Colin Turkington made a one off appearance in the HSCC Super Touring Car Trophy race, and the Northern Irishman showed his class by
taking third place in the Mark Smith BMW E30. The older BMW was no
match for the Gordon Noble Jnr Vauxhall Vectra or the Stewart Whyte
Honda Accord however; with the former able to get the better of regular
front runner Whyte on this occasion.
Following an article in Motor Sport magazine I was very much looking
forward to the final event of the day, the Pre 80 endurance race for
Sports racing GT and Touring Cars. You just cannot beat the sound of
a 3 litre DFV formula 1 engine and on this occasion we were blessed
with not only the magazine featured Lola T282 of Leo Voyazides and
Simon Hadfield but also the T292 of Michele Liguori.
Hadfield had earlier put the Gitanes sponsored T282 on pole with a fantastic 1.05.872 but it was Liguori who beat Voyazides into Redgate, immediately gapping the Greek pilot and leaving him to fight with the
Chevron B19 of Martin O’Connell. Unfortunately, the expected DFV
battle never materialised as a coming together between O’Connell and
Voyazides at Goddards put the Chevron out of the race and left
Voyazides with a broken wheel; the former calling it a racing incident
whilst the latter was less diplomatic!
Whilst Liguori was now able to cruise to victory, Voyazides with broken
wheel replaced, and later Simon Hadfield were able to drag themselves
back up through the field to a phenomenal second place; missing out on
victory by just 26 seconds after at one stage being 2 laps down! The
sight and sound of Hadfield taking on the Craner Curves in this glorious
machine is one of those memories that will stick around for years to
come! Ever wondered what is missing from modern day racing? This
car sums it up completely!
My time at the festival may have been over but the racing continued
throughout Monday, where …
David Tomlin piloted his Lotus Cortina to victory in the HRDC ‘Coys Trophy’ whilst Stewart Whyte charged to glory in the second Super Touring
Car race. Callum Lockie, sharing an E-Type with Julian Thomas, continued his excellent weekend by taking the Jaguar Classic Challenge
honours. Chris Ward made it a hat-trick of weekend race victories by
taking the Stirling Moss Trophy for Pre-61 Sport Cars. Fred Wakeman
Report & Images
and Patrick Blakeney-Edwards claimed the Mad Jack for Pre-War
Sports Cars victory and last but not least, Andrew and Mike Jordan
raced their Austin A40 to top spot in the HRDC Pre-60 Touring Car
www.paulcommonsmotorsport.com
race.

Paul Commons

Chateau Impney tickets can still be bought with a 10% pre booking discount

www.chateauimpneyhillclimb.com

Inside the Industry with Paul Gilligan
Mitsubishi Emissions Problems Result in Nissan Takeover
Last month I reported that Mitsubishi had confessed to manipulating fuel economy and emissions figures for the
past 25 years on cars for the Japanese market. In the immediate aftermath the share price plunged by about 40%.
Step forward Carlos Ghosn, worldwide boss of Nissan/Renault and never one to miss a bargain. Very quickly he
wrapped up the purchase of a 34% stake in Mitsubishi which apparently under Japanese law gives him control of
the company. The disgraced President and Vice President of Mitsubishi will leave in June.
Meanwhile Nissan themselves were busy denying that some of their Sunderland built Qashqai models have broken
emission laws in South Korea. Whilst pleading innocence Nissan have paid fines levied by the SK Government
though?
Suzuki have “Found discrepancies in their testing procedures for emissions and economy figures going back to
2010.” However Suzuki claim “No wrongdoing”????? They have also refused to change any of the figures produced by their flawed tests?
You simply couldn’t make most of this up and be believed, and I continue to think there is lots more to come.

Ford GT Demand Soars
I mentioned this last month. Ford allowed a one month period for applications supported by whatever evidence the
hopeful buyer liked to include to justify being allocated a car. With 500 cars available over the next two years just
over 6500 people applied! Some have included professionally produced videos to state their case, others have
flown to Detroit to try to make personal presentations. Over 500 applicants came from the UK where about 30 cars
will be available.
Having forecast the UK price at “about £300,000”, Ford have now firmed that up at £395,000. What’s £95k between
friends? Well absolutely nothing when the queue’s this long. The speculators will have a field day, but only with
those willing to pay a great deal more than list price, perhaps as much as double?

VW “Dieselgate” Rumbles On
I could fill all my allocated space with this one, so I’ll be brief:



UK MPs have attacked the Department For Transport for being “Frighteningly complacent” in not pushing for
more action against VW. One MP described the Minister responsible as being “More concerned with protecting
VW’s reputation than with punishing a business that has poisoned the people of this country”.



VW expect Worldwide sales in 2016 to be around 5% below 2015 despite most markets growing significantly,
so VW market share (the industry holy of holies) could be approaching 10% down.



VW set aside £12.61 BILLION in its 2015 accounts to cover modification of affected cars and potential legal
claims. Many observers think the provision for legal claims needs to be far higher, and that VW may need to dip into
reserves for billions more before this is all over. The US Justice Department alone is suing VW for £32.5 Billion.
And US dealers are planning to sue also.



UK VW dealers are becoming very worried by the slow pace of technical fixes for affected cars. The only one
currently available is for the Amarok pick up, which takes only 2 minutes. Passats were due to start being modified
this months, but the fix has not yet been approved by the German authorities. One VW dealer said he now thought
it would take 2-3 YEARS to complete the work, clogging his workshops with low profit warranty jobs for that period.
Dealers are also unhappy that while VW moved quickly to guarantee sales bonus payments in 2015, for 2016 targets were set “in line with market growth forecasts”. Fleet sales are well down but retail sales supported by generous incentives and loyalty vouchers of up to £1500 for existing customers have held up. Dealers do report slow
sales of used diesel models though.

April Car Sales Rise But Private Demand Drops
Fleet and business sales supported an April result just 2% ahead of last year with retail sales 2.5% down but fleet
about 5% up. So far this year the market is 4.4% up. Most industry pundits continue to forecast a record year, maybe 2.7M new registrations or even more. However all caution their forecasts with a reduction expected if we vote to
leave the EU as both business and private buyers are expected to postpone purchasing decisions until the economic consequences unravel.
I continue to maintain that if we do see anything like 2.7M on top of almost 2.6M last year there will be a massive
glut of used cars in 3 years time. If buying new (instead of near new where vast savings are still very possible) a
product like PCP where the manufacturer or finance company guarantees the future residual value, is well advised.

Continued on Page 71
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Manufacturers Disagree Over Showroom Requirements
One of my favourite subjects as my regular reader knows. I’ve said before that I think the vast expenditure being demanded by some manufacturers is frankly nonsense. They seem to think that a multi million pound showroom will of
itself sell new cars while paying scant attention to the staff working there. One WMC member was recently in the
market for an expensive new car. He visited a prestige showroom in Carlisle and one particular model caught his
eye. He found a salesman sitting at his desk busy texting and asked the price of the car in question. “It’s on the
windscreen mate” came the helpful reply as the sales guy returned to his texting. Nor surprisingly the customer left
and thankfully called me the next day.
The most demanding manufacturer just now is Jaguar Land rover. The LR bit is a gold mine for dealers and Jaguar
is improving for them, so JLR have the whip hand. I note that a new showroom for the two brands is shortly to open
on Aberdeen. Total cost is over £8M! The building is on 2 floors linked by escalators. There are two business lounges. To keep customers refreshed there is an in house barista. Yes I had to look it up too, it’s an up market coffee
shop apparently. Also a chef is on duty!
More sensibly the World boss of SEAT has called for an end to this “nonsense”. He said that over the next 15 years
less and less people will visit showrooms as they gain information digitally. So he says that SEAT will help its dealers
to develop the best digital tools rather than demand they build bigger and better showrooms which he feels “will be
increasingly empty”.
Someone’s right and someone’s wrong here, I know where my wager is.

Driverless Cars Drive On
BMW recently announced that their profits would probably dip this year because of the investment they are putting
into driverless vehicles. They have dramatically increased R&D spending in this area and are competing to recruit
the best computer engineers. As one industry analyst said “BMW need to spend this money. They need to innovate
to keep up with everyone else, or face being left behind.”
One benefit of driverless cars perhaps not fully recognised is the freedom it will give those of advancing years who
sooner or later face the decision we all dread of when to admit we really shouldn’t be driving any more. The loss of
mobility this brings can have a devastating effect on people’s lives. Having been used to the privilege of a car and a
licence for maybe 70 years seniors can become almost housebound overnight, particularly those living in rural areas.
Loneliness is recognised as one of the greatest problems of old age, the driverless car can solve this overnight.
JLR’s chief executive recently spoke on these subjects, instancing his own father who’s life had been transformed
(and not for the better) when he had to stop driving. There will, he said, be more change in the motor industry in the
next 5 years than there has been in the last 25, and “I look forward to my own retirement much more knowing (not
thinking) that a driverless car will be available to keep me mobile for as long as I want.”

Alternative Fuels Advance Also
London’s first public access hydrogen refuelling station has recently opened, with two more to follow shortly and another 9 by this time next year. In opening the facility the Transport Minister (same chap attacked for being soft on
VW) announced it is now Government policy to make all cars and vans zero emission by 2050.
The station uses hydrogen produced by wind turbines when they are generating more electricity than the grid needs
so claims to be 100% green. Apparently there is enough such electricity available to power 3 million hydrogen cars
for 350 miles every day.
I have the feeling that hydrogen, like driverless, will happen a lot quicker than many currently think.

Car Crime Rises Again
Last year vehicle theft in the UK went up by 8%, the first rise in over 20 years. Attempted thefts went up by about
35%. Favourite targets are luxury 4x4s where the thieves are finding ways around the keyless systems, apparently
it’s quite simple if you have the right laptop and knowledge. Classic cars are also being stolen much more often as
values rise and healthy export markets beckon.

Happier Subjects
A lot of the above reflects that currently there seems in most areas more bad news than good. However WMC members regard cars as a pleasure, and in many cases older cars in particular. I’m typing this in the South of France having stayed on for a few days after spending last weekend at the Monte Carlo Historique GP with a carefully chosen
group of WMC members and friends. I know Ron is covering it fully so I’ll simply say to me the best event on the calendar, and an enormous pleasure and privilege to
share those fabulous cars and this wonderful area with
such a great bunch of people. THAT is what cars are
about not VW emissions or fancy new showrooms.
Off for a vin blanc in the sunshine now!
pg@gvcontracts.co.uk

Paul Gilligan

SEVERN VALLEY STAGES

MSA

Extra
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MSA FORMULA BECOMES
F4 BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIP

MSA Formula has been renamed the F4 British Championship certified by FIA – powered by Ford, in a move
that reflects the championship’s unique standing as the
UK series conforming to global FIA F4 regulations.
In addition to the UK, there are currently established
FIA F4 championships in Australia, Japan, Germany,
Italy, China, Mexico and Northern Europe, with new
championships set to be launched in the US, South
East Asia, Spain and the United Arab Emirates.
Stefano Domenicali, President of the FIA Single Seater
Commission, said: “Given the global reach of FIA Formula 4, it is both natural and essential that the category
establishes a strong base in the UK and continues
growing from there.” Gerard Quinn, Senior Manager,
Ford Performance Europe added: “Ford is delighted
with the rebranding to F4 British Championship certified
by FIA – powered by Ford.
It adds to the transparency of the FIA motorsport ladder
in Britain and underlines Ford’s ongoing commitment to
developing young drivers which has spanned almost 50
years.”
The 2016 F4 British Champion will be awarded 12
points towards an FIA Formula One Superlicence. They
will also attend the FIA Gala in Austria (2 December)
and join an exclusive FIA F4 drivers’ club.

MSA’S LYNCH CHAIRS THE
WORLD RALLYCROSS
STEWARDS

MSA Race, Speed & Kart Executive Cheryl Lynch was
Chairman of the Stewards when the FIA World Rallycross Championship visited Germany (7-8 May). Cheryl
has been an FIA Rallycross and Autocross Steward for
several years but the World RX of Hockenheim marked
her first weekend in charge.
She will reprise the role at the World RX of Norway in
June. “I was honoured to be given the opportunity to
step up and I appreciate of the support of my fellow officials and FIA World Rallycross team,” said Cheryl. “It
was a great weekend and I look forward to welcoming
the team to the UK when the Championship arrives at
Lydden later this month, before taking on my next Chairing role in Norway.”

TO GO AHEAD AS PLANNED

The MSA and Natural Resources Wales (NRW) have
reached a temporary agreement allowing the Severn Valley Stages to proceed as planned on 4 June, and the
MSA is encouraging crews to submit their entries as soon
as possible.
The Severn Valley Stages is based in Builth Wells and
organised by Midland Manor Motor Club. It is a round of
the MSA British Historic Rally Championship and the
MSA Welsh Rally Championship. “This is excellent news
for the dedicated organising team behind the Severn Valley Stages, who have continued to work hard on their preevent preparation despite the current uncertainty,” said
Rob Jones, MSA Chief Executive. “What Midland Manor
Motor Club need now is for the rallying community to turn
out in force on 4 June, so we would please encourage all
crews considering competing to get their entries in now.
The MSA appreciates the fact that NRW has worked
closely with us to achieve this accommodation for the
Severn Valley Stages.”
Keith Ashley, Clerk of the Course for the Severn Valley
Stages, added: “Going ahead as planned is absolutely
brilliant news after the uncertainty of the last few weeks. It
is also good for both the sport and the volunteers who
have spent 12 months organising the rally. We’re extremely grateful to senior management at both the MSA
and NRW for their positive approach and willingness to
bring forward solutions to a difficult problem. Extending
the previous cut-off date for the 2015 fees as a one-off
measure will enable the 43rd running of the Severn Valley
Stages to go ahead.”
The MSA and NRW continue to work together to negotiate a wider agreement for forest stage rallying in Wales.

SAFETY CAR
WORKSHOPS UPDATE

Over 50 delegates took part in the recent Safety Car
workshop in Carlisle last month, while the next session in
Radnor (21-22 May) is already full with 28 participants
signed up.
Part one of the training covered topics including MSA
stage rally safety requirements, role and responsibilities,
event preparation, post-event actions, and on-event
skills, tools and techniques.
Part two was delivered in conjunction with AA DriveTech,
covering driver awareness, use of four-wheel-drive, and
practical driver skills. Initial delegates have commented
that the ‘group discussions allowed everyone to think and
contribute’ and that it provided ‘clarification of roles and
responsibilities.’

There are still spaces available for upcoming sessions in Bovington (4-5 June),
Chesterfield (20-21 August) and Perth (2425 September).

Stage Rally Safety Requirements

Followed by a further 28 pages of requirements for event organisers

Go to - www.msauk.org/The-Sport/Rally-Future

Rallying cost talks stall with
Natural Resources Wales
Concerns have been raised about
rallying in Wales' forests as the sport's
governing body said new costs sought
by Natural Resources Wales (NRW)
would be "unworkable".

The Motor Sports Association (MSA) has agreed deals in
England and Scotland but talks are continuing in Wales.
NRW said it had to recover its costs.
Former British rallying champion Gwyndaf Evans said he
was concerned racing could become "prohibitively expensive" in Wales.
"If these increases happen... there's a danger that rallying
may have to stop in Wales," he said.
"And that would be a tragic loss to all the competitors but
also all the suppliers throughout the sport and to tourism in
Wales."
The nation hosts several competitions with the Wales
Rally GB, the final round of the FIA World Rally Championship (WRC), the most high profile with stages in Powys,
Gwynedd and Denbighshire last year.
Mr Evans explained that a national rally stage in Wales
costs about £500 to enter, with organisers needing about 80 competitors to break even.
He said a forestry fee increase would push up entry prices and could mean fewer competitors, making events unviable.
MSA boss Rob Jones said: "Unfortunately, we have yet to reach agreement with NRW, which is currently seeking
an increase that would be unworkable for rallying in Wales and thereby detrimental to the country's hugely successful motor sport industry and also to the many local communities that benefit from the sport.
"However, we continue to work hard on behalf of the sport in Wales and with discussions continuing we remain
confident of reaching agreement with NRW as soon as possible."
A rate of up to £688 per mile has been set in England and Scotland for some rallies.
NRW head of enterprise David Edwell said: "We have a long and proud history of staging rallying events in Welsh
forests and are working closely with the Motor Sports Association to reach an agreement that will allow this to continue.
"It is, however, important that the costs we incur in preparing the forests for these events and repairing the roads
afterwards are recovered so we can deliver the wide range of other services these areas provide to the people of
Wales." Last year's fees are in place in Wales until the end of May.

Wales Rally GB : MARSHALS NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the first Wales Rally GB newsletter for 2016. We have spent the time since November '15 trying, like
many of you, to dry out from what were incredibly testing weather conditions! But we have also been putting together the structure for the 2016 rally and are now close to being able to finalise the route for this year's event - don't forget the new date: 27th – 30th October.
October? That's right. We are running about a fortnight earlier this year and also as the penultimate round of the
FIA World Rally Championship. We will gain from having more daylight on the Friday andSaturday before the clocks
fall back an hour on Saturday night, giving us an earlier start on Sundaymorning. We have also been promised
warm weather and bright sunshine all week!
There are some new venues to be announced when the route is unveiled in a month's time. Some will be a surprise,
some will be a change from the perceived norm and all will continue to enhance the test of Wales Rally GB.
Event Coordinator Andrew Kellitt, Event Safety Officer Sue Sanders and Clerk of the Course Iain Campbell have all
spent time checking the routes available from Natural Resources Wales. They have spent time ensuring that the
spectator locations provide excellent viewing, good access and exit and show off our sport at its best. Just as much
time has been spent ensuring that the people on the ground who make this all work, the marshals, also have access
to their locations to ensure their all important jobs can be carried out smoothly.
It is now well documented that discussions are ongoing with Natural Resources Wales with regard to the payment
terms for the preparation and reinstatement of the roads used for rallying. These discussions continue at the highest
level to find a solution to this and so do not affect the planning of the event.
We hope we can rely on your support in October and also in the run up to the event. These newsletters will appear
regularly with the latest event news, championship updates and with details of how to get the most from Wales Rally
GB 2016.

Forest Rallying in Wales & the NRW

I won’t be the first or only person to write about the current crisis facing the sport of special stage forest rallying in
Wales. But I have a story and it’s a story I want to tell everyone who cares to read it.
40 years ago, I was born in Wrexham and every day since, I have lived, breathed and loved rallying in Wales. Being
based so close to world class rally stages – you could be forgiven for taking this for granted – but each journey into
the classic Welsh forest stages as a child was a truly captivating, exciting and dare I say ‘magical’ experience for
me. It still is 40 years on.
I’ve seen the best of the best. McRae. Burns. Makinen. Toivonen. Mikkola. Vatanen. Kankkunen. Sainz. Loeb.
Ogier. You name it. I’ve seen the plucky amateur. The seasoned pros. The stalwart, ‘evergreen’ competitors returning year after year to rally in Wales. I’ve been covered in dust spectating. Soaked to the skin marshalling at all hours.
Frozen to the bones waiting for the sun to come up on a bitterly cold morning in the middle of a Welsh forest, waiting
for a rally car to light up the morning gloom.
But best of all, I’ve competed myself in the forests and roads that I’ve loved all my life. Not just once, but time, and
time again. Spending hard earned wages on entry fees, pacenotes, maps, diesel, hotels, meals out, food for the
journey home and yes, a few beers too. But it was never me in isolation. A team of 2 in the car, a couple of mates
helping out and staying over with us. 4 beds for the night. 4 stomachs to fill. 2 vehicles to run that weekend – 3 including the rally car.
Now, as an experienced co-driver, I work with a team taking 6 or 7 rooms for the Friday and sometimes Saturday
night. More mouths to feed. More diesel tanks to fill up prior to the long journeys back home. Hundreds of pounds
spent over the weekend through the tills of local companies. We’re just one of 150 or so crews taking part that weekend. Do the maths.. It really does all add up.
This isn’t happening in the centre of Cardiff. Not Swansea. Not Wrexham. It’s happening in smaller, more rural
parts of Wales. Dolgellau. Builth Wells. Newtown. Welshpool. Llandudno. Small towns, local businesses. Local hotels, local pubs, local restaurants, local tax payers. We, as members of the rallying community make a difference to
those businesses month after month, year after year here in Wales.
Why is it important you ask? It’s important because there is a real threat that £15 Million pounds of economic benefit to these communities in Wales could disappear virtually overnight next month. Natural Resources Wales and the
Motor Sport Association are currently struggling to agree terms on renewing a contract to allow rallying to use the
forestry roads owned by NRW in Wales.
NRW isn’t an enemy to the sport. As competitors, we are grateful for the opportunity to compete on world class
stages – acknowledged by competitors around the globe as such. But we can no longer sit in silence. Natural Resources Wales claim that there is a £200k shortfall from what their receive in fees from rally competitors versus what
is costs them to prepare and maintain these roads for rally use. The same roads used by logging contractors and
heavy machinery on a regular basis.
Rallying has tried to evolve – but perhaps not quickly enough. We’ve altered tyre tread patterns to try and reduce
the damage to the roads from the passage of cars. But can it really be the case that over £600,000 a year is truly
being spent repairing roads in the Welsh forests we use for rallying purposes? Most competitors would acknowledge
that this figure seems incredibly high given the relatively low levels of work done between events on some sections
of roads.
Welsh tourism is currently pushing a marketing message of ‘Year of Adventure’ here in Wales. Yet here we are –
facing a real possibility that millions of pounds of tourist income into Wales from within Wales and across the borders
could be wiped out. The current deal will have expired by June 1st 2016. A matter of days.
Rallying isn’t just a few people racing cars through the forest. It’s an established part of Welsh culture in rural areas bringing much needed revenue into those communities on a regular year round basis. The Welsh National Rally
Championship alone runs from March to November – so the economic benefit is spread across the year – including
outside the tourism ‘season’ in the summer.
Every competitor, marshal, enthusiast, spectator or volunteer needs to consider contacting their MP, AM or even
the Secretary of State for Wales. Your Local Authority probably has a ‘Destination Manager’ tasked with improving
tourism benefit to the local areas. What would they make of rallying being consigned to history? If you live outside of
Wales – you can still contact these politicians to lobby ‘for the cause’.
If you are on social media – use the hashtag #rally4wales. Why that one? Now’s the time to rally to the cause and
make a noise. Show our Assembly Members and MP’s that rallying isn’t just a little secret hidden in the trees. It’s
money in the tills of hundreds if not thousands of Welsh businesses every year. The best drivers in the world have
developed their skills in our country. Rally teams provide employment, and people are drawn from across the UK
into Wales to compete, volunteer, marshal, organise and spectate.
I’ve been fortunate to turn a boyhood dream into a serious hobby. I’ve been very lucky to compete as far away as
New Zealand and a few countries in between. But there is nowhere like the Welsh forests. Legends of the sport in
their own right.
So, the time has come for us to act. The next generation of rally fans, competitors, organisers and spectators
won’t have a reason to travel to Wales if NRW and the MSA can’t reach a compromise. Without it, the economy of
Wales will suffer for the longer term. It’s a magical thing to listen to a rally car echoing through the forests. Now is
the time for voices and not engines to be heard.
Do something, but do it now. Tell people why our sport matters so much.
There is now a petition available at

Thank you. Diolch. Jamie Edwards

https://www.assembly.wales/en/gethome/e-petitions/Pages/petitiondetail.aspx?PetitionID=943

WALES RALLY GB ANNOUNCES
DAYINSURE AS NEW TITLE PARTNER
• Leading short term car insurance firm supports Britain’s round of the
FIA World Rally Championship
• New partnership underlines event’s growing commercial appeal
International Motor Sports (IMS) Ltd, organiser of Wales Rally GB, is delighted to
announce a new title partnership with
Dayinsure, one of the UK’s leading shortterm car insurance firms. As a result, this
year’s UK round of the prestigious FIA
World Rally Championship will be known as
the Dayinsure Wales Rally GB.
Alongside the Formula 1 British Grand
Prix, the Dayinsure Wales Rally GB is one
of the jewels in this country’s motor sport
calendar and takes place from 27-30 October. The majority of the world-class competitive action is based in the legendary forests
of mid and north Wales.
Established in 2005 and backed by Aviva
and Allianz, Dayinsure offers immediate
short term insurance cover for drivers of UK
registered cars and commercial vehicles.
This provides customers with an easy way
to add an additional driver to their vehicle or a cost effective way of insuring themselves on another vehicle on a
temporary basis.
The online company is based in Tarporley, Cheshire, close to the Deeside Rally Village in north Wales, where
the event is headquartered.
“We are delighted to welcome Dayinsure to the rally,” said Ben Taylor, Wales Rally GB Managing Director.
“Dayinsure is the latest addition to an illustrious list of previous sponsors of this famous event, but the first one to
take its place alongside Wales, our principal funding partner. Securing a major title sponsor is another big step forward and attracting one from outside the motor sport sector is further recognition of the rally’s growing commercial
appeal.”
“This is a highly significant and exciting opportunity for Dayinsure,” enthused Dennis Ryan, Dayinsure Founder
and Chairman. “The availability of temporary vehicle insurance is something of a new concept for many in the UK
and this partnership with Wales Rally GB will provide us with the perfect platform to promote not only the opportunity to take out such short-term cover but also its simplicity. From a personal perspective, I grew up watching
Rally GB back in the eighties, so it’s a really proud moment to see Dayinsure associated with such a famous sporting event.”
The Welsh Government remains the principal funding partner of the event, having finalised a new three-year
agreement to support the rally until the end of 2018.

This year’s Dayinsure Wales Rally GB takes place between 27-30 October. Tickets are now on
sale with the cheapest prices for those buying in advance. Full information on the 2016 rally can
be found on the official www.walesrallygb.com website.
Follow Wales Rally GB on Twitter @WalesRallyGB or join the conversations on Facebook
atwww.facebook.com/walesrallygb using #WRGB

NEW CHALLENGES AND NEW VENUES
ADD TO THE SPIRITOF ADVENTURE
ROUTE REVEALED FOR 2016 DAYINSURE WALES RALLY GB

• FIA World Rally Championship returns to the legendary Welsh forests
• Longest itinerary in recent years
• New October half-term date with free admission for those aged under 16
• Family-friendly RallyFest moves to Cholmondeley Castle
• New title sponsor: Dayinsure

• Great value advance tickets on sale offering savings of up to 30 per cent
Few events will showcase Wales’ 2016 ‘Year of Adventure’ better than the Dayinsure Wales Rally GB, when Britain’s annual round of the high-octane, adrenalin-charged FIA World Rally Championship comes to North Wales
from 27-30 October.
To highlight Wales’ position as a leading global destination for adventure tourism, the competitive route for this
year’s event – as announced today (Wednesday) – is the longest and most challenging since the rally’s widelyacclaimed move to a new home in the north of the country in 2013.
Since relocating to Deeside, the world class sporting spectacle which runs through some of Wales’ most stunning
scenery, has gone from strength-to-strength. Last year it attracted 87,000 visitors, an over-subscribed 160-car entry, international crews from 25 different countries, and delivered almost £10m of economic benefit to the Welsh
economy as well as extensive global TV and media coverage.
Building on that success, the penultimate round of the 2016 WRC will again be based at the Deeside Rally Village
alongside the Toyota UK’s engine manufacturing plant with the majority of the timed Special Stages set in the legendary forests of north and mid-Wales. While admittance to the Rally Village is totally free, tickets for the dramatic
action are now on sale at 2015 prices, and with significant savings for those booking in advance compared to onthe-day.
This year’s extended three-day competitive schedule is certain to be a big hit with both competitors and fans, not
least as the earlier date at the end of October promises better autumnal weather and also coincides with schools’
half-term break. To encourage more families to check out the top class entertainment over the holiday period, children aged under 16 will be admitted free.
The 22 Special Stages offer a total of 336 competitive kilometres (208 miles) and include many of the established
classic tests plus some exciting new additions and revisions. Adding to the spirit of adventure, famous stages such
as Myherin and Hafren are to be run in reverse for the first time in more than 20 years while the Pantperthog stage
hasn’t been included since 1997.
The route also presents a new home for Saturday’s family-friendly RallyFest which, after three years at Chirk Castle, moves to nearby Cholmondeley Castle – a venue which is already well known to motoring and motor sport enthusiasts thanks to its annual Power and Speed festival.
There are location changes, too, for the popular Ceremonial Start and Ceremonial Finish both of which are free
events hosted in Conwy County. The event begins on Thursday evening at Parc Eirias in Colwyn Bay, as in 2014,
while the winners will be crowned on Mostyn Street in the seaside town of Llandudno on Sunday afternoon. Sebastien Ogier, the reigning World Champion, completed a famous hat-trick of victories last year – and the Frenchman
will be aiming to become only the second man in Rally GB history to win four successive events come October.
Tickets now on sale
Tickets for the 2016 Dayinsure Wales Rally GB went on sale today (Wednesday) offering both added value and
significant savings for those buying in advance.
Any spectators purchasing tickets before the end of June will be entered into an exclusive prize draw for a chance
to win a pair of tickets to the pre-event media day in September where they will enjoy a money-can’t-buy passenger ride with a top driver.
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Continuing the new electronic ticketing system successfully introduced 12 months ago, customers can purchase
their tickets online right up to the eve of the event. As well as the option to print their own ticket at home, fans will
this year be able to gain entrance to the event by scanning the e-ticket from their mobile phone.
As in 2015, the price of adult Day Passes when purchased in advance remains at just £25 – these give access to
all the stages on the selected day.
Admission to Saturday’s fun-fuelled RallyFest at Cholmondeley Castle is either with a Saturday Day Pass (£25) or
with a separate RallyFest ticket, the price of which has been reduced from £25 to £20. As with all other stages,
children under 16 get in for free, making this a great half-term expedition for families.
The price of the premium four-day World Rally Pass, providing access to all the Special Stages* as well as Thursday’s pre-event Shakedown, has been held at £99 for the seventh year. Befitting the value of this prestigious ticket, fans will receive their hard pass and lanyard by post as well as a special car pass that offers exclusive on-site
parking at the Deeside Rally Village.
Fans can still turn up on the day of the event and pay on the gate – entry to each individual stage will be priced at
£30 – but organisers recommend that the cheapest way to enjoy the action is to buy in advance. Whether purchased online or on the day, all tickets include free car parking plus an event programme worth £9.
Once again, access to the Deeside Rally Village, the Start and Finish and to the Regroup in Newtown on Friday
will be free of charge, providing a fabulous chance to experience the unique atmosphere of the FIA World Rally
Championship.

Full details of all Wales Rally GB tickets – including terms and conditions – can be found on the officialwww.walesrallygb.com website.
Ben Taylor, Wales Rally GB Managing Director:
“We are really excited about this year’s route and we think it will provide a fitting challenge for the drivers and
teams in this ‘Year of Adventure’. It’s not just the longest and most adventurous route since we moved to north
Wales, but it is also one that offers the fans a great opportunity to enjoy the action. The new October date puts the
rally right in the middle of the half-term holidays, so with reduced prices for the fabulous new RallyFest stage at
Cholmondeley Castle and children under 16 going free, we’ve made sure that it’s a great day out for all the family.
“UK rallying is in great shape right now and Kris Meeke’s victory in last month’s Rally Portugal confirms his standing among the very best in the world, while local hero Elfyn Evans continues to earn his spurs on the international
stage. The revitalised British Rally Championship is also contributing to a fantastic year for the sport, which is sure
to translate into another successful event in October.
“Of course, the whole event would not be possible without the continued support of our partners, principally the
Welsh Government, with whom we are entering a new three-year agreement as principal funding partner, Conwy
County Borough Council, Natural Resources Wales and all the other authorities and organisations who make it
possible to bring a World Championship event to the region. We are also delighted to welcome a new title sponsor
to the event and we look forward to making sure that the Dayinsure Wales Rally GB 2016 is going to be a very
special event .”

Ken Skates, Cabinet Secretary for Economy and Infrastructure:
“This Year’s Wales Rally GB promises to be another spectacular event and is yet another example of the amazing
adventures which can be had here in Wales during our designated Year of Adventure. Wales has some of the finest rally stages anywhere in the world and the Wales Rally GB is a showcase for the spectacular scenery and
landscapes of north Wales.
“The Welsh Government’s support for the Rally also shows our continued commitment to the event, which has
significant links with the automotive sector in Wales. Wales is home to around 150 component and systems manufacturing companies and has 18,500 people employed in automotive manufacturing with an annual turnover of
circa £3.4 billion. We look forward to the adventure in October.”

Councilor Graham Rees, Conwy County Borough Council’s Cabinet Member for Tourism, Marketing & Leisure:
“We’re thrilled to welcome back Wales Rally GB this year. Fans show great support for both the stages and the
Ceremonial Start and Finish as we’ve gained a reputation of putting on a good show.
“Our successful partnership with Wales Rally GB has been nationally recognised and we’re excited to continue
this valuable relationship which provides an excellent opportunity to showcase Conwy County. We deliberately
focus on events as a way of supporting the local economy – with an estimated return on investment of £32 for
every £1 spent, in addition to the world motor sport media focused on Wales”.

Elfyn Evans, M-Sport Fiesta RS WRC driver:
“It looks as though the organisers are well on their way to producing another great event. All of the classics are in
there as well as some exciting new additions. Running three stages in the opposite direction will certainly provide
a new challenge and the inclusion of Pantperthog only adds to that.
“It was great to see so many spectators out on the stages last year and additions such as the Cholmondeley Castle RallyFest stage should attract even more. Every driver receives an incredible amount of support in Wales, and
I’m sure that everyone will be looking forward to all that this year’s edition has to offer.”
Continued on Page 79
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Fans get their first chance to see the stars and cars from the FIA World Rally Championship in action during the official pre-event Shakedown in Clocaenog Forest, just a short drive from the Deeside Rally Village, as the teams make
their last minute preparations for the competitive tests ahead. Thursdayevening’s Ceremonial Start and Autograph
Session return to the Parc Eirias stadium in Colwyn Bay – a free to attend venue that proved hugely popular in
2014.

Friday, 28 October 2016

The dramatic high-speed competition blasts off in spectacular style with four Special Stages in the legendary forests
of mid-Wales to the east of Aberystwyth, each tackled twice – once either side of a lunchtime regroup on the busy
streets of Newtown. While Myherin, Sweet Lamb and Hafren are familiar, the twist for 2016 will see all three run in
the opposite direction. The short spectator-friendly Sweet Lamb and neighbouring Hafren forest stages haven’t
been run in this format since 1995, while the the epic Myherin stage, rated by many of the drivers as one of their
favourites on the entire WRC calendar, has never before been tackled in reverse. Located further north towards
Oswestry, the day’s fourth stage – Dyfnant – is another well-known Wales Rally GB highlight, run in the same direction as last year.

Saturday, 29 October 2016

Saturday offers another long, action-packed day, starting with an all-new challenge. Located just north of
Machynlleth, the Pantperthog stage has not featured on the Rally GB itinerary since 1997, so it will be unfamiliar to
all the top crews. Due to the lack of suitable access points spectators will not be admitted to Pantperthog, but Saturday morning’s two other stages on the classic forest tracks of Gartheiniog and Dyfi, provide plenty of capacity and
outstanding viewing opportunities.
After double passes through all three stages, the crews face a single blast through the fast and tricky Aberhirnant
stage en route to the all-new family-friendly RallyFest. After thrilling the packed crowds at Cholmondeley Castle and
stopping for autographs and selfies, the WRC frontrunners will return to the busy Deeside Rally Village from around
5pm, providing visitors with another outstanding opportunity to see the cars and stars up close as the Saturday night
party gets underway.

Sunday, 30 October 2016

Sunday is a shorter – but no less spectacular – day set entirely in north Wales. The Clocaenog, Brenig and Alwen
stages introduced in recent years feature again, with the second run through Brenig being Dayinsure Wales Rally
GB’s concluding ‘Power Stage’ screened live to TV audiences around the globe. Providing a final sting in the tail,
the first half of the Brenig stage set alongside the picturesque reservoir will be run in reverse direction, while the flying finish will be situated in front of the spectator viewing areas by the dam, giving fans the opportunity to be part of
the post ‘Power Stage’ podium television presentations.
The celebrations then switch to Mostyn Street in Llandudno for the Ceremonial Finish and prize-giving, providing the
public with one final free-of-charge opportunity to savour the magic of the World Rally Championship’s annual adventure in Wales.

2016 DAYINSURE WALES RALLY GB DRAFT ROUTE
Thursday 27 October:
18:30
Overnight

Ceremonial Start: Parc Eirias, Colwyn Bay
Deeside Rally Village

08:16
09:07
09:20
11:09
12:32
13:54
14:45
14:58
16:47
19:09
Overnight

SS1: Myherin 1
SS2: Sweet Lamb 1
SS3: Hafren 1
SS4: Dyfnant 1
Regroup: Newtown
SS5: Myherin 2
SS6: Sweet Lamb 2
SS7: Hafren 2
SS8: Dyfnant 2
Service: Deeside Rally Village
Deeside Rally Village

08:20
08:48
09:24
10:21
11:02
11:30
12:06
13:13
15:17
16:30
Overnight

SS9: Pantperthog 1*
SS10: Dyfi 1
SS11: Gartheiniog 1
Regroup: Corris
SS12: Pantperthog 2*
SS13: Dyfi 2
SS14: Gartheiniog 2
SS15: Aberhirnant
SS16: Cholmondeley Castle RallyFest
Service: Deeside Rally Village
Deeside Rally Village

08:32
09:08
09:28

SS17: Clocaenog 1
SS18: Brenig 1
SS19: Alwen 1

Friday 28 October:

Saturday 29 October:

Sunday 30 October:

Rallye de Portugal

Kris Meek Wins in Portugal

Sebastien Ogier won the opening nights speed test at the Lousada
Rallycross circuit and he outpaced Hayden Paddon by 2.6sec in the
headline heat on the 3.36km mixed surface special stage, but the
Frenchman was concerned by the lack of boost in his Volkswagen Polo R. Ogier was 0.9sec quicker than Thierry Neuville’s Hyundai i20,
who was fastest at shakedown. The Belgian’s team-mate, Dani Sordo,
was a further three-tenths slower.
More than 30,000 fans basked in the hot evening sunshine to watch
the spectacular action from the first of 19 stages over four days.
Andreas Mikkelsen was fourth, despite almost stalling his Polo R
twice, with team-mate and 2015 winner Jari-Matti Latvala and Kris
Meeke completing the top six
Kris Meek missed the previous two WRC rounds in Mexico and Argentina

but was quickly back into the groove in Citroën’s DS 3 to win the Ponte de Lima special stage by 5.6sec from Sébastien Ogier. It was
enough to take a 3.5sec lead over the Frenchman
Road opener Ogier was surprised by the high grip the Volkswagen
Polo R pilot and had no recurrence of the earlier boost problem. Dani
Sordo was third, the Hyundai i20 driver faster than Ogier all the way
through the test until falling behind in the final section.
Hayden Paddon was fourth, despite feeling his i20’s engine was not
pulling properly, while a steady Andreas Mikkelsen and Jari-Matti Latvala completed the top six. In contrast to team-mate Ogier, Latvala
expected conditions to be drier and his car’s set-up was too stiff. An
overly-cautious Thierry Neuville dropped more than 30sec, the Belgian
admitting he was trying to rebuild his confidence after a series of troubled rallies.
Having grabbed the lead by winning the morning’s opening speed
test, Meek went fastest in the following Caminha test. He ended the
loop with second quickest in Viana do Castelo, despite a big scare
early in the stage. Road opener Ogier lost little time through his start
position in the first two stages. Viana do Castelo was a different matter
as thick gravel proved costly, but Ogier’s fears of losing 15sec proved
unfounded as he yielded 5.8sec to stage winner and Volkswagen Polo
R team-mate Jari-Matti Latvala.
Dani Sordo was third overall in his Hyundai i20 after a great morning. The Spaniard was third in the final test and was only 3.1sec behind Ogier. Despite edging Meeke by 0.2sec in Viana do Castelo, Latvala remained unhappy with his understeering Polo R and planned set
-up changes in service. The Finn was tied with Ott Tänak, the Estonian delighted with top four times in SS3 and SS4 in his Ford Fiesta RS.
Hayden Paddon was 22.9sec off the lead in sixth, the Rally Argentina
winner battling a suspected differential problem in his Hyundai i20.
Andreas Mikkelsen was seventh, despite driving over a big rock.
Thierry Neuville, Stéphane Lefebvre, who dropped time with a front
left puncture in Caminha, and Mads Østberg completed the top 10.
Kevin Abbring retired his i20 after breaking a steering arm in SS3.
On SS5 Haden Paddons car caught fire after he crashed heavily
11.90km into the second pass of Ponte de Lima. It burned out within
five minutes and while Paddon and co-driver John Kennard were unhurt, they were only able to save their crash helmets from the burning
wreckage. Minutes later Tänak rolled his Ford Fiesta RS at the same
location. It also caught fire, but the uninjured crew were helped by locals in extinguishing the flames with a hose pipe and it was reported
the Estonian’s car was not badly damaged. Organisers cancelled the
stage and the following competitors drove it non-competitively before
continuing to the following Caminha test.
Before the cancellation, Dani Sordo was fastest by 9.6sec in his i20 from Sébastien Ogier, with Thierry Neuville
a further 0.5sec back. Nine drivers completed the stage competitively and notional times will be awarded to the
remaining competitors, meaning the leaderboard remained unconfirmed.
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Mads Østberg counted himself lucky not to go off at the same point
as Paddon and Tänak. Jari-Matti Latvala also hit problems, striking a
hole and breaking his Volkswagen Polo R’s power steering. The Finn
was exhausted after wrestling his car to the finish and dropped
40sec.
Kris Meek, returning to the WRC after missing the previous two rounds,
claimed the lead by winning the Friday morning’s opening speed test. He

was fastest in four more to head world championship leader Sébastien Ogier by 31.9sec with two days remaining. Hayden Paddon, winner of the previous round in Argentina, and Ott Tänak provided the
drama. Both rolled at the same place this afternoon and their cars
caught fire, fierce flames reducing Paddon’s car to a shell in minutes.
Both drivers and co-drivers were unhurt. Two stage wins on the Friday morning enabled Meeke to build an 11.5sec lead in Citroën’s DS
3 over Ogier, fastest in last night’s curtain-raising test. As the gravel
roads became heavily rutted, he stretched his lead to 35.2sec in the
repeat pass, before Ogier narrowed the gap in the final two asphalt
street tests in Porto.
Road opener Ogier had the worst of the conditions as he cleaned
the gravel in his Volkswagen Polo R to leave better grip for others.
An inspired Dani Sordo demoted the Frenchman from second before
a front left puncture cost 10sec and the Spaniard dropped 5.4sec
behind in his Hyundai i20.
A cautious approach paid dividends for Andreas Mikkelsen who was
fourth in a Polo R, ahead of Thierry Neuville, who climbed the order
after a cautious start and ended the day with a pair of stage wins in
downtown Porto. Stéphane Lefebvre was sixth despite a puncture in
his DS 3. Mads Østberg had difficulty downshifting his Ford Fiesta
RS but improvements enabled the Norwegian to climb to seventh,
with team-mate Eric Camilli eighth.
Jari-Matti Latvala held fourth despite a set-up that was too stiff for the
conditions. However, the Finn hit a hole and broke his Polo R’s power steering, dropping more than three minutes wrestling it through the
remaining stages. He finished 1.1sec ahead of WRC 2 leader Pontus
Tidemand
The afternoon’s opening stage was cancelled after the crashes of
Paddon and Tänak. Paddon and co-driver John Kennard could only
save their crash helmets from the burning wreckage, while locals
helped Tänak fight the flames with a hose pipe to save his car. Other
notable retirements were Kevin Abbring, sidelined with a broken
steering arm after clipping a bank, and Henning Solberg, who went
off in SS7.
Kris Meeke, returning to FIA World Rally Championship action after a
two-event absence, completed a clean sweep of wins in the three
morning stages to extend his lead to almost a minute. He measured
his pace over rougher afternoon roads to lead by 45.3sec. Aware of
the dangers on the rock-strewn gravel tracks, Meeke opted to carry
two spare wheels in Citroën’s DS 3 instead of the usual one to guard
against punctures. He needed neither but had to contend with different handling in the heavier car. Meeke benefited from good grip on
clean roads thanks to a low start position, in contrast to road opener
Ogier who endured the worst of the conditions as he swept the loose
gravel.
Ogier was pressured by his team-mate Mikkelsen and he abandoned
his previous cautious policy to climb to third. Two afternoon stage
wins reduced the deficit to Ogier to just half a second before the
Frenchman retaliated.
Dani Sordo could not repeat hi previous speed, the Spaniard frustrated by the lack of stability at the rear of his Hyundai i20. He
slipped out of the top three and ended 31.6sec behind Mikkelsen in
fourth. Eric Camilli surged up to fifth in his Ford Fiesta RS, banishing
memories of a troubled start to his rookie season, while Jari-Matti
Latvala recovered to sixth in a Polo R after yesterday’s power steering problem. Two broken driveshafts cost Mads Østberg three minutes as he struggled with front-wheel drive only in
his Fiesta RS.
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The Norwegian was seventh, with Martin Prokop, WRC
2 leader Pontus Tidemand and Nicolas Fuchs completing
the leaderboard. Thierry Neuville retired from fifth after
running out of fuel in his i20, Stéphane Lefebvre exited
sixth after hitting a rock and breaking a suspension arm on
his DS 3 and Kevin Abbring retired for a second day after
also striking a rock.
Four stages remained in Sunday’s final leg, including
two passes through the iconic Fafe test where up to
75,000 fans are expected to throng the hillsides. Drivers
face 67.32km of competition, with bonus points for the top
three drivers in the final live TV Power Stage. Andreas
Mikklessn eclipsed Ogier by 8.8sec in Vieira do Minho to
overturn the 3.5sec deficit and then pulled further clear
after topping the times in the legendary Fafe special stage.
He was 2.4sec faster to build an 8.1sec advantage with
two stages remaining.
Mikkelsen believed he could have been even quicker
through Vieira do Minho which was damp after overnight
rain. A heavy landing in his Polo R over the famous jump
near the finish of Fafe indicated he achieved that. Ogier
completed the opening stage with a front right puncture in
his Polo R and that compromised his pace through Fafe as
the Frenchman carried just one spare in the car. Leader
Kris Meeke was third in both tests behind the duelling
Volkswagens, leaving his lead at 35.5sec over Mikkelsen.
Valeriy Gorban retired after a heavy landing in Fafe broke
the front right suspension on his Mini John Cooper.
Andreas Mikklesen eclipsed Ogier by 8.8sec in Vieira do Minho
to overturn the 3.5sec deficit and then pulled further clear after
topping the times in the legendary Fafe special stage. He was
2.4sec faster to build an 8.1sec advantage with two stages remaining.

Meek shook off the rust to win the four-day rough road
event by 29.7sec in Citroën’s DS 3. It was his second success after victory in Argentina last year.
Thirty-six-year-old Meeke followed Sébastien Ogier, Jari
-Matti Latvala and Hayden Paddon onto the top step of the
WRC podium this year after building a lead of almost a minute during the first part of the rally and measuring his
pace through the final day-and-a-half.
He took the lead in the second stage on Friday morning
and remained troublefree on the rocky mountain roads in
the north of the country, making the most of clean, grippy
conditions courtesy of a low start position.
After an overly-cautious opening day, a rejuvenated Andreas Mikkelsen upped his pace to grab second from team
-mate and championship leader Sébastien Ogier. Set-up
changes to his Volkswagen Polo R inspired the Norwegian
who won today’s opening two stages and finished 4.8sec
ahead.
Ogier suffered two punctures. With just one spare wheel
in his Polo R, he compromised his pace to ensure he completed the final Power Stage and reach the Matosinhos
finish after Dani Sordo finished fourth after his hopes of a
podium ended yesterday due to stability issues with the
rear of his Hyundai i20
Latvala completed the rally with blistered and bandaged
hands after wrestling his Polo R through the twisty mountains on Friday with broken power steering.
Mads Østberg was almost three minutes behind in seventh
in another Fiesta RS after downshifting problems and a
broken driveshaft cost several minutes. Martin Prokop,
WRC 2 winner Pontus Tidemand and Nicolas Fuchs completed the leaderboard.

Lewis Hamilton battles
back as Nico Rosberg wins
Russian Grand Prix

Nico Rosberg dominated the Russian
Grand Prix to take his fourth win in a row
this season as Lewis Hamilton fought back
to finish second.

Hamilton started 10th after an engine failure in qualifying
but after repairs he drove a superlative race to limit the
damage to his title hopes, but Rosberg's victory extended
his championship lead to 43 points.Ferrari's Sebastian Vettel crashed out on the first lap after being hit twice by Red
Bull's Daniil Kvyat.
Hamilton closed dramatically on Rosberg in the mid-part of
the race but had to back off to protect his engine. Hamilton
had dispatched Ferrari's Kimi Raikkonen with a dive down
the inside into Turn Five on lap seven and, after passing
Williams driver Valtteri Bottas to take second on lap 19, he
began to claw back Rosberg's advantage. First it was by
small margins, but in six laps from lap 30 he reduced it from
12.1 seconds to 7.5.
Hamilton began to close, Mercedes said the speed differential was down to Rosberg being in traffic. But he continued
to close over a number of laps once the German was in
clear air until being told that the engine had a waterpressure issue.
Hamilton immediately backed off, the problem stabilising
after a handful of laps. The Briton cruised to finish in second, watched by the late-arriving Russian President Vladimir Putin, comfortably able to hold off Ferrari's Kimi Raikkonen. The Finn took the final podium position, passing Bottas
after stopping for fresh tyres four laps later.
Raikkonen's team-mate Vettel was taken out by two separate clashes with Kvyat on the first lap. The two had argued
publicly after the previous race in China, when Vettel felt
Kvyat's dive down the inside at Turn One had been too aggressive and had precipitated a collision between the two
Ferraris. Most observers felt Vettel's criticisms in Shanghai
were unfair, but there was no doubt Kvyat was in the wrong
in Sochi. He rammed Vettel's car up the rear at the second
corner, and then again at the third, forcing Vettel into a spin
into the barriers. Kvyat was given a 10-second stop-go penalty for his errors.
Vettel spat expletives over the team radio before getting out
of his car and riding a scooter back to the pits to make his
feelings clear to Red Bull team boss Christian Horner.
But when talking to reporters, Vettel's phlegmatic mood was
in contrast to his anger after China. "These things happen
obviously but it's harsh. The race is very long; you can
make progress on the first lap but you can also end your
race.
Bottas took fourth, ahead of team-mate Felipe Massa and
the McLaren of Fernando Alonso, scoring the team's best
result of the year by far in sixth.
Alonso's result was based on a brilliant first lap, in which he
rose from 14th on the grid to seventh. Team-mate Jenson
Button went the opposite way on the first lap, dropping to
15th after being held up by Vettel's crash, and could only
take 10th, taking the final point by pressuring Toro Rosso's
Carlos Sainz into a mistake with four laps to go.
Alonso, Kevin Magnussen was a highly impressive seventh
for struggling Renault, ahead of Haas' Romain Grosjean
and Force India's Sergio Perez, who recovered well from a
first-lap puncture.

Lewis Hamilton &
Nico Rosberg crash
as Max Verstappen
wins in Spain

Red Bull's Max Verstappen became the youngest
winner in F1 history as Mercedes' Lewis Hamilton
and Nico Rosberg crashed out of the Spanish GP.
Hamilton and Rosberg came together on lap one as the
world champion tried to pass his team-mate, leaving Red
Bull and Ferrari to dispute the race.
Verstappen, 18, held off Ferrari's Kimi Raikkonen after
team-mate Daniel Ricciardo took a three-stop strategy.
He made his two-stop strategy work to seal a thrilling race
near Barcelona.
It was a stunning end to a remarkable race, which started with the unthinkable
Hamilton, who had taken a stunning pole position on
Saturday, made a decent start but Rosberg's was very
slightly better and the German was able to draft him down
the straight and and pass around the outside into Turn
One.
A determined Hamilton was much faster through the
fast Turn Three, as a result of Rosberg being in the wrong
engine mode, and was closing quickly. Hamilton dived for
the inside on the exit of the corner as Rosberg came right
across the track to defend his position. Hamilton did not
lift, went onto the grass and lost control, collecting Rosberg's car as he spun back on to the track and taking both
out. The race stewards looked into the incident after the
race, but decided to take no further action.
However, the fallout will continue within the Mercedes
team. Mercedes non-executive chairman Niki Lauda called
the incident "stupid" and blamed Hamilton for being "too
aggressive". Whatever the rights and wrongs of the incident, the result of it plays into Rosberg's hands. He retains
a 43-point lead over Hamilton but the Briton now has one
fewer race - 16 - to close it down.
Verstappen has beaten the previous youngest winner
record - held by Sebastian Vettel - by three years.
Verstappen - only 18 - had Raikkonen within a second of
him for the last 22 laps but did not put a wheel wrong to
take his first win on his debut for Red Bull, following his
promotion from junior team Toro Rosso ahead of this race.
But Ricciardo may feel hard done by after he led the first
28 laps of the race from Verstappen only for Red Bull to
pull him on lap 38 and put him on a three-stop strategy,
which was calculated to be the slower one before the race. That put Verstappen into the lead and demoted Ricciardo
to third behind Verstappen and Raikkonen. That became fourth within a few laps because Ferrari followed suit with
Sebastian Vettel on the next lap and then made the German's final stop before Red Bull to get him ahead of Ricciardo. Ricciardo made his final stop on lap 43 - six laps after Vettel - and caught him with 10 laps to go. Ricciardo made
an aggressive but ultimately fruitless dive down the inside of Turn One on lap 59 with seven laps to go.
Max Verstappen's father Jos drove in F1 during the 1990s - his highest ever finish being third for Benetton The
move incurred Vettel's wrath as he had to take avoiding action before Ricciardo slid wide and off the track, allowing
Vettel to edge back ahead.
Ricciardo kept trying, but Vettel was able to hold him off until with two laps to go Ricciardo suddenly lost pace with
a left rear puncture and dropped back. But he had enough time to make a pit stop for fresh tyres and retain fourth
ahead of Williams' Valtteri Bottas.

Lewis Hamilton took a superb victory
in a close battle with Red Bull's
Daniel Ricciardo in a thrilling
Monaco Grand Prix to re-ignite his
title campaign.

Hamilton's first win this year cut his deficit to Mercedes team-mate Nico Rosberg, who finished seventh,
to 24 points.

Monaco 2016

The world champion benefited from a slow pit stop for Ricciardo
but also from his own brave call to delay a tyre change on a drying
track until he could go straight to slick tyres.
He then had to defend from Ricciardo for 45 laps to win.It was a
masterclass of defensive driving that at times recalled McLaren's
Ayrton Senna holding off the faster Williams of Nigel Mansell in
the closing stages of this race in 1992, a battle that has gone
down in Formula 1 folklore.
The race started behind the safety car on a soaking track and
victory hinged on Hamilton's decision to ignore his team's request
to come in to switch to 'intermediate' wet tyres, as a step between
the full wets on which everyone had started the race and the untreated slicks.
He was the only driver to do that and the decision ensured he
moved into the lead after starting third behind Ricciardo and Rosberg. Mercedes said the decision was a joint one between driver
and pit wall.
When the race started on lap eight, Ricciardo quickly built a
huge lead as Rosberg struggled in the difficult conditions, for
which Mercedes blaming brake-temperature problems.
On lap 16, by which time Ricciardo was 13.1 seconds in front,
Mercedes ordered the German to let Hamilton by and the Briton
quickly pulled away at more than two seconds a lap. Hamilton
could only cut two seconds from Ricciardo's advantage until Red
Bull's decision to fit intermediate tyres to Ricciardo's car on lap 23
gave Hamilton the lead.
The Australian quickly closed back in as Hamilton hung on despite his rapidly deteriorating 'extreme' wet tyres, making his sole
pit stop on lap 31 and choosing the softest ultra-soft tyres.
Red faced: Ricciardo lost the race when his team failed to get any
tyres out of the garage when he entered the pits. Ricciardo
stopped on the very next lap - choosing the slightly harder supersofts -and would have re-taken the lead but for the fact that he
was delayed in the pits because Red Bull did not have his tyres
ready. Agonisingly for Ricciardo, Hamilton passed him as he
came out of the pits to rejoin the race. Hamilton had some scary
moments as Ricciardo attacked for the rest of the race, none more
so than on lap 37, following a restart after one of many virtual safety car period, this one for a heavy crash for the second Red Bull of Max Verstappen. It was the third crash in two
days on a chastening weekend for the Dutchman, who won in Spain on his debut for Red Bull last time out.
As racing resumed, Ricciardo was right with Hamilton as they sped through the tunnel and Hamilton went too
deep into the chicane, bouncing over the kerbs. Ricciardo began to move alongside on the outside as they left the
corner, but Hamilton gave him a squeeze and Ricciardo had to back off, uttering an expletive over the radio. The incident was investigated by the stewards but no further action was taken.
The lead ebbed and flowed throughout the rest of the race but Hamilton did just enough, eking out his tyre life, to
hold on for his 44th career victory, and undoubtedly one of his greatest. He cut loose a little in the last 10 laps, setting fastest laps and building a bigger lead, to emphasise his control over the race.
The rain returned in the final three minutes of a race that ran to just under the two-hour time limit but to no ill effect. Ricciardo was clearly distraught, saying over the radio at the end of the race: "Nothing you could say would
make that any better. Save it."
After the race, he added: "Two weeks in a row now I have been screwed. It sucks. I didn't make the call. I got
called, so they should have been ready. It hurts." That was a reference to the strategy switch that cost him victory in
the last race in Spain.
It was the perfect result for Hamilton, his win and Rosberg's weak performance meaning he could make 19 points
on his team-mate, which was badly needed after his difficult start to the season.

RARE RALLY BOOKS FOR SALE

Nineteen to the Dozen
by Eddie Green.

A classic and rare book about the
1969 Motoring News road Rally
Championship. The days of Bloxham/
Harper, Sparrow/Raeburn, Bullough/
Barrow et al.

£60

Night Moves

by Dave Orrick.
1980s Road Rallying.
VGC

£75

Fortec Motorsport driver Frank Bird was back in
action at Thruxton in May hoping to secure his first
points of the 2016 F4 British Championship, certified by FIA – powered by Ford, but despite his best
efforts, he came away empty handed.
The 16 year old was feeling confident going into the fast
2.356-mile Hampshire track following a recent successful
test there, and in the opening qualifying session, he was
well on the pace posting 15th fastest time, just a second off
pole position.
In front of a bumper crowd, Frank started the opening race
from row eight of the grid and despite the warm temperatures; he battled to a deserved 14th place at the end of the
16 lap race.
But it was in race two that Frank was most disappointed as
having started on row seven; he was going well and looked
set to score his first points in this the third round of the series, only for him to be punted off the track by another driver
which led to retirement on lap eight.
Determined to bounce back in style in the Be Wiser, Hager
and Frank Bird Poultry-backed car, Frank put in a great
drive in the day’s third outing from another row seven start
and after a race long battle, he secured 15th at the chequered flag.
Whilst disappointed not to chalk up his first points, the
meeting heralded good progress for Frank given the more
experienced drivers he is competing against this year so
hopes to get on the scoreboard at his dad’s (Paul Bird Motorsport) home round at Oulton Park in Cheshire early in
June

Rally

by John Davenport.
tatty cover

£5

Tel. Rod Carter
07984-971938

FOR SALE

Honda Integra
New RAC MSA
Log booked
Stage Rally Car
I bought this car 2 years ago, since then I have fitted sump/tank
guards, seats, harnesses, cut-off switches, extinguishers etc.
and everything else required for the MSA logbook. The car is
now ready to compete and should be a very competitive club
competition car.
I had it inspected for the MSA Log book in December last year,
but now that I have bought a house I can no longer afford to go
into Stage rallying.
The car is an imported Si-r model Integra, not the Type-r (which
only has 10bhp more), and was used as a track car until I purchased it.
I have competed once in an auto-solo in March this year at
TRAX race circuit. The car performed brilliantly which makes it
even more upsetting to sell it. It finished 6th out of 35 cars even
though it is not optimised for this type of event. (It is more suited
to higher speed circuits and rally stages)
The mileage reads just under 135000 km (about 85,000 miles).
The speedo still reads Km













The engine is a lightly modified Honda VTEC with a 4
branch manifold and competition exhaust system
putting out about 190BHP.
Gaz Fully adjustable coil=over tarmac suspension
OMP roll cage
Sparco seats and seat mounts (in date until 2018)
MotorDrive harnesses (in date until 2018)
Airhorn
Navigators Foot rest
Front and rear Strut brace
Wheels that are on it have part worn Toyo R888s
(road legal slicks.)
8 spare alloys and tyres.
2 fire extinguishers , 1 of which is plumbed in both
new in 2015

(Rally navigator clock in pictures not included)
In the right hands this is a cheap very competitive car that could
be a class winner. It has plenty of power and the handling is outstanding and it is really exhilarating to drive. The bodywork is
solid though the paint is very slightly scruffy. It is mechanically
sound and ready to go out and compete.
Viewing welcomed

Ring Paul 07711631984 or 01524 751373

£4250

Herefordshire Motor Club

Welsh Marches
Mini Epynt Stages

Keith Frecker Memorial
Weeton Camp Stages

Sunday June 5th
Sponsored by
APEX MOTOR PARTS

Sunday June 12th

Welcome to what will be the 17th running of our rally at
Weeton.
The event will be one of only two single venue rallies
running at Weeton in 2016
Competitors that entered The Roskirk stages events at
Three Sisters in March 2016 will benefit from a discounted entry.
We are also delighted to once again welcome the Junior
1000 Rally Competitors who will be running alongside
the ‘senior’ rally, which also sees the return of the event
as a qualifying round of the SD34 MSG Championships
As usual we aim to provide a no nonsense event run by
competitors for competitors utilising the smoother parts
of Weeton camp.
On behalf of the organising team from Blackpool South
Shore Motor Club, we wish all competitors an enjoyable
day’s motorsport.

The 8th running of the very Popular MINI EPYNT will
take place this year as always in one day, with a challenging route of 45 miles of the finest Tarmac tests in the
UK!! We look forward to receiving your entries, on what is
always an oversubscribed event - as always be quick as
we generally fill in a few days!!
Entry @ £215 (same as previous years)
Classes for all cars, with the usual Class 7
(Class 7 is now only for top 5 finishers on TOE, Flatters &
Mewla, unable to win o/a)
Previous winners and Dixies Challenge winners can now
win the event overall.

KING of EPYNT championship round

The Jim Clark Memorial Motor Club Ltd

Jim Clark

Website :
www.bssmc.club/bssmc
Adult regs

Reivers Forest Rally
Sunday 5th June.

www.bssmc.club/bssmc/Weeton2016/
SeniorV1.pdf

Junior regs
www.bssmc.club/bssmc/Weeton2016/
JuniorsV1.pdf

Online Entry form
www.rallies.info/webentry/2016/ ... bentry.php
Address for cheques is at the bottom of the regs
Your entry will only appear on the unseeded list once
payment has been received, no payment no entry

Marshals
As always Marshals are required
If you can help then please contact the

Chief Marshal
Pat Masters
email :
info@bssmc.com

The event is a qualifying round of
the following Championships:
THE ARR CRAIB MSA SCOTTISH RALLY
CHAMPIONSHIP
 SG PETCH ANECCC STAGE RALLY
CHAMPIONSHIP


ECOSSE RALLY CHALLENGE
 The BORDER CHALLENGE RALLY
CHAMPIONSHIP


The standard Entry Fee for the event will be: £555.00.
The Entry fee includes RalliTrak (£30)
and one Service Pack and one Management Pack.
Competitors are asked to pay by BACS where possible
however Cheques or Postal orders are acceptable and
MUST be made payable to Jim Clark Memorial Motor
Club Ltd.
For BACS payments our bank account details are on the
entry form.
All entries must be made on the online entry system
An entry will not be classed as such until the appropriate
fees have been received and cleared by the closing date
for entries.
The Organisers reserve the right to accept or refuse entries at their discretion.
All entries will be acknowledged upon receipt.
No entry will be accepted without payment.

http://www.jimclarkrally.org/

Second year of the Motorsport News Circuit
Rally Championship announced

The Bolton-Le-Moors Car Club (BLMCC) and MotorSport Vision Racing (MSVR) have teamed up again for the second year of the Motorsport News Circuit Rally Championship. The championship will run on circuits across the UK
including all four of MotorSport Vision’s venues – Brands Hatch, Oulton Park, Snetterton, and Cadwell Park, which
will be visited twice – with the addition of three other UK circuits including the new for 2016/17 championship Donington Park Rally we are sure you will agree the calendar is set to be fantastic:

• Round 1 at Oulton Park – Bolton-le-Moors Car Club - Neil Howard Stages – 5th November 2016
• Round 2 at Cadwell Park – North Humberside Motor Club - Cadwell Stages – 20th November 2016
• Round 3 at Rockingham – Middlesex County Automobile Club - Rockingham Stages
3&4th December 2016
• Round 4 at Brands Hatch – Chelmsford Motor Club - Brands Hatch Stages - TBC January 2017
• Round 5 at Snetterton – Snetterton Stages - TBC February 2017
• Round 6 at Donington Park – Dukeries Motor Club Donington Rally – 5th March 2017
• Round 7 at Anglesey Circuit – Pendle & District Motor Club and Garstang & Preston Motor Club Lee Holland Rally – 19th March 2017
• Round 8 at Cadwell Park – Border Motor Club - Cadwell Stages – TBC April 2017
• Reserve Event at Croft Circuit – Darlington & District Motor Club - Jack Frost Stages 15th January
2017

Circuit rallying features up to 100 cars competing against the clock, across a variety of bespoke rally stages incorporating different parts of the race circuit, including paddocks and perimeter roads. Sections of the track are run in
both directions and include challenges such as water splashes. The inaugural season will kick off at the BLMCC’s
Neil Howard Stage Rally and fireworks event at Oulton Park on Saturday 5th November, before carrying on to a
spring 2017 finale.
The championship will run under MSVR’s successful banner of championships and series, which includes national
and European car racing, and the MCE British Superbike Championship under its two wheel division. In what will be
its first venture into stage rallying, MSVR will work on championship regulations, assist with championship promotion
and provide administrative support from its base at Brands Hatch. All rally cars will carry MSVR branding, with MSVR
also contributing to the Championship prize package, of which further details will be announced at a later date.
The championship has once again achieved a major coup by securing leading national motor racing publication Motorsport News as a media partner. Motorsport News will provide extensive coverage of the events, including event
previews and reviews, offering competitors more exposure than ever before.
Motorsport News Editor, Kevin Turner expressed: “We were all very excited to launch the first Motorsport News Circuit Rally Championship last year, but even we didn’t expect it to be as successful as it has been. Great entries,
close battles and a title fight going right down to the wire really demonstrate its appeal and it was a no-brainer to
want to do it again.
“Organiser Darren Spann, MSVR and Michelin have helped make the championship a success and Motorsport
News is very grateful for their continued support and enthusiasm.
“Adding Donington Park to the calendar is a real bonus. The Leicestershire venue is one of the UK’s leading race circuits and it seems amazing that it went over a decade without hosting a rally. I’m sure it will help make the second
Motorsport News Circuit Rally Championship even better than the inaugural season.”
We are delighted to confirm the continued support of Michelin. Competitors will once again have the opportunity to
run on the top class rubber from Michelin and once again competitors will be able to compete for free tyres on each
round of the championship and benefit from the advice and knowledge from 136 years in racing everything from bicycles to World Rally Championship and Formula 1.
Tim Hoare Motorsport Manager UK and Ireland commented: “We are proud to continue supporting this innovative
championship in 2016 / 17. This championship gives us an opportunity to engage with club rally competitors and
demonstrate how the Michelin Total Performance rally product can deliver value for money high performance rally
tyres. The new FIA Approved rally patterns used in the WRC were developed to provide both wet and dry performance in a long lasting tyre, which wasn’t an easy task but, we are not in motorsport because it easy. Motorsport is a
great arena to stretch our capabilities and develop new technologies. The very same WRC patterns are now available to UK rally competitors which, eliminates the traditional need for intermediate, wet and dry tyres at rally events –
we call this Michelin Total Performance”.
Darren Spann, Championship Coordinator, enthused: “We are delighted and overwhelmed by the success of this
year’s championship and with the continued support from our partners together with the excellent calendar addition
we feel sure we can make the 2016/17 championship even bigger and better”.
David Scott, MSVR Operations Manager, added: “The Motorsport News Circuit Rally Championship in association
with MSVR has taken the rallying world by storm and has proved to be an outstanding success. Going into the final
round at Snetterton on May 15th all is to play for with any one of three drivers within reach of the title.
The announcement of an exciting new calendar 2016/2017 sees the majority of venues returning & will see a new
venue at Donington Park. The MN Circuit Rally Championship has a very bright future and is sure to be top on the list
for UK rally crews”.
The 2016 / 17 Motorsport News Circuit Rally Championship Featuring the Michelin Cup, kicks off at Oulton Park on
5 November. Visit www.oultonpark.co.uk for more information. For further details about MSVR, please visit
www.msvracing.com or the championship website www.msnrallychamp.co.uk

Warrington
& DMC
JRT Enville Stages Rally

Sunday 3rd July
Regs

www.warringtondmc.org

Warrington
& District Motor Club

JRT ENVILLE STAGES

Sunday 3rd July
TY CROES
Anglesey Circuit

MARSHALS
NEEDED
Chief Marshal
Tony Jones

Email : tij909@gmail.com
Tel : 07770-210881
6pm- 8pm
Text anytime

Kirkby Lonsdale MC
The Cars the Star Show
Sunday 17th July 2016
Heaves Hotel
Just off the A590
www.klmc.org.uk

Visit the ALL NEW
Gemini Communications
Website
www.geminicommunications.org.uk

2016

2300 Club

Wyedean Stages

The ‘Andy Mort’ Tour
22nd October

Following on from the successful Janet Lancaster Memorial Run in October 2015, the 2300 Club are planning
a similar event in memory of former club member Andy
Mort.
The event will be called the Andy Mort Tour and will take
place on the 22nd October 2016 and is a gentle run
around Lancashire / Yorkshire. It is not a timed or competitive event and is classed by the MSA as a ‘Touring
Assembly’ – for the layman that is code ‘for a leisurely
scenic run in the country on proper Tarmac roads.’ … so
no need for roll cages, sump guards, etc!
 There will be prizes for the correct route as well as
best turned out car etc etc.
 The navigation is via Tulips from a supplied Road
Book.
 Regulations and Entry forms for the event will be
published in August 2016, in the meantime a few
preliminary details to whet your appetite are here:
 Start & Finish venue will be the Best Western Mytton
Fold Hotel (BB6 8AB)
 Morning route will be approximately 70 miles
 Lunch halt at Hawes (approx. 1 Hour)
 Afternoon route will be approximately 70 miles
 To round off the day a few ‘driving tests’ will be performed at the finish venue.
 The Entry Fee will be in the region of £50 (2 people)
which will include a light breakfast and buffet style
super at the finish venue
 All makes and types of vehicles are welcome

So make a date in your diary and keep an eye
on the website for further details of what will
surely be a fantastic day out

www.2300club.org

Saturday 12th November

We have been told that there are still
some doubting Thomases out there.....
To dispel any rumours the 'Wyedean' is
running, there are some changes.
A new date SATURDAY 12TH NOVEMBER 2016.

We have started work on preparing a route for November,
a more compact event with about 40 miles of stage and
40 miles of road section. Regs will be available in September, a new web site will be launched at the end of
April.

Other things that may interest you....







Based in the Forest of Dean at the Vantage
Point Business Village,
Mitcheldean (Scrutineering, Rally HQ, Documentation and Service Area (all tarmac).
NO management cars
All takes place on one day
(Saturday 12th November)
Three stages run twice
On-line entry will be available

Eight championships:









Pirelli MSA Welsh Forest Rally Championship
Jelf Motorsport Welsh Clubman’s Forest
Championship
Brian Dennis Motorsport Welsh Historic Rally
Championship
Restruct Ltd Mixed Surface Rally
Championship
HRCR Stage Masters Rally Challenge
ASWMC Loose Stage Rally Championship
ANWCC Forest Stage Championship
Gwynne Speed Rally Challenge

Do's & Dont's








Do check the website, when launched, on a
regular basis
Do enter when entries are open
Do spread the word the event is running
Don't ask which stages are being used
Don't ask if the entry list is available yet!
Don't ask who won!
Don't bring a management car

David Dudley
Motor Sport
Photography
Email :

diddudley2003@yahoo.com

Chateau Impney
Speed Hillclimb
9/10th July 2016

The 2016 Chateau Impney Hillclimb dates have
been announced 9/10July 2016

A 25% reduction on ticket prices is available. There
are pictures of every car in last year’s event and lots of
interesting information so check their website.
The 2016 event promises to be even better, drivers
are clambering to be invited so the best, most iconic
cars of the periods up to the 1960s will be fighting it
out again for class and overall honours.
If you go to ”2015 event “ – “Gallery” you can see
each car in action.
Full results including practice times for each car can
be downloaded too.

Visit www.chateauimpneyhillclimb.com

All the latest
British Rally Photographs

www.pro-rally.co.uk

Phil James

PRO-RALLY PHOTOGRAPHY
TEL:
MOB:
EMAIL:

Lancashire Automobile Club Ltd

Classic Tour dates
2016
We would like to invite you to
take part in our road events

12th June

Manchester to Blackpool
Classic Car Run

9th July

Coast to Coast
Classic Car Run

Start Morecambe - Brotton

23/25th September
Highland 3 Day

A Classic marathon round Scotland

Contact Chris Lee
chrislee1275@aol

01772 69-00-34
07771 76-86-57
phil@pro-rally.co.uk

DMACK
Carlisle Stages Rally
Saturday 11th June 2016

Supplementary Regulations and online entries are now
available for the fifth round of the BTRDA Rally Championship from the events new web site at www.racrally.org
The event will be based from H&H Auctions in Carlisle
off Junction 43 of the M6. The venue is being used for
scrutineering, documentation, event start and finish and
service area.
The event starts at 08.00 from the Auction Mart and
covers 5 stages and 43 stage miles for an entry fee of
£480. With only 8 miles of double usage. With the fist car
due back into the finish at 15.00.
Chamot Hill, the rough stage that was used last year is
not being used again for 2016.
Spectators will be able to visit all the event stages
once again for FREE, closer to the event more information will be available on the web site.

www.racrally.org

Duncan Littler

2 Pendref, Dwyran,
Anglesey,
Gwynedd. LL61 6YL
Tel:01248 430015, Mob:07740 179619
e-mail: dunclitz@hotmail.com

ADGESPEED
Unit 14, Thames Trading Centre,
Woodrow Way, Irlam,
Manchester. M44 6BP

Telephone
Unit - 0161 777 9949
Mobile - 07960 964069
Fax - 0161 777 9948
E-Mail
sales@adgespeed.co.uk

West Cumbria MSC

P & R Benn
Greystoke Stages
Circuit Rally Championship

The end of seasons

Award Night
18th June
At Oulton Park

The end of our inaugural seasons award night will be
held at Oulton Park on the 18th June 2016 – 7pm prompt.
We have an action packed evening planned featuring:
 A three course meal prepared freshly in house by a
team of Motorsport Visions Chef’s
 Awards Presentations for both the Motorsport News
Circuit Rally Championship and the Michelin Cup
Hosted by our very own Paul Woodford
 A excellent after dinner comedy performance from
Dominic Woodward
 Followed up with a live folk / pop performance featuring a variety of covers that you will all recognise, together with stunning original tracks from the critically
acclaimed artist; Alex Hulme.
 More music into the night from Brad B Wood
The evening will be held in Oulton Parks fully air conditioned Fogarty Moss Centre which backs onto the Cascades series of corners and overlooks the Darcy Dip Water Splash – Parking is available on site where vehicles
can be left overnight (though we must point out that this is
at the owners risk). The evening will start at 7pm prompt.
Attendees will be treated to a full three course meal within
the ground floor Chester Suit – The dining room will be
set out in tables of ten so, please indicate when requesting your tickets if your are part of a larger party. Reception drinks will be available upon your arrival and further
drinks can be purchased from the fully licenced bar up
until its closing time of midnight.

All this for just £40 per person
Be quick to book your tickets

www.msnrallychamp.co.uk/
awards-night-ticket-form/

10th July 2016,

We thought it was time for some news about this year’s
Greystoke Stages to enable you to put dates in your
diary and starting planning for another super days rallying in the Cumbrian forest.
As most of you may already know this year’s rally is on
Sunday 10th July but the first key date for competitors
is Monday 16th May which is the date the event regs
will go live on the rally website (http://
www.greystokestages.co.uk ) and entries for the 2016
P & R Benn Greystoke Stages Rally will open. The closing date for entries will be the 1st July but if last year is
anything to go by the entry list will be full by the 18th
May! Our advice to all prospective competitors is don’t
delay, when entries open get yours in quickly to avoid
being disappointed.
As always we will need to a great team of marshals so if
you’re not coming to compete think about giving a day
up to come and marshal and register your interest,
again via the website, on the Marshals page. This will
ensure you get regular updates through our Marshal’s
Newsletter leading up to the day.
For anyone looking for accommodation in the area for
the rally Premier Inn have just opened a brand new
place in the centre of Penrith which is about 6 miles
from the forest. Of course other accommodation providers are available in the area!
Oh almost forgot, we are also going to have the Special
Stage Extra team filming again so don't forget to tell
your sponsors they could be on the telly!

Regs available : 16th May 2016
www.greystokestages.co.uk

GAZZARD ACCOUNTS
Registered Agent with
HM Revenue & Customs.
Accounts and Book-keeping
services for Small Businesses.
Serving Greater Manchester
and areas of Lancashire and Cheshire.
Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road, Middleton,
Manchester. M24 2WT.
Office Tel No : 0161 643 0151;
E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

HECK SAUSAGES

ANCC

Stage Rally

Championship 2016

ANCC Tarmacadam Challenge
ANCC Forest Challenge
ANCC Multi-Use Challenge
Promoted by the Association of Northern Car Clubs

Overall Championship

Best 8 Scores from any of
the 21 rounds to count
Three Separate Challenges
Tarmacadam, Forest & Multi-Use
Best 5 Score to Count
Class Based Scoring System

New for 2016



Rookie of the Year
Ladies Cup

www.ancc.co.uk

We also do Clocks & Mouse mats
Email Paul for a Quote
paul_79_95@hotmail.co.uk

RAC Rally of the Tests
2016
3rd - 6th November

We are delighted to announce the return of an icon - an
event that shaped the future of rallying in the UK, it was
this event that brought rallying to the public and captured
their spirit and imagination - The RAC Rally of the Tests.
November 2016 will see this event return to the historic
regularity rallying calendar, it will retain its traditional and
authentic format.
From its inception in 1932, the RAC Rally has been at
the pinnacle and forefront of motor sport worldwide, it
has attracted many of the leading lights to compete in
what has always been regarded as one of the toughest
and challenging events ever. That first year saw no less
than 341 competitors leave the start from nine different
towns and converge on the seaside town of Torquay.
Each different starting point comprised a route of around
1000 miles with four check points along the way. There
was no official winner but the ‘competitor with fewest
penalties’ went to Colonel A H Loughborough in his
Lanchester.
After the war, the RAC Rally was renamed ‘The RAC
Rally of the Tests’ and resumed with a much more demanding format with more emphasis on the driving tests
and navigational challenges that are such an important
part of the Rally of the Tests we know today. Bournemouth was its finishing point in 1951. Best performance
went to Ian and Pat Appleyard who would go on to be an
inspiration to other competitors during the fifties and into
the sixties. The event proved so popular that only the
Suez Canal Crisis in 1957 and the outbreak of foot and
mouth disease in 1967 could prevent it running annually
- the RAC Rally was here to stay.
It was a golden era for rallying, entries would often soar
above 200 with many of the ‘Works’ teams fielding entries – the interest in the competitors and cars was huge
and gave rise to many household names. The fifties saw
a shift from the touring style of event of the thirties into
one that challenged both driver and navigator alike with
driving tests and legs during both the day and night time.
1960 was the final running of ‘the RAC Rally of the
Tests’ after the organisers had negotiated the use of a
three-mile section of forest road in Argyll, Scotland that
proved so popular that the following year the forests of
the UK were opened up to the event.
In 1961 the RAC Rally of the Forests was born, it was to
be a ground breaking move that cemented the future of
stage rallying in the UK and was won by Erik Carlsson
who was navigated by HERO founder John Brown in a
Saab 96.
HERO Events are delighted to announce that with the
support of the Royal Automobile Club and RAC Motoring
Services we will continue to grow the event in its current
and authentic format. We invite you to take part in this
historic occasion, we are sure it will capture the imagination and affection of the public as they witness these
magnificent vehicles and crews battling for supremacy
once again.

www.heroevents.eu
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SD34MSG
Wednesday
20th July
8-00pm,

Hartwood Hall Hotel, Chorley. PR6 7AX
Just off M61 at J8 : 109 / 583 181

ANCC

Monday 4th July

Cleckheaton Sports Club, BB19 3UD
Just off Chain Bar Roundabout
Junc 26 of the M62

www.ancc.co.uk

Monday August 8th
8.00pm

Tofts Cricket Club, Booths Hall, Chelford Rd.,
Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 8OP

www.anwcc.org

The intention is to publish this EMag on the last day of
each month. It will be emailed to SD34MSG Delegates
for them to forward to their Club Members as they wish.

Deadline for copy

for the July edition is
Tuesday the 28th June
which is due out on

Thursday the 30th of June
PLEASE Email Reports etc. to
Maurice Ellison at :

sd34news@gmail.com
NB : The Editorial team reserves the right to do
their job as Editors and may amend articles
and reports as they see fit

